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ABSTRACT

This thesis develops a sociological explanation of weight

preoccupation as a response to role and identity fragmenta-

tion among r¡¡omen due to the changes in v¡omen's social
position in contemporary industrial society. Chapter one

provides evidence for the prevalence and importance of

weight preoccupation in the Iives of women today. In the

second chapter the changing social role of women in society

and the changing body image that accompanies these changes

are discussed. Both the relative de-emphasis upon reproduc-

tion (vis-a-vis sexuality) and the part.ial Iiberation of

wolnen have resulted in a shif t f rc.¡n a round to a thin body

ideal. However, \domen today have not accompl j-shed a cl-ear

transition to a new social position. In their cont.radictory

and ambiguous social position between tradit-ional and non-

traditional roles, many women exper ience a fragment.ed

identity and feel unable to cont.rol their Iives. The co-

incidence of this event and t.he prevailing thin body ideal

gives rise to vieight preoccupation as women seek to estab-

lish some control of their l-ives t.hrough controlJ-ing their

bodies. Chapter three presents result.s of extensive inter-

views with twenty-two women and indicates the character of

weight preoccupation as a lifestyle and intersubjectively

shared experience. These interviews show issues of self-

esLeem and "control-" to be central to the experience of

weight preoccupation. This thes is concl-udes that the
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problem of vreight preoccupation can be effectively dealt

with by the resolution of the paradoxes of womenrs social

position.
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VIII

"To those who use 'fat' as a definitive adjective"

Ah yes, I understand,
you mean to grease perception I s path,
evoke an image
you believe is universal,
shades of sneering Sydney Greenstreet,
Greed and Gluttony personified.
Then again, your thrust is rural,
meant to conjure baser creatures-
rough-jowIed, mud bound, trough-tied.

In either case,
you lean upon the narrov/ word
the v\ray our culture uses "Fuck r "
as if mere emphasis
could speak voluminously
of the impenetrable.

And what. is " f at" to you:
a state of mind,
a mindless state,
a crime against some right-flanked
notion of ecology,
perhaps of your own voraciousness -
proj ected?

Those attitudes I could forgive
cons ì-der ing the ir addl-ed source
but not what's couched, malevolently,
behind those meager letters:
one vowel, two consonant.s,
as in t'oId tt and ttJetd. tt

Shadow_qn_e Trg_þtrqpe, (Mar ianne Ware, 1983, p. 22)



INTRODUCTION

Most women today are preoccupied with weight (stern-

heII, 1985). By the age of IB, 752 of all \¡romen have dieted

to lose weight (sternhell' 19B5) - Most women feel- too fat

and would like to lose weight for cosmetic reasons (ChernÍn,

19Bl) . Among tho'se women dieting between the ages of 25-54,

762 diet for cosmetic rather than health reasons (Schwartz,

Thompson, & Johnson, 1985) . Up to 202 of college v/omen are

bulimic (Garfinkle et â1., L982) . Among college students

lgz of the women have had bulimic episodes (Hal-mi, Falk, &

Schwartz, fgBl-) . Almost 95U of anorexics and 90% of

bulimics are women (Bemis, f97B; Str iegel-Moore , S ilber-

stein, & Rodin, I9B6).

The problem of weight preoccupation is not just one of

"eating disorders." These are but extreme manifestations on

a continuum of weight preoccupation which engulfs most wornen

in North American socj-ety. Anorexia nervosa and bulimia are

viewed here aS extensions of most tvomen'S experience with

weight (Lawrence, L9B4). Weight preoccupation is seen to

exist on a continuum which includes; fear of fatness, denial

of appetite, exaggeration of body size, depression and rigid

dieting.

A sociological explanation will be advanced for the

contemporary epidemic of weight preoccupation. It is argued

that this crisis results from a co-incidence of an ideal of

thinness which itself originates as an expression of womenrs
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role and place in modern industrial society and of the

contemporary crisis in women's social position resulting

from their increased participation in the economy and the

public sphere and their struggle for liberation and

equality.

In their ambiguous social position, women are buffeted

by conflicting expectations from others, confJ-icting desires

within themselves, and uncertain possibilities of accom-

plishing any chosen goal, and this situation gives rise to

women's fragmented identity. Lacking control over so much

of their lives many women have sought some measure of con-

trol and social approval through achievement of the ideal,

thin body.

In patriarchal society, much of women's identity has

been defined by their sex, i.e., their bodies. Vüomen's

experience around their bodies has a strong intersubjective

component to it and this intersubjectivity is central to the

experience of weight preoccupation. Women absorb and inter-

nalize the ideal of thinness through myriad experiences of

stigma against fat, shared experience of positive sanction

for Iosing weight and through direct communication with each

other about weight.

Thus, the social pressure to be thin is nece ssary

component of the contemporary epidemic. However, the extent

of the prevalence and extent of weight preoccupation cannot

simply be explained by the social pressure to be thin or the
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existence of a thin body ideal; only in the circumstances of

a crisis in v¿omen's lives could this pressure have such far

reaching effects as it does today. Indeed, changes in

women's social- positions that have occurred in the modern

era are crucial to explaining the existence of the social

pressure to be thin.
There are four chapters in this thesis. The first

discusses the extent of weight preoccupation today. The

second chapter offers a feminist explanation of this epi-

demic. The third chapter explores the intersubjective expe-

rience of women who are preoccupied with weight through

discussion of twenty two intensive interviews. Concluding

statements in chapter four will- surnmarize the rel-ationship

between weight preoccupation and women's contradictory

social- position. The methodology for this study is elabo-

rated in the appendix.

This thesis has developed in response to the observa-

tion that vùomen's preoccupation with weight has had a tre-

mendous impact on women's lives and their relationships to

themselves. As a feminist, I was concerned that. this preoc-

cupat.ion with weight impedes women's well beingr âs many

women are actually harming themselves in order to be thin.

My own personal exper iences around weight and the

observation that many women seemed to be preoccupied with

weight, regardless of their actual weight, provided the

impetus for this study. In addition to the twenty t\^¡o women
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interviewed for this study, coordinating a program for vJomen

preoccupied with weight has reinforced my conception that

many women control and regulate their bodies and their lives

by denying themselves food and that this phenomenon is

oppressive to women.

Research has just begun to address weight preoccupation

as a woman's issue, hence, there is Iimited feminist work in

this area. The predominant medical model understanding of

"eating disorders" separates the social obsession with thj-n-

ness from anorêxia nervosa and butimia and thus allows these

problems to be treated as isolated diseases d:-sconnected

f rom popuì-ar culture.

The social pressure to be thin is increasingly sug-

gested by medical, psychological, and traditional psycho-

analytic approaches as a reason for the prevalence of weight

preoccupation today. WhiIe this pressure is often thought

to be related to weight preoccupation, it is typically

asserted rather than explored. Since the emphasis does not.

include a social understanding, there is a tendency toward

the medicalization and individualization of women's concern

with weight. Treatment strategies often focus on behaviour-

a1 change leading to either weight loss or weight gain

without understanding the Iarger social problem or dealing

with the cause.

Feminist analysis has observed that these treatment

modalities reflect the classic patient,/doctor power rela-
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tionship, whereby, power and control are often taken away

f rom the v¡omen (l,awrence , L9B4¡ Lawrence & Lowenstein,

L979). This kind of relationship has been criticized given

the issues of power and control associated with eating

disorders. If the problems of anorexia nervosa and bulimia

are a response to feeling out of control of one's life'

del-iberately taking control away from women through forced

bed rest, hospitalization, and refeeding may exacerbate the

problem (Lawrence , 19B4¡ Lawrence & Lovrenstein, I979) . A

feminist approach offers support which encourages vJomen's

empowerment. and increased sense of control of their Iives.

A number of authors and researchers attempt to provide

a social understanding of h¡omen's preoccupation with weight

and society's preference for thinness. Art historian, Anne

HoIlander (I980) has observed, in her study of 19th aud 20th

cent.ury art and fashion, that thinness represents increased

equality for women through the appearance of freedom, inde-

pendence and mobi Iity. Wooley, Wooley and Dyrenforth

(L979) , on the other hand, have concluded that male bodies

represent the cultural symbol of competancy and, therefore,

vùomen would like their bodies to be more tike men's.

Chernin (198I) does not believe that thinness repre-

sents women's j-ncreased equality, rather their continued

oppression. She suggests that the ideal of thinness re-

quires that \.romen police their bodies and deny their

appet i tes From her perspective, thinness is an image that
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represents the oppressive conditions of women's Iives seen

through the stereotypical image of vromen as small, weak and

dependent. Chernin suggests this is a response to women's

changing social position, status, and subseguent increase in

social power. The traditional image of vulnerability and

childlikeness expressed through the thin body fashion

reduces the degree of social threat to patriarchy that might

ar ise f rom increased equality for \4¡omen and depr ives women

by denying them the strong image of fertilì.ty and reproduc-

tion.

Another writer, Cauwel-s (I983), observes that women

today must choose between the stereotype of motherhood or

sexiness. She suggests that:

The conflicts women face about what they should
Iook like are paralleled by the questions they
must ask about what to do with their lives. The
nìaternal-Iooking \doman becomes a housewife and
mother. The thin, sexy woman can adopt these
roles if she wants to, but she is expected to
build an exciting career for herself. The proper
figure seems to represent reserves of tremendous
energy that transforms the average woman with a
bit of ambition into a superwoman. (p. 138)

The perspective in this thesis is similar to Orbach's

(f986) in which the image and social- value of thinness are

an expression of both the emancipation and oppression of

women. Thinness represents increased social equality for

women through the image of freedom, mobility, and indepen-

dence as well as continued traditional representation of

women as vulnerable and dependent. That is, throughout this

thes is the social image of thinness and women's



preoccupation with being thin in contemporary society will
be explored as an expression of the social position and

worth of \¡/omen. Thinness symbolizes the contradictions of

women's position; it is an image that contains at once the

conditions of Iiberation alongside the maintenance of pa-

triarchy and the oppression of women. Thinness then is an

image of vulnerability, dependency, denial, compliance,

weakness, femininity and androgyny, independence, freedom,

mobility, strength and sexuality. Women's preoccupation

wj-th weight communicates cultural change among the relations

between men and t{omen in a chang ing patr iarchal- soc iety.



CHAPTER ONE

WEIGHT PREOCCUPATION AMONG WOMEN

This chapter will establish the existence of an

"epidemic" of weight preoccupation and eating disorders

today. Women are risking their health in their attempts to

be thin. The social pressure to be thin encourages extreme

weight loss strategies and stigmatizes against fatness.

The first section of this chapter will report the

current epidemic proportions of weight preoccupation.

Anorexia nervosa and bulimia are then discussed as part of

the continuum of weight preoccupation. The third section

will exa¡nine weight preoccupation as a lvomen's health con-

cern. We will then turn to a d j.scussion which explores

taken for granted assumptions arcund weight and health.

This chapter wiII end by discu.ssing t.he social pressure to

be thin.

Prevalence of Weight Preoccupation

Current. preoccupation with weight among women is not

restr icted to a f ew women, nor does it include only l^/omen

who are bulimic or anorexic. Women who are not concerned

about their l¡reight are the social anomaly (Palmer , 1980 ) .

The widespread preoccupation with weight among women is

found in st.udies reporting not only an increase in anorexia

nervosa and bulimia. In American colleges, 152 of women are

Iimiting their food intake to lose weight (Garfinkle &

Garner , L9B2) .



It is the rare exception for women to be unconcerned

about weight and dieting. Many \^¿omen diet throughout their

lives repeatedly gaining and losing weight (Orbach, f97B).

WhiIe many studies show the popularity of dieting among

teenagers, it has also been shown that at least 562 of women

between the ages of 24-54 diet (Schwartz et ê1., f9B5). It

is also well documented that an estimated 952 of those who

Iose weight regaì.n it (Chernin, l-9Bf ; SternheII, I9B5).

This Iikely contributes to the continuous dieting found

among women.

While women report feeling better about themselves when

they lose weight, this is a precarious sense of well being,

when one acknowledges the very high " failure rate" of

diet.ing and that 90-95? gain back even more weight than they

lose (Chernin, l-9BI; Dyrenforth, wooÌey, & Wooley, I9B0;

Orbach, L9B4; Robinson, l-985; Sternhell, 1985). Many women

believe if they lose weight aII of their problems will- be

sol-ved (i"liIIman, I9B0; Orbach, 1978 ) . PeopIe expect to f eeI

more confident, to Iike themselves better , to be more

outgoing, and that they wil-l be happier.

Another survey found that 752 of 33,000 women felt they

were too fat (sternheII, 1985). This included women who

were 452 underweight. according to the 1959 Metropolitan Life

Insurance Company actuarial figures. Sternhelf (1985)

observes that if the more liberal revised 19B3 charts were

used where the des j-rable wei.ghts are higher, ât even higher
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percentage of lrromen would have been considered underweight.

Dwyer, Feldman and Mayer (1973) found that 6l& of high

school v/omen had dieted, and on the day of the survey 372

were dieting. A recent Manitoba study screening anorexia

nervosa and bulimia in school age populations estimates that

222 of female students and 5% of mal-es between the age of 12

and 20 manifest problem eating behaviour and weight concerns

(Leichner , Arnett, Sr ikamswaran, Harper , & Volcano , I9B6 ) .

Among college students , 79"ø of the females and 492 of the

males report having had bulimic episodes (Halmi et â1.,

l-980 ) . In another study on Amer ican college women , 20e" were

descr ibed as bulimic (Garfinkle & carner , ì982 ) . High

prevalence of "eating disorders" also occurs in occupations

which stress thinness, particularly among baIIet dancers,

at.hletes, and fashion models (CassiI, l9B0; Garner,

Garf inkIe, & Olmst.ead, 1983).

While fatness vJas once val as a symbol of social

ivileged social positionwealth, today thinness reflects a

for \¡romen (Bruch, L973¡ Fearnley, I9B5). In fact, it has

been found that obesity is six times more prevalent among

women from working class backgrounds, compared to women from

the higher social echel-ons (Dwyer et âI. , 1973; GoldpIatt,

Moore, & Stunkard, L965¡ FuIIarton, I97B; Moore, Stunkard, &

Srole, L962¡ Silverstone, L968, I969; Stunkard, d'Aquili,

Fox, & Filion, L972). Some report there is an overrepresen-

tation of anorexia nervosa among the upper social classes

ued

pr
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(Garner et âf., 1983) . However, more recent evidence

suggests that it is becoming increasingly widespread among

lower socioeconomic groups and among all age groups of women

in the western world (Garf inkl-e & Garner , L9B2) .

Anorexia nervosa and the pursuit of thinness appear to

be characteristics of wealthy lvestern societies, where food

is abundant. They are virtually nonexistent in other parts

of the world (Garner et â1. , 19B3 ) . It is al-so noteworthy

that the relationship between class, and sex in the inci-

dence of obesity in less affluent parts of the world is the

opposite to that of the western world. In less affluent

nations, obesity is most common among the upper socio-

economic strata and the more highly valued.l

The prevalence of overweight is notably related to sex

and class. Estimates suggest that 504 of women in North

America are "overweight" (orbach, I97B). The prevalence of

over\¡/eight in women is inversely relat.ed Lo social class and

increases with age (owyer eL âI., I91L; Goldplatt et â1.,

1965i FuIIarton, L91B; Silverstone, :.968, L969; Stunkard et

â1., L972). These same trends do not exist for men and

children (carn, I9Bl) "

Garn (19Bl) reports

children tend to be fat

infancy to adolescence.

leaner when poor. Middle

fatter and are more tikely

from four studies that affluent.

ter than poorer ch il-dren , f rom

Adult black and white men are

class males, however , tend to be

to be obese. Garn suggests that
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the findings related to men and children support the econom-

ic concept of conspicuous consumption associated with

wealth. Women, however, break this trend as the wealthier

the women, the thinner they are. Garn reports that up to

602 of poor women may be obese. He argues that the socio-

economic findings associated with obesity invalidate the

argument obesity is solely genetic. He believes that there

may be two types of people, some who are socially obese and

some who are geneticalJ-y obese.

Garn (19 Bf ) f ur ther theor i zes that poor v¡omen are more

often employed in the preparation of food. Research,

however, shows that fat people do not eat more as a group

than thin people which Garn's suggestion would imply (lyren-

forth et âI., 1980). In addition, poor women are less

likely to buy the products for weight loss. Interviews

conduct,ed with poor women who are fat suggests that they do

not relate or identify with the social- ideal body for vromen

shown on television as much as do middle class women. Garn

(I9Bf) adds that some of the socio-economic differences

among those who are fat may be a product of differing

sociaLt-zation around food. He purports that in a culture of

poverty, poor girls may be encouraged to gain fat, and

richer girls may be encouraged to lose fat at adolescence.

He proposes the possibility that social pressure is IikeIy

more effective as a social ízing agent if the observer

identifies with the role modeI.
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It is possible that middle class vromen identify with

the media image, feeling that it is directed at them. In

accepting the image and ideologies of slimness, middle class

r¡¡omen may then be committed to this ideal sufficiently to

work very hard at dieting to be thin. If such an effort was

made in particular alongside bulimic and anorexic beha-

viours, \,ùomen may be able to lose weight in spite of a

genetic setpoint. According to Dyrenforth et aI. (I980),

many women must Iiterally starve themselves in order to

maintain unrealistically low body weights.

The argument advanced in chapter two (that weight. pre-

occupation has ar isen f rom \,Joments ambivalent social posi-

tion and consequent fragmented identity in conjunction with

the prevailing thin body ideal) may be an explanation that

is most applicable to middle class \,/omen. Middte class

v/omen are the largest class of women who are mak ing t.he

transition from the home into the world of paid labor and

politics. Further , middle class \Áiomen, are more tikely than

working class women to expect. some degree of social success

in spite of the fact structural obstacles often prevent the

actual attainment of expectations.

The Melpomene Institute of Minneapolis, St. PauI has

investigated body image among physically active women in

response to previous findings suggesting that male athletes

have greater body satisfaction and are more accurate in

estimating their body dimensions (paul Robinson, J-983;
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Robinson, :.-9B5). Evidence

dancers have "distorted body

"overweight" regardless of

athletes may differ from men

1983).2

indicating that female ballet

images," diet and tend to feel

weight suggests that female

in body image (PauI ç Robinson,

A high percentage of the healthy and act ive \^¡omen

st.udi-ed by the Melpomene Institute perceived themselves to

be overweight. A total of 57eo felt they were over\,Jeight and

7BZ of the Ívomen between the ages of 40-49 felt they were

overweight. Almost all of these women were within the range

of "desirable weight. " In this study, only I0% who des-

cribed themselves as overweight were in a high fat category

(over 2BZ body fat). women in al-I categories of weight

expressed a high leveI of dissatisfaction with their bodies

(paul- a Robinson , L9B3 ) . The mean wei.ght for overwe ight in

this group studied by the Melophene Institute was f43. The

average weight of aII the women was I23.3 pounds with 2L.2e"

body fat (L9-28e" is consj-dered average), yet a high level of

body dissatisfaction was reported. Hence, dissati-sfaction

with current body we ight and body image \^i as not substan-

tiat.ed with any "ob jective measures. " These f indì-ngs were

also found in this study when perceived weights were checked

against the I959 and I9B3 actuarial statistics.

Another study conducted on weight control behaviour in

female athletes found that 322 of LB2 collegiate athletes

practiced "pathogenic" weight loss behaviours. ROSEN,
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McKeag, Hough, and Curley (1986) found these athletes to be

using self-induced vomiting, binges more than twice weekly,

and the use of laxatives, diet pills and/or diuretics to

control their weight. They report that others have noted

similarities among runners and those with anorexia nervosa

and bulimia (Blumenthal- , O'Too1e, & Chang , I9B4 ) .

The majority of the athl-etes in the Rosen et aI. (f986)

study indicate using these methods of weight control to

ì.mprove their performance rather than for physical appear-

ance. A total of I0B indicated that they could improve both

their appearance and their athletic performance. Gymnastics

exhibit high degrees of this behaviour whereby L4 out of 19

were involved in one of the "pathogenic" behaviours as were

B out of L7 long distance runners. The findings of this

study suggest t.hat athletes have a tendency to practice

these weight control techniques if t.hey have perceived them-

selves as obese at any time or if they had lost more weight

than they had planned to when they began dieting.

In sum, mosL women appear to be preoccupied with

weight. The pressure to be thin t.ends to be directed to

middle class women. Indeed the extreme expressions of

weight preoccupation, anorexia and bulimia, have tended to

be more common among middle class or wealthy young women.

I{omen who are athl-etes, fashion models, and ba1let dancers

risk developing eating problems as these occupations

"demand" thinness. Conversely, poor women are significanLly
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more likely to be fat. Those women who are dieting to lose

weight are reportedly choosing to l-ose weight for appearance

rather than health. On the continuum of weight preoccupa-

tion there are like1y to be large numbers of women who have

not been clinical-Iy defined as having an eating disorder and

who are not included in statistics of anorexia or bulimia as

t.hey have not come to professional attention, the problem is

mild , oL because the person is not. willing to change the

behaviour (Anderson, 1984) .3

Anorexia Nervosa and Bulrmra

This section will int,roduce anorexia and bulimia and

describe some of the typical characteristics of these prob-

lems. We will start by outlining some aspects of anorexia

nervosa. This will be followed by a description of bulimia.

We will then discuss some of the similarities between

anorexi-a and bulimia.

Anorexia nervosa is characterized by a self-perpetuated

and ritualistic abstinence from food, combined with a self-

perception of overweight and a fear of fat even when

emaciated. Anorexia is Greek for l-ack of "an" and appetì-te

"orexis" (BeI1, 1985). BeIl (1985) points out that anorexia

is a rnisnomer as those who suffer from anorexia nervosa do

not experience a lack of appetite. Most attribute the first

clinical reports of anorexia to GuÌI in Britain, LBl4 and to

Laseque in France, IB73 (Garfinkle & Garner, L9B2; Gul-I,
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1964i Laseque, L964; PaImer, 1980). The earliest report in

the medical literature is actually by Richard Morton in his

Treatise of Consumption in 16B9 (Sett, 19B5; Bruch, L973¡

Orbach, L9B6). In his report, anorexia was described as a

nervous consumption.

Anorexic v,/oment s lives are domj-nated by a preoccupation

with food, thinness and weight control, and by a personal

sense of inadequacy and lack of self-control. A Iifestyle

evolves around these feelings of inadequacy and ineffective-

ness. It is argued here and elsewhere that an attempt is

made to reduce these feelings through control of the body.

Hyperact.ivity and strenuous exercise are further \,Jays the

anorexic seeks to control her body. Her physical activities

are rigì.dIy and ritualistically structured Iike her other

behaviours in t.he attempt to gain a feeling of personal

contrcl and through the control a sense of adequacy. She

will deny her skelet.al appearance and pending death, desper-

ately holding on to t.he only control she feels over her

life: control of her body.

Anorexia nervosa is not primarily about weight, but

about the sense of ineffectiveness and inadequacy that the

woman feels and her perceived inability to control her life.

Her behaviour is structured around these feelings and her

effort to ameliorate them. When an anorexic woman describes

herself as "getting out of control" this means that her

inner feelings of inadequacy make her feel very helpless.
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If she is already feeling inadeguate, her conflicting need

to eat with her desire to be thin, exacerbates this. She

feels overwhelmed in the face of the demands she places on

herself to achieve and do weII.

It is reported that anorexics have high expectations of

themselves, reinforced by expectations of good behaviour and

achievement from those around her. Evidence suggests that

the "perfectionism" usually associated with anorexics

reflects her need to please and receive approval from others

(Garfinkle & carner, l9B2). Further, this "perfectionism"

reflects her low self-esteem as she perceives that she never

does thì.ngs we.l-l enough. While in an anorexic phase, she

usually feels she is failing regardless of how she appears

to others.

Anorexia is experienced as something she does for her-

self. However, she is communicating to others through her

actions that something is gravely wrong and that she is

unhappy. Hence, it serves as a statement of her frustra-

tions and may be the only way she feels she can express

these without feeling she is impinging upon or upsetting

others through a direct communication of her feelings. She

is frustrated wit.h her inabilì-ty to develop a sense of self

she can accept and which she feels others will accept.

Anorexic women are looking for themselves (Chernin, 19B5;

Friedman, I985; Orbach, f9B6).

Initial success with weight loss brings praise from
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others and offers encouragement to continue rosing weight.
The contror estabrished over the basic human urge to eat is
strong and makes her feel strong as wetl. However, it has

been shown that starvation eventually leads to bingeing in
human beings (Keys, I950).

The desire to eat is a natural physical response to
starvation. The inability to stop eating when food is
avairabre is a common reaction among al1 people who are

starved of essentiar food intake (Bruch, r973; Keys, 1950).

People who are starved have been found to become preoccupied

with food, tark incessantly about food, and among some

anorexics the need to eat when one is starving or depriving
themsel-ves of food, precipitates binge eating.

Despite this being a naturar urge, the anorexic feers
this is something that she shourd be able to contror. she

experiences a sense of personar failure if she succumbs to
eatrng. This is common among bulimics and many dieters as

werl-. she feers a self-contror and power and personal

satisfaction when she can contain and curb her appetite,
even if she is thereby starving herself to death. rt is not

weight and food that her behaviour is about., but the

accomprishment of serf-cont.ror that must be maintained at
all costs.

Bulimia, while similar to anorexia in many ways, is
perhaps more widespread in the fenale population. Bul-imia,

crassicarly defined as ox hunger, is the insatiable craving
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to eat associated with the gorging of food, which is often

incited situationally or emotionally (Lucas, LgBf) . The

bulimarexic or the bulinic may be of any weight, from very

thin to overv,reight by social standards, depending on the

extent and nature of the bingeing and purging.

Bulimia is closer to the recent reports of 'normative'

weight control among women. It has been described as beha-

viour which al-lows women to eat and still contro]- their

weight. This means they can eat all that they want without

gaining weight.4 Bulimia typically involves "gorging, " or

consuming a vast amount. of food (or a perceived vast amount)

rapidly on one occasion, followed by self-induced vomiting,

and/or Iaxative abuse, rigorous exercise, periods of starva-

tion and denial of sleep. purging allows the woman to rid

the body of the potential caloric val-ue of the foods con-

sumed. The immediate purpose behind purge activities is

either to avoid gaining weight or to lose weight, by not

allowing the body to absorb food energy as effectively.

However, it can be argued that it is a form of sel_f-abuse

and expression of anger among women who direct their anger

at themselves.

Bulimia incorporates many of t.he character istics typi-

caI of anorexia nervosa. The psychological aspects are

siinilar which is perhaps one reason that many consider

bulimia to be a subtype of anorexia nervosa (Garfinkl-e &

Garner, l982). Both anorexics' and bulimics' lives become
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dichotomized around feeling in control and feeling out of

control and this is directly associated with not eating or

eating (gruch I L973, 1978; Lawrence, 1984; Orbach, L978,

1986). The bul-imic often feels she has found the perfect

private solution to the pressure to be thin as she can eat

as she Iikes, control her weight and please others simul-

taneously.

Anorexics and bulimics share some similarity in their

subjective experiences. Alongside a self-perception and

fear of being fat, these vlomen share a preoccupation with

food, their bodies, and with the maintenance of their per-

ceived lack of control over these concerns. Typically women

who are anorexic or bulimic have in common feelings of

inadequacy, inef f ect iveness and a lack of se.l-f -esteem,

exper ienced as a personal sense of lack of control

(Lawrence, L9B4i Garfinkle & Garner, f9B4).

The experience of anorexia nervosa and bulimia can be

viewed as ext.ensions of the common experience of women who

are preoccupied with weight. There are many simil-arities

bet.ween women preoccupied with weight and those who are

considered to have "eating disorders." Weight preoccupation

exist.s on a continuum which includes; fear of fatness,

denial of appetite, exaggeration of body size, depression

and rigid dieting. Lav/rence argues that as most women have

difficulties accepting their bodies, the problems of

anorexic women can be seen as just more extreme experiences.
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with their bodies

La$rrence (1984 )

image typically

that of ave r age

Most vromen today are concerned with weight and feel

they are fatter than they are. Many are adopting extreme

methods of weight loss without being fat in the first place.

Our culture appears to be "obsessed" with thinness. The

average woman preoccupied with weight is not that different

from those women who are anorexic or bulimic. Anorexia and

bulimia, it is argued, are just more extreme expressions of

the common experience of women (Lawrence, L9B4¡ Lawrence &

Lowenstein, L979).

Women often incur the health risks associated \,vith

anorexra nervosa and bulimia in order to be thin. Some

physical problens frequently associat.ed with these problems

are; Iow blood pressure, slow heart beatr amenorrhea, hor-

none imbalances, blood sugar problems, fat igue , lack of

concentrat.ion, constipat.ion, f eeling cold, circulation pro-

blems, 9âstro-intestj"nal problems, dental enamel breakdown,

malnourishment, lanugo or fine hair growth on the body, dry

skin, kidney and liver damage, and electro chemical

imbalances (GarfinkLe & Garner , I9B2 ) . Mortality rates

associated with anorexia nervosa are cited at 5-I0B and

usually occur as a result of cardiac arrest due to potassium
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deficiency (Chernin, I9B4i Garfinkle & Garner, L982; PaImer,

1980). Depression in bulimia often leads to suicide which

is the most common cause of death in this group.

It becomes more important to anorexic and bulimic women

that they continue these activities to control their weight

than the potential harmful effects. In other words, women

who are bulimic or anorexic are often willing to risk their

health in order to be thin. As such, their actions are

often seen as self-destructive. They are, however, exper-

ienced as both self-destructive and empo\dering. It is the

part that is experienced as providing a greater sense of

control over their Iives t.hat makes the probJ-em difficul-t to

give up. If these lvomen must resort to bulimic and anorexic

kinds of behaviours for a sense of empowerment and control,

it suggests their power and control over their lj.ves is

precar ious.

A sense of empowerment and conLrol is attained through

controlling the body which masks a real lack of power and

control over their lives. In their frusLration and uncer-

tainty with themselves, they force themselves to comply to a

rigorous self-discipline which wil-l provide some certainty

and control. It is important, however, to recognize that

women often internalize anger rather than expressing it

directly, particularly at others (Greenspan, I9B4; Orbach,

1986). Histories of sexual abuse or physical battering are

often prevalent among women !vith anorexia or bulimia. These

women have difficulty outwardly expressing anger at the
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abuser and often blame themseJ-ves, taking out the anger on

their own bodies (Wooley & vüoo1ey, 1986 ) .

The anorexic, bulimic, and the chronic dieter all end

up bingeing as a result of rigid sel-f-denial of food. It is

this cycJ-e of denial and then "excess" that is particularly

emblematic of bulimia. Experts maintain that dieting is a

prerequisite for bulimia (Wooley & wooI.y, I9B6). The

difference between the experience of bulimics and anorexics

is not just that diet.ing has gone out of control, but that

the obsession with thinness is so intense it becomes the

core of the women's identity ano self-esteem (WooIey &

WooIey, I9B6) .

The prevalence and extent

preoccupation is a considerable

of the continuum of weight

health concern for v/omen

focus on weight preoccupa-today. The next discussion will

t, ion as a vüomen' s health issue .

Weight Preoccupation as a Women's HeaIth Issue

In this section on weight preoccupation as a women's

health issue, a number of point.s will be established. First

we will examine how the "tyranny of slenderness" encourages

women to follow extreme dieting methods in the pursuit of

thinness. This discussion explores the popular bel-ief that

excess weight causes health problems.

Chernin (198I) calls the coerciveness of the current

body ideal the "tyranny of slenderness" as it favors thin

\¡/omen and rewards her with greater social value and status.
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The tyranny of slenderness requires women to police their

own bodies and appetites by dieting, denial of appetite, and

implementation of heavy exercise programs. Wooley, Wooley &

Dyrenforth (L979) suggest that the issue of weight for women

is a "neglected feminist topic. " They suggest that as

thinness is attainable for only a few people, it is

attributed greater value and that it is in fact an elitist

value . Dyrenforth et aI. (l-980 ) demonstrate that women's

pursuit of thinness through extreme dieting methods such as

cyclical- starvation and bingeing is unhealthy.

They further suggest that fat is a women's health

problem f or a numl¡er of reasons. Accord ing to Wooley and

Wooley (I984 ) , the ideal body type for \,romen is particularly

oppressive as not only is little deviat.ion from the ideal

permitted, it is always changing. Women often believe that

their bodies are only valued when they do meet the standard.

As the current thin body ideal is often unrealistic, it

encourages self-starvation and risks to women's health.

Wooley and Wooley (1984) argue that females are also

¡nore cr itical than males of their bodies. They report that

females prefer to have small bodies. Additional studies

repeat.edly indicate that. weight is a greater concern for

women than men. For j-nstance, a study by Rodin found that

60e" of the girls st.udied between the ages of I0 and 13 had

dieted at least once, compared to only 16? of the boys

(Friedman & Maranda , L9 B4 ) . hlooley and Wooley (1982 )
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suggest that dieting becomes a rifestyle or way of l-ife for
many women. Hence, $Jomen of ten l-ive a l-ife of chronic food

deprivation and denial

Dwyer et aI. (L973) found concern with body shape among

girls to be greater than for boys, whereby they adhered to

normative images of men and women ì girls wanted to be small

or petite and boys big and muscular. Men have quite

different experiences than women who are overweight as they

do not equate fat with character. MiIIman (1980 ) observes

that men tend to "introspect and psychologize" less about

their weiqht.

According to Dyrenforth et aI. (I980) and Sternhell-
(t985), fat women do not eat. more than thin \.vomen. However,

fat vùomen diet more. Dieting is def ined in this thesis as

consc ious behav iour on t.he beharf of women des igned to

maintain or l-ose weight. on the basis of clinicial observa-

tions, Wooley argues:

In general the healthiest eaters we see are fat
women. . Most would have to be on a slarvation
dj.et their whole lives to get them down to a
weight the culture considers normal, and the
physical and emotional effects of starvation are
much worse than the ef f ects of overv/eight.
(SternhelI, J-985, p. L42)

According to Dyrenforth et al. (1980), it is the young

women who experiences the most severe threat to serf-esteem.

The threat to women's self-esteem means that women take

weight control seriousry. Thus, many women are wilring to
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incur health risks if the result is weight loss.

Chernin (I9BI) and Shoenfielder and Wieser (1983) argue

that fasting, jaw wiring, gastric and intestinal bypass, and

amphetamine abuse take their place among the many vsays

women's bodies have been "mutilated" to attain the ideal of

beauty. In L917, for instance, it was reported that 49

women died trying to lose weight on a liquid protein dlet

that had become popular (Shoenfielder & Wieser , L9B3) .

WooJ-ey and WooJ-ey (1982) describe the mass marketing of

anorexia nervosa in the Beverly Hilts Diet, where the diet-

ing mentality invol-ved condones and encourages anorexic and

bulinic kinds of behaviour. The author of this diet

encourages bingeing as long as it is followed by days of

cutting back on food intake or fasting. The foods eaten on

the diet produce a laxative effect which is partly respon-

sible for the weight lost.

Lawrence (1984) maintains that by recognizíng the pre-

dominance of women among those who exper ience bulimia,

anorexia nervosa and a preoccupation with weight., we have

crit.ical insight into understanding the origin of the weight

experience. At this time there is no evidence to suggest

the et.ioJ-ogies of these phenomenon are physiological (Bruch,

1978). There is not sufficient support for the belief that

anorexia nervosa or bulimia are caused by physiological

malfunction, or by genetic causes (Garfinkle & Garner ,

r9B4 ) The social and psychological explanati.on of the
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prevalence of anorexia nervosa and bulimia among vJomen in

understanding. SociaIou.r culture is the most developed

factors are becoming more widely

contributors in the development of

bulimia (Garner et êI., l9B3).

accepted as important

anorexia nervosa and

While popular bel-ief maintains excess weight causes

health problems, recent evidence suggests that a longer

life is not correlated wiLh the oId standard desi-rabIe

weights, ref Iected in statistical charts. This \Á/as found in

studies including no Iess than 6 mj.l-Iion people (Chernin,

19Bl) . Mann argues that.:

In particular there is little to support the wide-
spread dogma of health education programs that
regard obesity as a cause of high blood pressure
and treatment of obesity as a useful t{ay of manag-
ing high blood pressure. (Cnernin, l-9BI, p. 33 )

The extent to which "obesity" is a health risk varies

in the literature. Harvey (l-919) , for instance, points to

the necessity of weight reduction in the treatment of hyper-

tension, diabetes, fatigue, and to aIlow for a better sense

of well being through a good body image. Obesity is common-

ly correlated with a var iety of health problems and

potential health hazards such as diabetes and cardiovascular

disease (Bray, I919) . Many physical health problems have

been relat.ed to overweight including bone and joint prob-

l-ems, respiratory difficulties, ga11 bladder disease, 9lu-
cose int.olerance, menstrual irregular ities, and elevated

blood pressure (Stuart, f973). Hirsch (1978) maintains that
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obesity would advance public

that the social- and economic

staggering without expanding

The most common definition of obesity is 20z^ over one's

ideal-, and yet sufficient evidence that 202 overweight is a

health risk is not available (Harvey, Ì979). A rise in

mortaJ-ity rates increases at 303 overvJeight according to the

Society of Actuaries Build and Blood pressure Study of 1959

(Sash , 1971 ) . However, 1983 data shows a decrease in

mortality as weight increases excepting for "extreme

obesity".

According to Bray (L977 ) risks from overweight have not

been identified in men after the ages 40-50. A study in

Ifanitoba supports this finding showing that increased weight

in men under age 35 v/as related to increase in heart disease

and to sudden death in men less than 40 (eray, L977).

However, there was no effect of weight on men after age 40.

Most of the studies on weight and health are done on men and

t.he same health risks can not be established in women to the

same degree. It is thought that women's hormone estrogen

act.s to protect women from heart problems (FitzgeraId,

r9Br).

New findings suggest that the placement of fat. on the

body is a significant factor related to health risks. It is

thought that body fat centering around the midriff and chest
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has the most undesirable effects. It is theorized that the

Iiver is more likely affected and that fatty acids enter the

blood stream easier when fat is located on the abdomen.

Women, hovlever, are found to have fat placement on the

thighs, hips and buttocks, which is not a high risk area for

health risk (nckholm, I9B5).

The aged population may in fact be suffering delete-

rious consequences in trying to maintain body weight fitting

for teenagers according to gerontologist Andres (eckhoIm,

1985). Andres has disagreed with the widely accepted belief

that adults should maj-ntain the same weight throughout their

Iives.

There are a number of problems including the apparent

inconsistency of results found in many of these studies.

Information on the differential risks based on sex, â9e¡

class , or degree of overwe ight is not typically prov j-ded .

Furthermore, it is almost never clear whether it j-s over-

weight or being overly fat that causes t.he alleged health

r isks. Finally, the measurement of overweight is

problemat ic ancl has been shown to change across time

reflecting social ideology in the preference of j-deaI body

weights. For instance, what is def ined as over\¡/eight

changed in 1983. The actuarial charts say people can weigh

more than they could in I959 and still be healthy.

Generalizations made about the health risks associaLed with

excess weight often result in broad social recommendations
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for weight loss which do not take into account individual or

genetic differences (Harvey, 1979). Moreover, it is welI

documented that generally women do not diet for their health

but rather to attain the ideal body. Typica1ly, health

risks caused by constant dieting in addition to repeated

gaining and losing of weight are seldom examined.

Further, dieting has been shown to not work and most

regain the weight lost, yet it is the most, frequent approach

recommended for weight loss treatment. Stunkard (I973 )

observes that:

l"lost obese persons do not stay in treatment for
obesity, of those who stay in treatment most will
not lose weight, and of those who do lose weight,
most will regain it (1958). . Attrition rates
vary between 20e" and B0?. Only 25? of those who

enter treatment lose as much as 20 pounds; only 5%
as much as 40 pounds. (p. I57)

The definition of overweight is most commonly deter-

mined by actuary tables calculated by insurance companies.

Serious limitations have been observed on the use of the

height and weight charts to det.ermine overweight (Seltzer,

1965) . Typically, these figures are used by those who

"treat" overweight,, including doctors, nutritionists,

pslzchologists and weight. loss organizations. They are also

used for research t.o measure overweight. Seltzer (1965)

suggests these weights are below the average weights of the

populat ion .

Although obesity is ¡nost commonly defined as 202 above

one's ideal- weight, our current def in j.tion of overweight is
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historicalj-y and culturally relative. There appears to be

no fixed or absolute "normal" body weight when we examine

different cultures and different periods where fatness is

condoned. Normative ideals for weight are, however, treated

as absolutes, whereupon no deviation is considered accept-

able. Ideal weights have been determined by insurance com-

panies and the medical establishment based on correlation

between overweight, life Iongevity and Iikel_ihood of

d isease .

Seltzer (I965 ) cr iticizes the use of tables for

defining weight. It is suggested that these weights do not

represent the we ight of the adu.l-t populat ion , and that they

are lower, when in fact people's weights have increased

(Garfinkle & Garner, L9B2t Seltzer , L965; Stevenson, l97B) .

Seltzer indicates that the data clearly show no va_l-:-d basis

for the claims made by the Metropolitan Life Insurance

Company that the insured persons resembl_e the general

population as far as body weight is concerned.

Moreover ¡ \¡reight is reportedly not itself a good mea-

sure of percentage of body fat, unless correlations with

health relate to vùeight and not fat. For instance, indivi-

duals with relatively Iow body fat may weigh more than the

average person, if they are more heavily muscled or have a

Iarger body frame. Conversely, one can have a high percen-

tage of body fat, have a small frame and be below "average"

weight.
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The medical and health orientated justification for

v¡omen's desire for slenderness do not hold up to scrutiny.

In fact, according to recent proposals from Harvard medical

schoolr wê should gain fifteen pounds or more in the inter-

est of health (Chernin, l9Bf). Updated Metropolitan height

weight tables, in 19B3 , Lêflect the findings supporting

increased health with weight. Recent findings shor+ the

Iower the body weight the greater the likelihood of earlier

deatlr (Chernin, 19BI; Department of HeaIth, L9B4¡ Sternhell,

19Bs).

Today, peopLe can weigh rnore than their 1959 counter-

parts and live as long (Oepartment of Health, 1984 ) . A

recent paper from the i'4anitoba Department of i{eaIth

presenting ner{ height and weight tables indicates t.hat for

women the average increase in desirable weight was about 6Z

or B pounds for women of average height, a smaller increase

for taII women of 3 pounds or 2ro, but among short women

there is an increaseo average of I0 pounds or 9ro, over the

I9 59 data t.hat cont inues to be loopular Iy used .

There is a discrepancy between t,he weiglits indicated in

the new charts and what women believe they should weigh.

One repor t. shows that a s ign i f ican t percentage of v/omen who

are not overv/eight think they are and some are in fact

underweight (Robinson, 19B5) .

There has been confusion of the fashionable and sexual-

Iy attractive body preference of our time with that of the
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desirable body weights outlined in tables construed for the

purpose of heal-th (Wutrition Notes, 1984). With the release

of new data which cal-Is into question the association of

fatness with disease and Iife Iongevity, it becomes clearer

that the cultural pursuit of thinness among women is not

notivated for health, âIthough some may believe it to be.

Maddox (I968) argues that the medical profession treats

their overh/eight patients as deviants. Overweight women

have had to deal with doctors who don't like fat any more

than t.hey do themselves. Physicians who treat over\^/eight

rely on personal experience as opposed to formal training as

a primary source of information. They actively acknowledge

very IittIe success in working with their fat patients, but

cont.inue to use the same treatments. Their attitudes toward

their fat. patients are reported to be more negative than the

patients own self-descriptions (Maddox & Liederman, I969).

According to SternheII (1985), the medical establishment

believes that fatness and good health are antithetical.

Robinson (I985) reports a study where more than 50% of

physj-cians and medical students characterized their "obese"

patients as "awkwardr" "weak-wilIedr" and "ugIy." Bellar's

(1917 ) work suggests that moralistic arguments about losing

weight have "overshadowed" scientific Iiterature that points

to physiological factors such as body type which influence a

predisposition toward fatness.

It is assumed that fat people eat more than thin people
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and that dieting works. According to Dyrenforth et aI.
there is presumed to be an "obese eating sty1e" which

includes overeating. They contend that when people gain

weight there is an imbalance between energy expenditure and

consumption for that individual. However, their review of

extensive research shows that in L2 out of t3 studies

examined, the obese people consumed the same amount of food

or less than normal-weight people. They report that in

anothe r 'l stud ies no di f f erences \^rere f ound (nyrenf or th et

â1., I9B0). Furthermore, it has been found that t.here are

no real differences in eating style between these two

groups. The only difference that has been found is that fat

people's food intake tends to be more related to the palat-

ability of the food than thin people.

The energy l-evels required to maintain a constant body

weight vary from person to person. For instance, one study

of nìatched pairs shows that the individuals required large

calor ic dif f erences to maintain t.he same body weight. It is

cl-ear that some people gain weight easier than others

(nyrenforth et âI., 1980 ) . The classic starvation studies

by Keys which study the changes in individuals brought about

by starvation and undernutrition, indicate that the human

body has a body weight regulation mechanism, that works much

Iike our internal thermometer. This means the body wiII

regulate weight according to its needs (I950). Hence, if

food intake is decreased for instance through dieting, the
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body will compensate for this decrease in energy input by

slowing down the metabolism of the food in an effort to

preserve itself. The reduction in the basal metabolic rate

is a physiological adaption to a decrease in caloric intake.

Keys (1950) also found that the most important changes

which v/ere brought about from starvation or undernutrition

were Ioss of weight, weakness, depression, bradycardia, slow

heart beat, and an increased relative hydration of the body.

The decline in body temperature, heart rate, blood sugar

levels and chemical react-ions in the body may all contribute

to the reduction in the basal metabolic rate (I950). Many

of the undernourished people studied consumed from 600-l-,000

calories a day. I,lomen who diet today think nothing of going

on Ir000 calorie a day diets. He found that some of the

psycholog ical ef fects of starvat ion were increased

preoccupat ion wir-h f ood and eat ing and the tendency to

overeat if food became available. This is also observed

today among dieters who cyclically sLarve themselves, fol--

lowed by bingeing.

Set point theory suggests, Iike Keys' starvation

studies, that there is an inbuilt genet.ic control in

accordance with how fat we can each become. Some body types

are genetically programmed for greater fatness. For

example, using Sheldoms somatypes, the endomorph is the

round, shorter limbed person with a padding of fat is more

IikeJ-y to get f at.. The ectomorph is the tal-1, thin, small
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framed individual who woul-d have difficulty

Lastly the mesomorph body can be described

muscular.

ining f at.
Iean and

Keeseyrs (I986) studies on set point theory of weight

regulation have found that weight is closely regulated in

obese people. One finding showed t.hat obese people who had

been dieting for 4 weeks had a 3% weight loss, compared to a

17Z decrease in their resting rate of oxygen consumption.

He suggests this means the body is actively resisting rveight

Ioss or change. Another finding indicated that among those

who had maintained weight loss for 4 to 6 years their

metabolic rates renained slower. Consequently, he believes

that obese people are in energy balance only at the high

body weight they usually have.

Obese ¡:ecple require only slightly higher caloric in-

take for weight maintenance than "norma1" weight peo¡>Ie

according to Keesey (1986). If a person who is not obese

were Lo have their weight elevated to t.hat of an obese

person, the "normal" weight person would not have a normal-

resting met.abolism. They would be hypermetabolic as their

bodies attempted to return to their normal energy balance.

The implications of the set point theory are far reaching.

The Iifestyles of chronic dieting and eating "disorders"
common among women often results in inadequate nutrition and

metabolic depression. Women may be taking these risks and

actually not los ing any weì_ght in t.he long run, as we know

ga

AS
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that 952 regain back the weight they have lost.

Another area of controversy is whether a fat person

should diet or not. It has been found in at least 7 studies

that dieting as a form of weight l-oss decreases the basal

metabolic rate. People under caloric restriction show a

decrease in activity and in the energy cost of any task. In

addition, people dieting burn fewer calories, are less

active and use fewer calories than they did before dieting

(oyrenforth et â1., f9B0 ) . It has been observed that these

changes become worse with each consecutive dieting attempt.

This would quite literally suggest t.hat dieting makes one

fat. It is suggested by Dyrenforth et al. (f980) tfrat the

metabolic rate decreases with each new diet and the amount

of fat tissue in the body when weight is regained, than it

had been previously when at the same body weight.

Researchers, BelIar (I971 ) and Dyrenforth et â1. ,

(I980) stress that. this is a compensatory physical- reaction

to prot.ect the body from the possibility of famine. Fatness

is beÌievecl to have been an evolutionary factor in the

continuation and survival of our species. Furthermore,

women are "ohysiologically provided with more fat than males

from birth, which becomes essential for reproduction in

later years (BeIIar, I917; Brownmiller, 19B4). The implica-

tions of these findings are inportant because they teII us

that dieting doesn't work, that bodies fight to stay at a

set point weight, and that. dieting can be unhealthy, and
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that women naturally have a higher percentage of

than men.

body fat

There is some evidence that the tendency to get fat,
given sociar conditions of abundance of food, is genetic.

What this may suggest is that for some people normal eating

sustains a normal weight for their body type. If these

individuals have an endomorphic or mesornorphic body type and

want to look as though they are ectomorphic when they are

not, they must eat a less than normal amount of food in

order to sustain a less than normal body weight for their

body structure. i,Ihat this may suggest is that some women

are virtually starving themselves in order to attain

unrealistic ideals of thinness against the very rnakeup of

their or¡Jn naturally f at.ter bodies.

According to Forbes (198I), in the absence of parental

obesity, incidence of obeslty in the of f spr ing v,/as LAZ .

Where one parent is obese offspring incidence is 402 and

where both parents are obese, 803 of the offspring are.

Another study shows these figures to 52 , L9Z, 322 respec-

tively. Although these figures are considerably lower there

is a significant jump from the 5? who become obese who have

no parental obesity to the 322 who become obese with paren-

t.al obes ì. ty. These two stud ies show that there is an in-

creased rj.kerihood of obesity if one's parents are obese.

studies exproring the nature/nurture debate have studied

t,wins in an attempt to determine the streng th of genet ic
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ofdetermination of fatness versus fatness being a product

similar environment among family members.

iulonozygotic twins or identical twins with

genetic material are, for instance, more similar

the

in

same

body

type than same sex dizygotic twins when compared, which

Forbes reports f rom tl-ìree separate studies. Fur ther

evidence of genetic importance are the findings that when

monozygotic twins are reared apart, they are more concordant

than the dizygotic twins reared together. Other reports

find that the child's size is more like that of the biologic

parent. than a foster parent (Forbes, I9Bl). As there is

likely a genetic aspect to fatness, the social pressure to

be thin and the stigma associated with overweight appear

more prejudicial.

Dyrenforth et aI. (I980 ) believe that people are

wasting their t-ime and energy trying to attain "unrealistic

expectations of body size." According to these authors,

\^/omen should begin to realize that the stigma against

fatness is particularly oppressj-ve if fatness is a charac-

ter ist.ic not amenable to one's own controf (p. 53 ) .

In this section it has been argued that women often

take on extreme dieting measures in order to attain an

unrealistic body ideal. We have also explored some assump-

tions around weight and argued that the medical justifica-

tion for thinness do not stand up to scrutiny. The medical

profession Iegitimates the social pressure to be thin
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through the guise of health.

explore the social pressure to

against fatness.

The following section wilI

be thin and the social stigma

The Social Pressure to be Thin

The prevalence and extent of weight preoccupation can-

not be explained by the social pressure to be thin, or the

ideal of thinness alone. It will be argued in chapter two

that the pressure to be thin has the effect it has today

because of a crisis in women's l-ives. The pressure to be

thin, and the value of thinness itself, reflects the changes

in wonen's social position in industrial society. An explo-

rat.ion of the transformation of the body ideal Loward thin-

ness wiII put this into a historical perspective in chapter

two. This section will elaborate on the social pressure to

be thin and the stigma directed toward fatness.

Increasing social pressure to be t-hin is reflect.ed TN

t.he interest in diet.ing and weight that is observed today.

According to Schwartz et aI. (t985 ) , six ma jor r,vomen's

magazines studied over a twenty year period indicated an

increase in art j.cles on dieting and weight loss. In the

f irst decade, the mean number of articles r,vas 17.I compared

to 29.6 for the second decade (Schwartz, Thompson, &

Johnson, 1985 ) . Robinson (1985 ) contends that these

articres directed at women are evidence of "our curturar
obsess j-on with thinness. " sil-verstein (r984 ) reports f rom a
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study of women's magazines that they carried seventeen times

more articles and advertisements on dieting and body weight

as did comparably popular men's magazines. In a Sritish

study on the "cult of femininity," Ferguson (I983) observes

that between f965 and 1980 there was a distinct increase in

focus on dieting in women's magazines and the development of

magazines which specialize in dieting.

In addition to v/omen's magazines, the media and the

fashion industry encourage a preoccupation r,'iith weight among

\^/omen through the continuous reinforcement of the belief

that thin is good and beautiful and through the idea that

one is a failure if they are fat (Chernin, 19Bl; Wooley et

â1., L9l9). hrooley et al. (L979) observe the body ideal is

marketed through these industries producing self-hate, guilt

and insecur ity in those who feel they are failures in

compar j-son to the ideal- .

This ideology is re inforced fur ther through the

campaign for phys j-cal f itness, rvhereby the controversial and

unfounded argument that fat is unhealthy is used to justify

society's preoccupation with we ight (SternheIl, t9B5 ) . A

conservative estimate of l5 bil-Iion dollars spent a year on

the "fitness and weight l-oss" industry exists in the United

States al-one, which includes diet products, diet books, diet

centers, workout clothes, and gyms (Chernin, 19BI; SiIver-

stein, I9B4) .

Chernin (198f) reports that more than B million people
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are enrolled in Weight Watchers, allowing the orçJanization

to collect 40 million dollars a week. In Canada, there are

200 l-ocations in southern Ontar io alone with more than

ll-,000 members. HeaIth and Wel-f are Canada maintain that

Canadians spend billions of doll-ars on physical fitness. In

Ontario during L982, 9.9 billion dollars or cl-ose to one-

tenth of the gross national product was spent on sport,

recreation and physical f it.ness (Toronto Star , January,

1984). We know that most women exercise and diet primarily

for appearance sake rather than physical fitness (Schwartz

et aI. , 19B5 ) .

According to Sash (L917 ) and Millman (l_980 ) , stigma is

experienced before one is 303 overweight and, therefore,

before health risks can be imputed. It has been noted that

people have strong reactions to weight even when it does not

represent. a .ootential health r isk (¡l j.Ilnan , l9B4 ) . Millman

maintains that it has seldom been explored h/hy powerful

feelings are aroused in people about fatness, nor why people

are stigmatized and excluded.

Some re.oorts suggest that fat people are less active

than thin people and this explains why they are fat, how-

ever, the difference is reported to be insufficient to

explain the obesity (Oyrenforth et â1. , I9B0 ) . It is

possible that decreased activity among fat women may be more

related to a sef f -consciousness of their bod j-es. Dyrenf orth

et al-. (l-980 ) contend that. many \^Jomen don't learn to be
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physically active as a result of huniliation.
The stigma and social reaction imputed to people con-

sidered overweight by society is well- established in the

literature. nrantley (1978) has shown that being overvreight

is more discrediting than other physical traits that often

carry a stigma. He found that overweight incited a more

negative response from people than did physical deformity,

such as individuals with cleft palates. Adolescents between

the ages of I0 and lB who were without physical defect or

illness, who were obese, and who had cÌeft palates were

compared for body image and self-esteem. The obese adoles-

cents had the lowest self-esteem and self-confidence, and

showed more concern over their health and appearance.

Silverstein (1984 ) reports f at peopJ-e are l-ess weIl liked

than people who are lame, missing Ìimbs t ot facially

def ornied . SternheII (l-985 ) suggests this is because people

who are fat are considered responsible for their physical

stat.e.

Larkin and Pines (I979) report that the overweight are

often stereotypically viewed as being more stupid, Lazy, and

incompetent, than people of average weight in their study of

peo!ùIe's perceptions of overweight, underweight and average

weight men and women. Rating scales were used of the

characteristics of ideal employees, effective top managers,

and motivated workers. The overweight were seen to be less

desirable empJ-oyees when compared to the average weight and
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underweight. The overweight were characterized as ress

productive, not industrious, disorganized, indecisive,
inactive and less successful-. They vJere not seen to be as

conscientious, aggressive, ambitious, or as having as much

initiative. They were perceived as mentally Iazy and

Iacking in self-discipi-ine. The underweight were not

characterized unfavorably in direct relation to work, but

were viewed as unattractive, nervous and weak.

lvloreover, they have observed stigma among those def ined

as overr,veight when applying for jobs. Sub jects rated four

videotaped modef job applicant,s, two who were of average

weight and two who were overweight, performing tasks on

personality and mot.ivational characteristics denoting a

positive employee and then recommended who they woul_d hire.

The over\^/eight people were less often recomniended for hiring

bhan the average weight people. when the subjects compared

themselves to the _tob applicants, they had higher expecta-

tions of beiug employed after observing the overweight

models. They also note preferential coIJ-ege acceptance

against. the overweight (I979).

Even at a young â9e, chil-dren display hostility to

their fatter peers and young children experience the st.igma

of overweight (oeJong, l-980; Stunkard, 19B0) . A study con-

ducted by Richardson on chiltireri of dif f erent. backgrounds,

and some with physicar disabirities, shows that when asked

to rank order other chil-dren as preferred playmates, the
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obese children r^rere selected Iast (Robinson, I9B5 ) . This

response was particularly true when the girls ranked play-

mates. Dyrenforth et aI. (1980) agree that children learn

anti-fat attitudes and strongly disapprove of other children

who are fat.

The stigmatized individual has acquired identity stan-

dards which they apply to the sel-f in spite of failure to

conf orm to them. This leads to an ambivalence about t.he

self (Goffman, 196I). Oespair and self-hatred resulting

from t.he stigmatization of overvTeight lend support t.o the

idea that body image is inseparable from self-image.

Monello and lvlayer (1963 ) have illustrated how t.he obese

as a group have a shared acceptance of dominant. r¡alues which

consider over\{eight undesirabl-e and harmf uI. Hence, f at

people assume the same attitudes toward t.hemselves as others

have to r-hem. Mayor notes that a low self -esteem is

exper ienced by the group of girls studied, along wit-h social-

withdrawal, isolation and feelings of rejection.

These girls identify with the acceptable body (Owyer et

âI. , I973 ) . Stunkard (1980 ) suggest that the identification

of a prejudiced group with the dominant group is rorevalent.

among ethnic and racial minorities. A classic study by

ivlonello and Mayer (1963 ) shows t.hat the overweight suf f er

f rom pre judice and discrimination. Adolescent gì-rls

attending a regular summer camp and girls attending a weight

reduction camp were inj.tially compared for personality
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differences which might explain the etiology of the over-

weight girIs. The researchers found, however, the differ-
ences in the two groups to result from the social and

psychological pressures on fat people in society. They

describe the over\^¡eight as an unrecognized minority group,

as individuals tend to display conceptions of self similar
to other jeopardized social groups.

Social animosity directed at the overv/eight. suggest.s

Lhat negative meaning is evoked by the image of the fat

woman. Descriptions of fat women often include attributes

such âs r "a good personality r " or "a pretty face. " On the

other hand, stigma terms given to fat women include "fat
pig , 

tr rr lazy slob, " and " ugly cow. "6 Millman (1980 ) has

observed in her work with fat women that women who perceive

ihemselves as overweight often internalize such terms using

them to describe themselves.

Fatness is thought to be the most stigmatized physical

feature but for skin col-or, whereby the individual is per-

ceived as being able to control their weight and hence held

responsible (noUinson, l-985 ) . Those who perceive tl-lemselves

as over\iveight show an exaggerated preoccupation with weight.

and judge other people in terms of weight. hteight, and

food, literally become the central concern in the women's

Iives. It i-s clear that the presentation of self is a

component of the symbolic communication in everyday inter-

action with others affecting other's reaction and definition
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standards of body weight and

configuration.

There are distinct hrays in which discr imination has the

effect of limiting the stigmatized individuals Iife chances.

In Goffman's (1963 ) words :

The attitudes we normals have toward a person with
a stigma and the actions we take in regard to him
Iher], are well known, since these responses are
what benevolent social action is designed to
soften and ameliorate. By definition, of course,
we believe the person with the stigma is not quite
human. On the assumption vre exercise varieties of
discr imination, through wh j.ch we ef f ectively, if
not unthinkingly, reduce his Iher] Iife chances.
We construct a st igma-theory,--ãn ideotogy to
explain his Iher ] inf er ior ity and account f or t.he
danger he represents, rationalizing an animosity
based on other differences, such as those of
class. We use specific stigma terms such as
cripple, bastard, moron in our daily discourse as
a source of metaphor and imagery, typically
without giving thought to the original meaning.
We tend to impute some desirable but undesirable
attributes, often of a supernatural cast, such as
"sixth senser" or "understanding." (pp.5-6)

Being fat appears to

there foreident i ty and

exist.ence. " Fur thermore, it has been suggested that in our

society being stigmatízed as overweight is a more powerful

and ¡:e r vas i ve

(t'IilIman, I9B0

exper ience for a woman t.han for a man

This chapter has argued there is an epidemic of weight

preoccupation and "eating disorders" today. One of the

consequences of this problem is that many r¡/omen are r isk ing

t.heir health to be thin and adopting extreme behaviour such

be a defining aspecl of people's

"tends to coÌor the loersons

as anorexia nervosa and bulimia to control their weight
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This is encouraged by the social pressure to be thin and the

stigma against fatness. Increasing evidence suggests that,

while it is commonly assumed that fatness is unequivocally

unhealthy, many of the beliefs around weight are used to

legitimate the social obsession with thinness. The follow-

ing chapter wil-l offer a feminist explanation of the epi-

demj-c of weight preoccupation among women today.
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CHAPTER TWO

WEIGHT PREOCCUPATION AND WOMENIS SOCIAL POSITION

Women in advanced capitalist societies today have no

certain roles and thus no certain identi_ty. They are be-

tween traditional roles in the home and as yet undefined and

disputed rol-es in the broader worfd and thus face con-

f l-icting expect,ations, possibilities, and desires which make

it difficult to develop unequivocal personal goals, and

viabl-e means to attain these goals. Their position is

structurally anomic and this anomie is expressed in a frag-

mented ident.ity.

Women's traditional ident.ity--formed around affiliation

rather than ego separat.ion--is no longer appropriate to

their rapidry changing contradictory and ambivalent, social
position. when we understand the co-incidence of this situ-

atron with the prevailing body inage ideal of thinness, we

can understand the contemporary epidemic of weight. pre-

occupation and eat.ing "disorders. "

Within patriarchal society, wornen's social position has

always been intimately related to their bodies and the

imagery of the body has reflected that role. In pre-

industrial-, high mortarity societies, women's fundamental

social- rore was reproduction and this rore was refrected in

a roundr prump body expressing fertirity. rn rnodern indus-

trial- societies, there has been a partial shift of emphasis

on women's role within patriarchy from reproduction towards
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sexuality and this shift has been refl-ected in the emergence

of thinness as a new body ideal for \¡/omen. At the same

time, women's emancipation and partial Iiberation within

these societies has reinforced the shift to the thin body

ideal which is al-so expressive of freedom and movement.

Uncertain how to proceed with their lives due to am-

biguous and contradictory expectations, possibilit.ies, and

desires, many women have channeled attempts to gain some

control of their lives into the attempt. to contror their

bodies--to accomplì-sh this ideal of thinness. Weight pre-

occupatj-on is then expressive both of women's fragmented

identity and of the equivocar social position that has given

rise to it.. Thus, weight preoccupation stands as a powerful

metaphor for women's sociar position today and for the need

to resolve the paradoxes of this position.

In the first section the contemporary situation of
women and their ambiguous and contradictory situation wj-thin

the social structure is examined. Tn section two, an exami-

nation of certain theor ies of viomen's idenLit.y and the

question of the fragmentation of women's identity within

their contemporary social position is elaborated. In the

t.hrrd sect.ion of this chapter \¡re wilr exprore the history of

wornen's bodies and how the ideal body has expressed women's

social position is explored. The fourth section of the

chapter will- discuss the contemporary epidemic of weight

preoccupat.ion and eating "disorders" as a product of the co-
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in body ideal and the frag-

In this context the ques-

LastJ-y ¡ \a/ê wiIl examine

's situation today.

The Contradictory Social Position of Women

New social expectations and advances for \¡¡omen have

resulted in contradictory role expectations. In women's

position between the family and the workplace women are

faced with conflicting pressures, expectations, and opportu-

nities. There exists no normative consensus as to contempo-

ray.y women's role and at the same time there are numerous

structural imlced j-ments to the accomplishrnent of any roIe.

What.ever role a women today might choose, "traditional r"

"liberat.edr" or "inbet!,/eenr" she is likely to experience

both conflicting expectations, approval and sanction, and

uncertain possibilities of accomplishing her goaIs.

In sprte of increased Iiberat.ion for women and the

advance of feminism, society has not rnade the socio-economic

changes necessary Lo liberate women as a group or class.

This is apparent in t.he sexual division of Iabor through the

continued pay differentials, sex segregation of tasks, Iack

of upward mobility or adequate and affordable childcare for

women (Lengermann & WalJ-ace, I9B5 ¡ Lipman-Blumen , L9B4 ) .

Moreover, the norms of traditional femininity coexist with

the ideal of the individual in the public sphere.

"superwomen" today are characterized by their ability to
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excel in both the private and public sphere.

The public sphere is referred to here as the sphere of

paid labor organized through complex, bureaucratically

organized institutions in which societyrs power is centered

(Lengermann & Wal-Iace , L9 B5 ) .

capitalist mode of production.

This sphere reflects our

The public sphere includes

the economy, the state, fornal education, organized religion

and mass med j-a. whil-e the pr ivate sphere coexists with the

pubric sphere, it. is a network of sociar rerations which is

not organized around wage labor. rn our society the less

formal, (ernotionar) sociar relations of the f amiry, f riend-

ship, and community are criticar to maintaining the exj-sting

public sphere. The private sphere reflects the mode of

reproduct ion in pat.r iarchar soc iety. The f arni ry invorves

the reproduction and sociaLization of future workers for
paid rabor in the public sphere and unpaid rabor in the

private sphere. soci aLization, mother íng/chitdcare, trans-

mission of gender and social- varues in the family is unpaid

work primarily assumed by women.

Eisenstein (I919 ) argues the public and pr ivate sphere

are interrel-ated and that. there is a diarectic between the

process of these spheres. As such, this reflects the

dialectic between patriarchy and capitalism; social

production and reproduction. From her point of view,

dichotomizing the private and pubric sphere erroneously

assumes the independent existence of these spheres.
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Typically the public sphere is more valued, and considered

more important. This is reflected by the traditional
division of labor in patriarchal capitarism through men's

paid work in the public sphere and women's unpaid labor in

the private sphere. Women's work in this sphere has been

viewed as natural and voluntary.

Women in cont.emporary western society confront

conflicting role expectat.ions wherein some people expect

\^7omen to maintain traditional values, others expect women to

be emancipated and modern and st.irr others expect women to

combine these rores. on the other side. women experience

the constricted posibilities of realizing these goaIs. The

l-abor market does not arrow a furr range of possibilities

for women. If women should choose a traditional role as

housewives and mothers, they are often forced into the job

market out of economic necessity. Even when women can

balance the confJ-icting expectations placed upon them by

people in their Iives, they may still have to confront

uncertain possibilities of actuarly fulfil-ring these expec-

tat ions .

In Manitoba 50.52 of married women and 64.6? of single

women participated in the rabor force in lg8r compared to

3.5% of married women and 43.82 of single women in l93I
(Eichler, 1983 ) . AJ-though there has been a signif icant

increase in womens Iabor force participation, in L97l the

average annua]- total income for women was less than half
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that of

19Br ) .

average men (Department of Labor and Manpower,

While women have established greater equality with men

polì-tically and economically, women's lives continue to

reflect an unequal gender system. Another example of this

is the sanctioning of viomen's Iabor in the paid labor force

without providing adequate child care facilities. Demand for

day-care has increased with the increase of femare rabor

force participati-on whereby only a smarr percentage of chir-

dren geL praced in licensed, approved day-care centres.

only L4.4% of chirdren under the age of six whose mothers

were employed \,rere able to obtain space in approved day-care

facilities (Canadj-an Advisory Council on the Status of

Women, L9B2) . Women are also expected to perform domestic

duties, and child care while they work outside the home.

This has been t-ermed the double day (chodorow, r97B; Dinner-

stein, L9ll; Lengermann & WalIace, t9B5; Rowbotham, LgTB).

Women today are expected to perform and synchronize a

multitude of roles. rn addition to Lhe wage rabor and

domestic labor women perform, women are stirl expected to

achieve t.he cultural standards of beauty in order to attain

social value (CauweIs, I9B3). This emphasis on appearance

reflects one area of women's Iives which has not changed.

This situation presents a confrict of possibirities, expec-

tations and desires in women's social roles.

In her work on gender roles and power, Lipman-Blumen
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(f984 ) identifies a cultural- lag between expectations

arising from outmoded socialization practises and the

realities of everyday life. She argues that tensions pro-

duced from the gap between socialization and actual_ reality

encourage the power struggle between men and women.

Lengermann and Wallace (I985) point to changes in gender

inequality such as sociar views about the functionar differ-

ences between men and women and women's increased access to
materiar goods through increased participation in the rabor

force. However, women st.ill have ress material power than

men and lag behind in areas such as political power. They

describe this as an "untidy package of gender arrangements,

whose element.s do not really mesh together, a package in

which relationships and attitudes of gender inequality co-

exist in an uneasy and untidy 'muddle' . " This untidy
package is the sociar reality for women t.oday and it is to

this that this st.udy refers when speakrng of the cont.radic-

tory expectat ions in vùomen' s soc ial pos i t ion .

Changes in the mat.er iaI conditions of women's lives

have affecled women's social role. It is argued here that

women's position in society is in a state of anomie.

Anomie, the "sociar conditions characterized by the break-

down of norms governing social interaction, " j-s a concept

which helps us "bridge the gap" between individual action

and social strucLure (Abercrombie, HiIl & Turner, 19B4).

The concept of anomie put forward by Durkheim suggests
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that it results when there is a disproportionate relation-

ship between people's desires and their means of fulfilling

these desires. Society attempts to prevent this problem by

putting l-imitations on people's expectations and goals, so

that there can be a relatively sufficient degree of success

in attaining such goals. According to Durkheim, if this

"framework breaks down" and people do not have sufficient

means to meet their expectations suicide is one possj_ble

responser âs people can only be satj_sfied when their needs

are balanced with the means for attaining them (Giddens,

1978; Leiss, Kline, & JhaIIy, I9B6). If society emphasizes

goals but does noL provide the means, individuals will

respond by adopting the best way to meet their goals. This

is the cultural tag mentioned earlier bet.ween expectations

which ar ise from traditionar sociarization and a different

social reality. rn North American society crirne can be seen

as an anomic response to a mismatch bet.ween goars and means,

as there is an emphasis on success, and the attainment of

wearth, without providing the means in a crass structure to

meet these goars. People are rendered por^rerless and without

sufficient autonomy as a result.

If we think about women I s current anomic position in

societ.y, in which expectat.ions exceed the means, and in

which a patr iarchar sLructure rimits means f or \,ùomen, women

will attempt to meet these needs in the best way possible.

WhiIe women's social j-dent.ity is still largely placed within
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the private sphere, they are struggJ-ing to maintain this
identity whj-Ie simul-taneously forging one within the public
sphere. As women try to barance the characteristics of
their rives in these two spheres, there is clearly a break-

down in the traditional order of norms governing social and

per sonal expectat ions f or \domen .

As rdomen in advanced capitalist society have no certain
rores they have no certain identity. womenr s position
between the traditional roles in the home and the broader

worrd remain undefined and disputed. The ambival_ent and

cont.radictory position of \,vomen is structurarly anomic and

this anomie is expressed in a fragmented identity. This
next section wirl put forward a theory of women,s identity
and the "crisis of identity" or fragmented identity that has

ari-sen today through the conflicting expectationsr possi-
birities and desires of women's contradictory sociar

¡:osition.

Theory of Women's Ident.ity

rdentity, the definition of oneserf in relation to but

separat.e from others, is criticar to subjective rearity and

exper ience (Berger & Luckmann; L967 ) . Identit.y is formed

through a sociar process of identification which involves a

dialectic between t.he individuar and society. serf - ident.ity
reflects social attitudes, vaì-ues, and one,s reactions to
them. rdentity is formed by sociar process and is main-
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tained and shaped by social rel-ations. The social process

of forming and maintaining identity is effected by social

structure.

The identity of women is formed and maintained through

a patriarchal sex-gender system. fdentities created through

individual consciousness and social structure also act upon

social structure, modifying and reshaping it and in turn

inodifying identity. While adult identity is relatively

stable it is not static.

The changing structure in which viomen live impacts on

their identity and similarJ-y as t.heir identity is affected

by these changes i-t reacts back and enables changes in the

structures of women's lives. Indeed for women to become

fully emancipated change must occur at both t.he subjective

and structural levels of social reality. Women's identit.ies

thus react upon the patriarchal social structure and are

able to reshape or change it according to this perspective.

Women are then active participants in defining their own

reality.

The creation of self is

PeopJ-e are not. simply product.s

view refutes the rigid socially

indivi.dual-'s rel-ation to social

methodology of Marx (I977 ) z

a dynamic social process.

of soc iaI structure . This

determinist position on the

structure and reflects the

The first premise of all- history is, of course,
the ex j-stence of living human individuals. Thus
the first fact to be established is the physical
organization of these individuals and their
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congruent rel-ations to the rest of nature.
The writings of history must always set out
these natural bases and their modification
course of history through the action of men
(p. ts0 )

f rorn
is the
Isic].

Berger and Luckmann (L967 ) reflect Marx's position in

their belief that there is a complex interrelationship

between people producing their reality and thereby producing

themselves. Identities emerge from social history according

to Berger and Luckmann, but history is made by people with

specific identities. FoIIowing Marx's position which

espouses human involvement in deternining history, women

cannot be viewed as sirnple products of society, nor more-

over, victims of patriarchy. The strucLure of patriarchy

depends strongly upon \¿Jornen to hel¡: maintain it, Iargely

through widely taken for granted acceptance of it. Berger

and Luckmann (l-967), Giddens (L916) | Marx (1971), and Mead

(L977), would argue that women are simultaneously creators

and product.s of soc iety.

All ident.ification takes place in a specific social

worId. Identity is objectively defined as location in a

certain world and can be subjectively appropriated only

along with that world. A self-irnage can only be maintained

in a social context where others are willing to recognize

this identity. Both the formation and maintenance of

ident ity are determined by

Luckmann, L961).

social structure (serger &

Women's identities share similarities which ref l-ect
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their relationship to patr iarchal- social- structure AS

group. The sociological development of identity l-inks the

subjective reality to social structure. The psychic

structuring of women in western patriarchy creates a

particular female psychology, one that is necessary for the

roles that women perform and to sirnultaneously uphoJ_d the

very structure of gender roles and the subsequent asymetri-

cal power relations between men and women.

The process of acquirì-ng an identity invol-ves identifi-

cation with significant others. Significant others impose

their defj-nition of the situaLion as object.ive reality.

Internalization and ident.ification occur simul-taneously

whereby the individual takes on significant other's roles

and attitudes, internalízrng them as one's own. The process

of internalization is important for the deveì-opment of

identit.y as it is through this process that one learns to

understand the world as a meaningful social reality. Berger

and Luckmann (L967 ) def ine identity as:

The immediate apprehension or interpretation of an
objective event as expressing meani.g, that is, as
a rnanifestation of another's subjective process,
which thereby becomes subjectively meaningful to
myself. (p. L29)

Through identifying with significant others, the child

learns to identify itself and thereby acquires a subjective

identity. The seIf reflects the attitude of others toward

it. There is a dialectic between the identity of others and

self-identity and between the identification by others and
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that which is sub jectiveJ-y appropr iated .

Primary socialization involves becoming a member of

society by learning to take on the role and attitudes of the

specific other and eventually the generalized other. When

the generalized other becomes part of consciousness, the

individual has internalized society and its objective

reality. "Society, identity, and reality are subjectively

crystall-ized in the same process of internalization" (Berger

& Luckmann, L967, p. l-33).

During early sociaLization, children's games al-low them

to Lake on the role of the other whereby they corne to be

able to see themselves through other's eyes. As the primary

caretaker in the first three years is usually female the

interpersonal dynamics of identity formation differs for

boys and girIs. Girl-s in identifying themselves as female,

experience themselves as Iike their mother. ConverseJ-y boys

experience thernselves as different in defining themselves as

masculine. Therefore, boys separate themsel-ves from their

mothers in the f ormat.ion of their gender identity. Gil-ligan

(L982) suggests that feminine identity does not depend on

the ach ievement of separat ion f rom the mot.her or on

ind iv iduat ion .

Chodorow (L982) ,

argue that masculine

from oLhers, and from

ego boundar ies. On

cilligan (I982), and Greenspan (I984

identity is defined through separation

Greenspan's point of view, more rigid

the other hand , f emin ine ident i. ty is
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defined through attachment and other directedness. Menrs

tendency toward separation and women's toward affiliation

has been argued by many (Chodorow, 1978; Eichenbaum &

Orbach , 1982¡ Friedman, 1985; Frieze, Parsons, Johnson,

Ruble and zel-lman, L97B¡ GilIigan, J-982; Greenspan, l_984;

Lengermann & Wall-ace; Lipman-Bl_umen , L9B4i Oakley , L9B2¡

O'Leary, L917¡ Orbach, 19B6).

For Chodorow, gender d i f f erences in male and f emal-e

j-dentity are not due to biology but rather to the fact. that

women are almost universally responsible for child care.

Ear Iy environments are differentiated and exper ienced

differently resulting in gender specific personalit.y

development and identity formation. According to GilIigan
(L982) , masculine identity is often threatened by intimacy

compared to women's gender identity which is threatened by

separation. She conciudes that as a result men often have

and r,{omen often havedifficulty with relationships

difficulty with individuation.

"Loose ego boundaries" or other directedness has been

associated with v,/omen's role as careg ivers. Society f avors

the rigid ego boundaries characteristic of man and their

rol-es in the publ-ic sphere. Women of ten take care of others

at the expense of themselves. The charact.eristics typically

associated with women are attri-buted less value than those

of men. Conceivabl-y our societ.y could benef it f rom man

being more other oriented and form women not taking care of
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others at the expense of themselves.

The biological male and female are transformed through

social relations into genders that are masculine and

feminine. Males develop masculine identities and femares

develop feminine identities, essential to uphotd the hierar-

chical sexual division of labor. Materially, women are

considered a sex class in terms of their relations to their

sexual and reproductive selves. According to Eisenstein

(I9BI), women's ability to reproduce is defined in political

terms in refation to the needs of patriarchal society. It

is her perspective that while patriarchy and capitalism

operate with relative autonomy from each other, t.hey also

define the needs of each other. Sexual class i-s organized

by state apparatus such as laws governing marr iage,

abortion, sexuality, contraception, and sexual practice to

maintain social control over women's relationship to repro-

duct ion .

Rubin (1975 ) believes that every socie

mode of production, and a "sex-gender system

the "sex-gender system" is:

ty
il

has both a

For Rubin,

The set of arrangements by v¿hich society trans-
forms biological sexuality into products of human
activity, and in which these transformed sexual
needs are satisfied. (p. 159)

According to Rubin every society organizes and shapes

biological raw material of human sex and procreation into

some k ind of arrangement for the purpose of species

continuity. Just as all societies must produce their means
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of subsistence or else starve to death,

reproduce or die of f . A1l- societies

around two basic aspects of human Ii

reproduction. These are shaped by

history which have produced asymetrical

of both class and gender.

Ìuiarx and Engels (L971) were the f

material- basis of society into two

production and human reproduction.

aIl societies must

organize themselves

fe, production and

human activity and

por^Jer in relat ions

irst to divide the

spheres; mater ial

They are, however,

pr r-

critiqued by social-ist feminists for subsuming reproduction

under production and for not recognízíng fully that Like

society's mode of production, Lhe mode of reproduction is a

" fundamental determì.ning and constituting el-ement of

society, socially constructed and subject to historical

change and deveJ-opment" (Chodoro\,v, L979 , p. B5 ) .

Chodorow (Lgl9 ) arg ues that ',vomen' s rnother inE and

mary parenting are central to the reproduct.ion of

capitalism. Further , Lhe development of industr iaI

capitalism involved the creation of private and public Iife

as we know it now. Previously, work took place at home so

there was no separation between the public and the private

sphere. This historical change significantly alt.ered the

way women mothered and the patterns of male dominance with

the father absent from the home.

(rele):
According to Chodorow
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Womenrs mothering as a basis of family structure
and of male dominance has thus developed an
internal connection to the reproduction of
capitalism. But while it contributes to the pro-
duction of sexual inequality, the social
organization of gender, and capitalism, it is also
in profound contradiction to another conseguence
of recent capitalist development--the increasing
labor force participation of mothers. We cannot
predict how or if this contradiction will be
resol-ved. History, ideology and an examination of
industriaÌ countries which have relied on women in
the labor force for a longer period and have
established alternate child care arrangements
suggest that women wiÌl stiII be responsible for
chil-d care, unless we make the reorganization of
parenting a central- poJ-itical goal. (p. I02 )

Hartmann (L979) asserts the sexual division of

has been

society the

universal t.hroughout history,

sexual division of labor is

but that in

hierarchical.

Iabor

our

The

current position of wornen in society, in the labor force,

legally, fanilially, are all the product of a history
between capitalism and patriarchy

Different personalities and behaviours among men and

women reflect the social production of gender in which maies

and females are socially differentiated. Hartmann (L979)

suggests that from a materialist framework, we can urnder-

stand the production of gender as a reflection of the

division of Iabor. The production of gender is a dialecti-

cal process as it reinforces the sexuaf division of l-abor.

It is her view that the asymetrical power relations in the

sexual division of labor can only be eradicated if socially

created gender differences are also eradicated.

Women have a sex class identity and consciousness which
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is differentiated along economic class Iines, âs weII as

racially and ethnically. Womenrs relations to their sexual

and reproductive sel-ves provides unity in developing sex

class consciousness. Eisenstein (198f ) maintains that

women's identity as a sex class is a political and

histor ical process not merely a static biological

ascription. Women as a sexual cl-ass rnust be regarded as a

political process. For Eisenstein that process is aJ_ways in

flux.

Greenspan (f984 ) provides an understand ing of the

relationship between the changing role of women and women's

preoccupation with weight through her discussion of women's

identity. She argues that sociaLization has not. prepared

rdomen for the role contradictions confronted in the current

transition from v/omen's traditional social role, which she

argues have resulted in particular identit.y problems. The

relationship between \,vomen's identity and the social

structure of patr iarchal- capitalism can be understood

through a recognition that women's egos and identit.ies

reflect their roles in society.

Traditionally, men have studied women's psychology and

have failed to recognize significant differences in maIe,

female ego boundaries and their relations to others which

influences behaviour , attitudes, exper ience, and self-

identì-ty. Women's psychological characteristics are

subsequently judged and measured from the point of view of
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mare experience and are typically considered inferior, mar-

adjusted or devalued. According to cittigan (L982) ,

psychological theories have reflected an observationar bias:

"Implicitly adopting the male life as norm, they have tried

to fashion women out of masculine cloth" (p. 6). Similarly

since women have begun to enter the public sphere in large

numbers, they have been expected to accept the ways of male

life in the public sphere as the norm.

This connect.edness complies with the adult social role

women assume in our societ.y as they require connection to

others rather t.han separation f roin others. V'Iomenrs rol_es

continue to be basicarry famirial and focus on personal

affectj-ve relations. This is particularly true of aIl

women's work in the reproductive sphere. Chodorow (1978)

argues that in the sexual division of labor "women are

located first in the sex-gender system, men first in the

organization of production" (p. I7B). Even outside the

boundaries of the family, ideologies about women and women's

ro]-es are based on affiriation with others more than is the

case with men. Men become prepared emotionally for the

capital j-st work force, and for less active emotional par-

ticipation in the familial sphere than wonen (Chodorow,

197B).

According to Greenspan (1984), the traditionaÌ work of

women is the work of refatedness. Through caregiving

responsibitities this work has meant that women have been
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emotionarry connected to others in a subservient manner

primarily through caregiving responsibilities. This has

created difficurty for women in separating themselves from

the needs of others. She suggests that in a patriarchal

society this quality takes on an oppressive cast. women can

lose a sense of themsel-ves when they are expected to take

care of others at the expense of themselves. She notes that

problems associated with femal-e identity such as issues of

autonomy, independence, and the establishment of a definite

sense of se-l-f are routinely encountered by therapists. She

argues these probJ-ems have ar isen through women' s

uncert.ainty about how to succeed in the rarger sociar world

when equipped for the traditional roles of relatedness and

taking care of others.

Chodorow's (1978 ) work on the sociology of gender

stresses the importance of the family where women's role as

mothers is critical in creating the differellces between male

and female relational capacities and sense of self. The

role of the mother is central to the formation of gender

personalities as mothering typically

transmiss j-on of the identif ication process.

distinct female and male gender identit

capacities, and role differentiated persona

preparation to assume the gender roles attri

women.

In our present society

i nvo Ive s the

The result of

ies, relational

lities, is the

buted to men and

1n which women are chief
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caregivers, young girls have greater proximity with their
mothers than boys do with their fathers for the process of

gender identif ication. I^ihile a girl must identify with her

other to learn her social role, she must also learn to

differentiate hersel-f from her mother and experience herself
as a separate individual. In our society it has been found

that this separation is particularly dificult for mothers

and daughters (Chodoro!ú, I97B). The knowledge oi this iden-

tification especially by feminist theorists has allowed far

reaching implications in understanding women's identity.

The roles t.hat young girls Iearn are considered more inter-

personal, other oriented, and affective than those of boys

whereby girls then develop their identities with a greater

degree of connectedness to others.

In our patriarchal sex-gender system, it is difficult

for women to develop separate and distinct identities that

result in a sLrong sense of sel-f as the self has been

subordinated to taking care of others. At this time in

wornen's histories, the formation of strong identities may be

difficult. for some women as they attempt to synthesize

aspects of the traditional and contemporary female. In the

f ace of women's contradict.ory contemporary social position

and the subsequent conflict of possibilities, expectations

and desires women experience a fragmented identity.

A problem has arisen whereby the traditional psychic

structure of women based on personal affective relations is
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put into the situation of the capitalist Iabor force where

the hard ego boundaries of men's psyches is expected and

val-ued. This conflict of expectations and possibilities has

produced a crisis of identity for women as these two psychic

structures are incompatible, and as women do not have

practical social equality due to structural constraints.

The changing role of women has been identified as a

social factor responsible for the increase of women

exper ienc ing anorexia nervosa, bul-imia and weight

preoccupation (Bemis, L91B; CauweIs, l9B3; Garner &

Garfinkle, L9B4¡ Leichner et âf ., I9B6). The changing role

of women requires women to have the psychologj_cal qualities

which enable the¡n to be child rearers and vlage laborers in

our society. Women are not socialized for the contradictory

rol-e expectations. Further, women must maintain their other

orientedness for their child rearing responsibilj-ties and

aCo.ot a rugged individualism for the capitalist Iabor force.

The dif f erent and conf Iict.ing psycholog ical qual j-ties neces-

sary to perform the roles expected of women can be linked to

the development of identity problems which some women ex-

press in their preoccupation with weight.

Friedman (I985) describes bulimia as a "defense against

the kind of relatedness that has been and continues to be

injurious to the emergence of setf" (p. 64). She argues

that bingeing functions to disconnect women's experience of

hersel-f through disconnecting po\^rer f u1 f eel-ings or urges
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which cause anxiety. The "spontaneous self" Friedman

asserts has been "killed off." By this she appear.s to mean

that the woman avoids her feelings and tries not to react to

them. To Friedman, bulimic women are cut off from

themselves; living behind a mask. At the time of

adol-escence, some young women discover that their sense of
identity is not clear. "She does not know who she is, how

she feels or what she wants" (Friedman, 19B5, p. 6l).

Lawrence (l-984 ) acknowJ-edges the Ioss of self
experienced by young anorexics as they face losing their

identities when adurthood approaches. some theorize that

anorexia nervosa is caused by a fear of growing up (palner,

1980). Lawrence suggests a more developed understanding.

She maintains that the aspect of anorexia which rejects

adulthood is struggling to maintain an identity and avoid

the loss of one part of the self which growing up brings

wrth it. She acknowledges the existence of a crisis in

identity. orbach (l-995) has found in her work with anorexic

women that they discover who they are and who they want to

be, IiteraIIy creating a self in therapy. The "raison
d'etre" of therapeutic work, she contends, is the "making of

the individual" (p. I03 ) .

The chang ing role of tdomen in our society, and the

st.ruggle f or emancipation both contr ibute to the

construction of a body ideal that emphasizes slimness.

These social changes are nob/ evident at both the level of
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social structure and within women's consciousness. Women

today are caught "inbetween" the traditionat role demands of

other orientatedness from the private sphere and the demands

of the labor force for separation from others in the public

sphere. This contradiction is expressed as identity

problems for many women in our changing societ.y. The

identity problems which are often expressed through

d j-f f erent forms of weight preoccupation, and a need to

control one' s body, feelings and des ires represents an

att.empt to establ-ish a sense of control and autonomy in

women's lives. This wil-l be discussed further in the

section on weight preoccupation and control.

The traditional identity of women formed arouncl

affiliation rather than ego separation is no Ionger

appropriate to women's contradictory social position. When

we understand the co- incidence of the fragmentat-ion of

women's identities with the prevailing body image ideal of

thinness, w€ can understand the problem of weight

preoccupation today.

The ilistorical Transformation of Women's Body IdeaI

Within patriarchal society v'/omen's social ¡:osition has

always been intimately related to their bodies and the

inagery of the body has reflected that roIe. Berger (1973 )

relates the changing images of womenrs bodies throughout

history and the meanings attached to these images to the

social position and worth of women. Similarly, Hol-lander
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(1980 ) suggests that we must look beyond the attraction to

slim women in the 20th century as simply aesthetic develop-

ment of sty1e, but as an expression of social and economic

change . This section will begin by discussing women's

relationship to their bodies and then trace the historical
transformation of r,vomen's body ideal and argue that socio-

logical factors contribute to the shift in body ideal for

women from roundness emphasizing fertiJ-ity and reproduction

in pre- iirdustr ial society to an emphasis on thinness and

lvomen' s partial liberation in industr iaI society.

Women as Bodv

Most women are concerned about body iinage. Indeed this

concern often predominates over other concerns. As women's

bodies are central- to their identities women focus on their

appearance. The focus on women's bodj-es makes women objects

rather than subjects; being observed rather than doing. As

women's value has traditionally been dependent on her

ability to reproduce (for which in modern western societies

one must attract a man) and her appearance rather than on

character istics such as intelJ-igence and creativity,

poJ-icing and surveying her appearance have become irnportant..

Women l-earn to view themselves as commodities or objects,

policing and control-Iing their presentation of seIf. While

men survey, r,vomen internalize the f ashionable image,

recognrzing that how she appears wil-l affect how she is
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she anticipates being

control over the pro-surveyed, attempting to acquire some

cess (eerger, 1973). Berger says:

Men look at women. Women watch themselves being
looked at. This determines not only most rela-
tions between men and women but also the relations
of women to themselves. The surveyor of women in
herself is male; the surveyed female. Thus she
turns herself into an object--and most particular-
ly an object of vision; a sight. (p. 47)

Manipulation of one's o\,vn body may serve as a form of

self-accomplishment especially when one's exper ience and

identity depend on how she and others see her (Orbach,

1978). Social emphasis on appearance for women creates a

continuous self-consciousness of their .ohysica_l_

presentat ion .

irüeight preoccupation exists in a consumer ist society

which; "affects our consciousness and our unconsciousness,

and shapes our desires and sense of self, our aspirati_ons,

priorities and notion of what constitutes reward; in short,

our values" (Orbach, L9B6, p. 33). The objects that we

consume have a power that transcends their raw material and

the social relations of production they embody. Objects

become invested with considerable meaning--status, power ,

wealth and sexuality. Having desirable objects confers

status on the owner (Orbach, l9B6).

ln]omen's bodies are f requently used to sell products.

The commodity takes on the meaning or attributes of the

woman used to sell it--the sexuality of women's bodies.



According to Orbach (1986 ) , "sex

appropriated as a by-product of consumer

the man sexy and he 'gets the girl'"

bodies have become that which humanizes

for instance.
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becomes something

ism. The car makes

(p. 35). v'iomenrs

other products, cars

However, women's bodies have become their own

commodity. ft is the object that women bargain with in the

world. Further , as Orbach notes, \^/omen must be both unique

and conform to society as they express themselves through

their bodies. How lvomen f eeI when they compare themsel_ves

with other women, billboards, fashion nodels, etc. and how

they grev/ up in relat j-on Lo their body determines women's

experience of their own body.

I¡iomen are judged not only by men. Women are not onty

critical of their own bodies but also those of other women.

Women appear to be in cor-rstant struggle wit.h their bodies as

seen by the proliferat.ion of dieting and mass consumption of

beauty aids and products. Mir iam Greenspan (Ì984 ) ,

feminist therapist, argues that women often focus on the

bodies as they learn to define themselves through the

bodies in order to achieve adult feminine identity

patr iarchal society.

The body as a physical object plays an important role

in connecting the shared social and individual levels of

experience (gerger a Luckmann, L961). It is an instrument

of comrnunication, which mediates social structure. pol-hemus

a

ir
ir
in
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(1978) argues, therefore, that body image is molded in our

interaction with others within our culture.

The body offers nonverbal or symbolic communication

about selx, cl-ass, and povler . Body postures and gestures

communicate about po\¡/er in social interaction. For

instance ¡ body postures for women are often tight,

restrained and of restricted demeanor demonstrating the

status of an inferior (genley, L971).

Women have often invested much of their self-esteem in

their appearance. It has been the case in western society

that men are "supposed to transcend their bodies and turn

their energies toward the world . Women on the other

hand are given approval for continuing and even increasing

their investments in their bodies" (Polhemus, I978, p. 120 ) .

While in patriarchy women's bodies are a source of

power they are also a liability (Greenspan, 19B3). Women's

major functions in capital-ist patr iarchy as sexual

commmodities and as reproducers are both expressed Lhrough

the body, although in different images. The t.hin woman is

the sexy woman and the round woman is the reproductive

woman. According to Greenspan (t983), the body is only a

real resource until one ceases to reproduce, grows old, or

until the body Ioses its power. Not only is r,'roman's power

centered in her body, So is her powerlessness.

Historical Transformation of Body IdeaIs

oifferent body parts and body types become a focus at
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given points in history as can be seen in the paintings of

Renoir and Titian where the ideal women are plump and more

recent painters such as Klimt and schiele where the idear is

one of thinness (Polhemus, 1978). polhemus explains that

the thin body ideal- has become so widely accepted that it is

forgotten that other societies and periods in history have

held different ideals.

In West Africa, wealthy men have been known to send

their daughters to " fattening houses" where they coul-d

become attractively "pa1e and plump" by eating fatty food

and being kept inactive. They were then more valuable

sexual commod i t j-es . The body ideal evolves as a soc iaI

construction and expresses aspects of that society. Women's

position in society has been expressed through the kind of

body fashionable in a given period. Most societies create a

uniform body ideal for women which is often difficult or

painful to attain but which represents the woman's noral and

soc ial status .

During the medieval period the focus on the rounded

belly was symbolic. This \^ias a period when mortality rates

were high. The subsequent need for a high birth rate made

this pregnant or fertile look desirable (Lur ie , L9 B0 ) .

Soft, fatty tissue in women has long been identified with

women's ability to reproduce, and body fat is necessary for

the reproductive process to function (Bellar, L977; Chernin,

19Br ) .
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According to Banner (1983 ) , in the Victor ian era

women's restrictive fashions were emblematic of the conser-

vative social code which v¿as based upon separate spheres for

men and women. Banner (1983) asserts that the beauty ideal

of the steel engravers was a reflection of the restrictive

society for middle cl-ass women. The steel engravers beauty

emphasized youth and purity. Banner suggests this reflected

nineteenth century romanticization of childhood and

simultaneous infantalization of women. This youthful ideal-

rebelled against the past identification with age and as

such offered a new optimism and rejuvenation for this period

(Banner, f9B3). Banner reports that while this look was one

which suggested stability and security, it also represented

the desire for change. In addition, it was an aristocratic

look of high status which contributed to its desirability.

The fragile, aristocratic appearance of Ieisure was highly

valued for women in early capit.alist society as this look

emphasized their husbands' and fathers' wealth.

Nineteenth century middleclass women vJere expected to

adopt the uniform fashion of the day while simultaneously

expressing the individuality or "unique personality" neces-

sary for romantic Iove and as such fashion was also an

avenue for upward mobility through marriage. According to

Wilson (1985), appearance became increasingly intertwined

with identity. She states it was "the beginning of SeIf as

a Work of Art, the 'personality' as something that extended
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to dress, scent, and surroundings, all of which made an

essential contribution to the formation of 'self'--at least

for women" (p. 123).

Banner (1983) outlines four distinct periods in the

history of beauty between 1800 and L920. The "steeI
engraving lady" dominated the antebellum years and was char-

acterízed as "frail, pale and willowy" (p. 5). The

"voluptuous woman" followed in the decades after the

American Civil- War. This ideal originated with the British

Bl-onds bur lesque troups wh ich came to the U . S . L i l_1i an

RusseI became the voluptuous American beauty. The Gibson

girl of the lB90s \¡/as tal-1 and athl-etic followed as the next

ideal. However, by 19t0 the "smalI, boyish model of

beautyr" the flapper, became the new ideaI. Mary pickford

and Clara Bov,/ were tv¡o well-known f lappers of this per iod .

Bennet and Gurin (L982) establish somewhere between

1910 and 1920 as the time when our society adopted a clear

pref erence for thin t{omen . Dur ing this per iod of increased

automation and increased social wealth it was a sign of

success for men to have slim wives and daughters. Rural

peasant societies traditionally viewed plumpness as a sign

of prosperity as thinness was a reminder of past famine.

However, being thin now suggested that women were no Ionger

required to perform hard physical labor and could afford to

be and look fragile. The pursuit of fashion suggested

leisure, pleasure and self- indulgence, a status symbol of
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the wives (and property) of rich men (Banner , L9B3) .

According to Lurie (I9Bl), men in patriarchal society

exhibit their "economic and sexual- power" by conspicuous

consumption of women who exhibit ments "purchasing pov¿er" by

engaging in minimal labor (p. 220) . Further, by L9Z0 women

were having fewer children and it was no longer necessary

for woinen to be pregnant throughout their lives. The look

associated with thinness \,vas symbolic of this change.

By examining the fashion of the L920s which emphasized

thinness, Hol-lander (L982) illustrates the contradictions

expressed in the image of thinness. Her work begins to

provide an understanding of the complex relationship between

social conditions, the rel-ations of the sexes and how these

aspects of reality are expressed through and by women's

relationships to their bodies. She argues:

ReaI female independence was not expressed in the
fashions of the twenties. The new look suggested
the nonhuman vibrant sexuality of race horses and
sportscars: as untamed, challenged organism in
need of expert guidance--sleek, swift, and
unaccountable--the madcap heiress ready to be
subdued by the sheik. In th is revolut ionary
period in fashion history vromen did not wish to
resemble men in any tedious way suggestÍng respon-
sibility and the management of serious affairs or
hard practical work--such "mannishness" had been
affected by women seeking emancipation in
Victor ian times. Speaking through fashion,
f emin ine independence in the twent ies \,ras all_ on
the sur f ace , a matter of rhet.or ic j ust as pointed
as bustles and tight lacing. (p. f2f)

The emphasis on slimness and visibility of the legs in

the 1920 s and ' 30 s celebrated ',vomen' s emerg ing soc iaI
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mobility and independence (Lurie, l-g8I). The standard of

beauty in the'30s through to the'50s vJas ress youthful and

frivolous than the preceding flapper ideal (Banner, 19B3).

The era of the "feminine mystique" during the 1950s was

reflected in the appearance of women which communicated the

"suppressed sexuality and individuality of the happy house-

wife" (Lurie, f9Bl, p. 250). According to Lurie (19BI),

crothing for women at this time presented a pregnant look

reflecting the baby boom per iod. Ewen and Ewen (1982 )

observed that the pushup bras and girdtes of the time arso

emphasized women as reproductive. Clothing for women

reflected the proliferating conservati-ve suburban tifestyre.

At this time women were presented either as sexual objects

or as chil-dlike.

For Ewen and Ewen (1982) the 1950s echoed the Victorian

ideology of women as delicate, childlike, unsuitable for the

public sphere, sexually innocent, yet defined through sexual

identity. Furthermore, women reflected the economic success

of men and symbolized North American weal-th through fashion

and consumption. At Lhis time men and women and the world

of work and the world of home were distinctly separated.

In the I960s, the radical politics of the cj_vil rights

movernent, the revived women's movement and the hippie

subculture inf l-uenced a rebellious, ye t natural l-ook that

emphasized youth. For the first time, women who were not

angJ-osaxon coul-d be considered beautiful. rn the Lgl0s focus
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on women I s breasts was followed by renewed interest

breastfeeding (Lurie, 19Bl).

IN

Chernin (1981) has noted the corresponding development

of the women's reduction movement in the 1960s with its

emphasis on J-osing weight and the feminist movement as it

re-emerged in the 1960s. The women's reduction movement

believed life's problems would decrease by being thinner and

that through a subsequent rise in self-esteem from weight.

Ioss one would have more confidence to change other aspects

of one's Iife, while the feminist movernent sought social

change to improve women's socj-al conditions. Both were

groups of women giving support t.o one another and there was

a mixing of elements from these two groups. The increase in

anorexia nervosa and bulimia express a body politic where

one can choose starvation and hunger or bingeing in an

affluent society as a way to express cul-t.ural confl-ict or

even social protest (Chernin, 19Bf). Womenrs need to be

thin is then symbolic of her social- conditions.

Banner (I983 ) reports that fashion changes are influ-

enced by predominant social, medical and artj_stic forces.

Fashion interacts with social events and can be an indicator

about cultural changes. Ewen and Ewen (L982) maintain that

the fashion of the consumer based twentieth century has

played out issues of sex, class, and gender, resistance and

conf ormity. Whil-e Banner (l-983 ) suggests that f ashion

br ings \¡/omen together despite dif f erences, Wi-l-son (1985 )
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argues that the opposite is equally arguable. In actual

fact, Banner (1983) suggests, while fashion (inctuding body

fashions) brings hromen of aII backgrounds and classes

together, standards have also functioned to differentiate

groups. She argues that fashion has also been divisive and

oppressive. This is particularly apparent in women,s

aquiescense to consumerism for the sake of attaining beauty.

According to Banner (f983) men are encouraged to believe

that hard work wirl bring them success, whereas women rearn

that beauty wiJ-l bring them success through marriage to

wealthy men. She suggests that this focus on success for

women serves to "dampen social discontent" (p. I5).

Banner (1983) contends that one of the significant

factors behind the changes in style has been a conflict

between feminism and fashiorr. She suggests that feminism's

attempt to free rdomen from fashion constraints by arguing

women could all be beautiful was turned back on them by

fashion culture which promised the attainment of beauty for

alI women through consumerism. From 1920 until- the 1960s, a

contradiction prevaii-ed in the fashion cul-ture, for while

greater liberation r/'ias achieved, beauty became commercial-

ized. Radical movements in the I960s, including the second

\dave of f eminism challenged the f ashion world.

Banner (1983 ) reports that women display their

femininity unconsciously through their movement and their

bodies. Holl-ander (1982) suggests that both the body and
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its adornments provide visual expressions of the rel-ations

between men and women. i,tithin the last tr^renty years,

changes in the ideal- or fashionable women's body type have

been observed (Garfinkl-e & Garner , L9B2) . A more androgen-

ous or childlike body type was found in a study that

examined changes in body ideals among American beauty

pageant contestants and "Playboy" model-s over the Iast

twenty years. Garfinkle and Garner (L982 ) found that

women's hips and breasts are now smaller, but their waists

are larger . Another recent change is that women we igh more

t.oday than their counterparts twenty years ago (FearnIey,

I9B5; Nutrj-tion Notes, I9B4). This can be attributed at

Ieast in part to the improvement of nutrition. Garfinkle

and Garner (f983) bel-ieve this poses a problem for as the

weight of e/omen has been steadiJ-y increasing there has been

increasing emphasis on slimness as the fashionable and ideal

body.

Wil-son (1985 ) theor izes that the f ashionable dress of

modernity in western culture allows the "fragmentary self"

the appearance of a more unified identity. She posits that:

Identity becomes a special kind of problem in
modernity. Fashion speaks a tension between the
crowd and the individual at every stage in the
development of the nineteenth and twentieth
century metropolis. . yet, modernity has also
created the individual in a new way--another para-
dox that fashion well expresses. Modern
individualism is an exaggerated yet fragile sense
of self--a raw, painful condition. (p. L2)

She further argues that part of this modern individual-
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is a fear of not being able to ensure the autonomy of

sel-f. Wilson (1985) argues that modern society creates

fragmentation and that our society is afraid of depersonali-

zation in this era of the "mass man." As a result, it is

her belief that individual identities are threatened by

modern society and that fashion is one expression open to

the individual. One function of fashion, according to

Wil-son (1985), is to pulI people together with their like

group which acts to stabilize individual identities.

In oLrr postmodern era, the plurality of choices

including that of fashion appears to create an atmosphere Òf

greater uncertainty. On the other hand, uñiformity rather

than ¡:luraJ-ity of f ashionable body types exist. There

exists only one very Ìimiting and unrealistic body ideal,

albeit one which could be described as androgynous (WiIson,

f9B5). This body type afso expresses the same uncertainties

and contradictions that the pJ-urality of fashion expresses"

Banner (1983) notes that, "concern with physical ap-

pearance is a constant in women's l-ives" (p. 49). Through-

out history, women have r isked the ir health for the

prevailing standards of beauty. For instance, the stylish

eighteen inch waist of the IB20's could only be attained

t.hrough the use of corsets which produced headaches, faint-

ing spells, uterine and spinal problems (Banner, I9B3). In

other parts of the world there is scarification, full-body

t.attooing, distortion and shaping of body parts, Chinese
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footbinding, and genital mutilation (fo1mach, Lakoff &

Scherr, 1984). In western society the removal of ribs to

attain the vrasp waist and rittre-toe-ectomies to fit pointed

shoes, high heel shoes, body building, and suntanning are

all examples of how ideals of beauty predominate over

heal-th. Current cosmetic surgery including; f acel_if ts, nose

jobs, breast augmentation, and reduction, liposuction and

tummy tucks, are becoming more common methods of making one

Iook better. These cosmetic adjustments are also used to

achieve an eternally youthful appearance. (Tolmach, Lakoff ç

Scherr, I9B4 ) .

In both modern and traditional patr iarchal society

women's fundamental social roles have had direct expression

in the body as reproducers and sexual objects. These roles

while expressed through the body are presented through dif-

ferent images. Reproduction is expressed through roundness

symbol ic of f er t i I i t.y and sex iness through th inness .

image of ',vomen's liberation f rom the Iimitation of

social roles is also expressed through the body.

The

our

The

fashionable body image of women is a metaphor for the posi-

t j-on of women in society during emergent periods. From the

perspective of this argument, thinness today expresses the

co-existing aspects of women's emancipation and oppression.

Pre-industrial patriarchal- reproduction was affected by

the changing social and material conditions of industriali-

zation. Changes from agrarian to industrial society created
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a new occupational environment away from the homefront which

broadened women's social- involvements. Alongside this

change, having many children became a l-iability. Increased

standards of Iiving also resulted in a decrease in infant

and child mortality. An increased standard of Iiving was

more likely if one had fewer children. These factors con-

tributed to changes in r,vomen's reproductive role and in

freerng biomen from sole and constant involvement with repro-

duction leading to a further stage in the emancipation of

women.

Industrial society provided the beginnings of the

emancipation of r¡Jomen by freeing them from some restrictions

of reproduction, and by changing the structure of work.

Womenrs social role was broadened to roles outside the

househo.l-d. By the Iate nineteenth and earIy twentieth cen-

t.ury social concerns around fertility had relaxed and for

the first time the purpose of sex was not limited to repro-

duction (npstein, t9B3). Sex became eroticized in popular

culture and was associated with pleasure in a \{ay it never

had before. The focus had shifted from reproduction to

sexuality. Fertility rates in Canada today are the lowest

they have ever been. In 1960 the average women had 3.9

children compared to L.1 in l-980 (Eichler , f 9B3 ) . Where

roundness had always been an image of fertility and repro-

duction, thinness represented the shift away from reproduc-

tion. Thinness became associated with women's increased
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liberation, movement and freedom.

In this sense thinness appears on the surface to be an

anti-patriarchal- rebellion. The thin body image expresses

in real-ity both the liberation of women and patriarchal

sexiness. The image of thinness reflects the contradictions

in women's lives as being neither truly liberated or

oppressed. While it expresses n¡omen's increased Iiberation

through the image of mobility, independence, sexuality, and

f reedom, it can also be said to express v¿omen's continued

oppression through images of weakness, smal Iness ,

dependence, childlikeness, and vulnerability. In sum, two

social forces encourage thinness for women today. From the

perspective of patriarchal society women are ident.ified with

their bodies. The Iiberation of women attempts to define

woman as more than her body, however, t.he same body type

which symbclizes patr iarchal influence also symbolizes

Iiberation. The thin body image then incorporates the

patr iarchal conditions of women' s I j-ves and women's

opposition to patriarchy.

Surveys on current television images of t^/omen show that

successful women are portrayed as young and thin. Char-

acters who are overweight are rnore likely to be o1d, black

or beJ-ong to another minority group. Women portrayed in

vocatj"ons with relativeJ-y low sociaÌ sLatus such as house-

wives and mothers are also heavier (lyrenforth et al.,

I9B0). The concl-usion is that i,/omen representing the new
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image of v¡omen are young, slim, active, have exciting jobs

and social lives, are upwardly mobile and "in the swing of

things." In addition to measuring up to these aspects of

the female rol-e, many women afso assume the roles of

daughters, sisters, wives, and mothers.

Weight preoccupation is seen as the product of the

coincidence of the prevailing body image ideal of thinness

and the women's fragmented identity which has arisen through

an ambiguous social role. Uncertain how to proceed with

their Iives due to the contradictory and ambivalent

expectat.ions, possibilites and desires, many women have

channeled attempts t.o gain control of their lives into the

aLLem.ot to control the i r bod ies . The next sect ion wi lI

explore weight preoccupation as an attempt to establish a

sense of control in women's Iives.

weight Preoccupat.ion and cont.rol

ConLradictory expectations, desires, and possibilities

come toget.her in women's transition f rom the private to the

public sphere to create a "crisis of ident.ity and cont.rol"

for wornen. In a society where women are trained to provide

for others' emotional needs and to succeed through others

approvaÌ, it is argued here that many women find they can

gain approval and a sense of self-worth and aut.onomy if they

can contror their bodies. women's insecurities about their

lives leads them to try to find security through their

bod ies .
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The changing images of women's bodies reflect women's

position in society. The thin image fashionable today re-

presents women's new social role. The contradictions of

women's "new role" is reflected in her ideal body image of

thinness which expresses vulnerabitity and dependence along-

side her active role outsj-de the familial sphere in her

independent work in the tabor force. This image emphasizes

women as productive and sexual rather than reproductive. In

str iving to attain success as a ttnewtt r,foman, many \,Jomen

focus on weight as one objective of this image that is

reachabie. Womenrs preoccupation with weight pernits women

some sense of control over their reality through focusing on

controlling the body. Being thin can be achieved while

other aspects of life may be uncertain, and controlling

one's body may provide many women with a sense of control_.

Women turn to controlling their bodies as a way to

f ulf ill one cultural expectati.on; being sexuaJ-Iy attractive.

Thus, weight preoccupation among women can be expJ-ained as a

response to the contradictory role expectations, desires and

possibilities women encounter while their social- role

changes. The conflicting expectations women exper ience

often produces a lack of control- over their lives. Weight

is something that can be controlled and at the same time

satisfy a major social expectat.ion. Consequently, at a time

when women feel they have no control over their lives as a

consequence of the "identity crisis" which corresponds with
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the conf J-icting role demands,

and werght a preoccupation.

the body can become a focus

Lawrence (L979) believes that the "central paradox" of

anorexia nervosa is control. By central paradox, Lawrence

means anorexics achieve total control in one area of their

lives yet feel out of control in other respects. She has

observed that anorexics achieve control through control of

size and shape which is preceived as morally worthy. She

notes this control over the body has the consequence of

producing control in Íamily relationships for example

Anorexia is also about being out of control.

!{omen are terr i f ied of becoming f at and perce ive eat

detract from their moral worth. (Lawrence , L9J9,

She suggests that "when anorexics talk about control

invariably mean the power to regulate, command and

over their own lives and actions." From Latvrence's

perspectr-ve, one cannot understand anorexia

These

ing to

p. 93).

, they

9OVer n

(re79)

wrthout

recognrzing that the issue of controÌ is central to it. As

anorexj-c women have difficulty asserting who they are in the

social world, they "exercise se-l-f control, which \,ve might

understand as power turned inwards. The battleground then

becomes an internal one; the battle is fought within the

individual rather than between the individual and the worId"

(Lawrence, I979, p. 93).

However, the cont

viomen on the con t i,nuum

paradox is experienced by many

weight preoccupat ion not j ust

roI

of
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anorexic women. Similar to anorexia nervosa the most overt

and central behaviour is the desire to control food and

weight in order to feel in control of their lives. Lawrence

(I979) maintains that, "controlling weight is used by many

women as a substitute for control-ling the real issues in

their lives over which they have no control" (p. 94).1

SeIf-control is then a substitute for taking active and

effective control through interacting with others in the

social world. Hence, when it is difficult to work out a

satisfactory relationship with one's environment, it some-

tilnes seems easier and Iess emotionaJ-Iy threatening for it

to become an internal problem (Lawrence, L919) .

A struggle for auLonomy and a sense of personal

adequacy and women' s fragmented identity is expressed

through control of the body and weight among anorexics,

bulimics, or women who are weight preoccupied. Womenrs

attitudes toward their bodies suggests the "scarcir-y and

superficiality of the chances they feel they have to win or

succeed in todays society" (Orbach, L97B) . Furthermore,

women's cont.rol over the body and eating expresses the need

to establish a sense of masteryr success, or confidence, in

an area of their lives (Bruch, L97B). The need to control

what one eats regardless of hunger, and the need to cont.rol

one's weight regardless of actual body weight, suggests a

perceived sense of lack of control in the resl of one's life
(Lawrence, L9B4). It has been suggested by Chernin (l9BI)
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that anorexia nervosa and the "woments reduction movement"

reflect the same protests as the women's movement, except

her reberrion is "expressed through a veiled and disguised

symbolism" (p. 103).

One constant in the quickly changing whirl of vromen's

Iives is the cont,inued pressure to be physically attractive.

This const.ant provides a link between the public and private

sphere as thinness is desired by both. As one must be thin

in our society today to achieve sociar success from their

appearance many s/omen become very concerned with their

we ight . Accord ing t.o Wooley et al- . (1979 ) many \¡/omen must

diet constantry in order to maintain artificarry row body

weì-ghts ref lecting the unrealistic thin body idear. The

need for women today to find success through their
appearance refrects their sense of ì-nadequacy and ineffec-

tiveness in finding personal success through ot.her avenues.

As many women's lives have been shaped by responses to

ot.hers it can be argued that their knowredge of themserves

and their o\dn desires is of ten not deveroped (orbach , LgB6,

p. 1I3 ) . Some women rebel against this situation by

beginning to struggle with their own needs. This struggte

is expressed through the body according to orbach (l-986).

By controlling food intake and their bodies women can attain
a sense of something that they contror. rronicarry, this
only perpetuates the denial of serf that she is rebeJ-ting

against. (orbach, l9B5, p. 1I3 ) .2
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Conflict between social expectations and women's

subjective experience of their capacities may be most

evident at times when there are significant social changes

in the rol-e of vlomen. Anorexia, bulimia, and weight

preoccupation may be a \,Jay to cope with desperation and

uncertainty between how one feels they measure up to outer

standards (Lawrence, L979¡ RodoIico, f9B0).

The liberation of women from food and weight involves

decoding what eating problems appear to be about and going

beyond the apparent symptoms to the underlyì-ng meaning.3 In

decoding this phenomenon Chernin (1985) concludes that the

difficul-t.ies \,/omen have with food and weight obscure a

problem with female identity that has occurred with

extending the idea of what it means do be female in our

society. For Orbach, women's entry j-nto what is tradi-

tionally call-ed the public worId, needs to be socially

accepted. It appears, however, that the acceptance of this

change in b/omen's social posit.ion is not without conf lict

and ambivalence. Indeed the position of women is an

ambival-ent one. She observes that the media communicates

the conditional acceptance women face, whereby there is a

continual emphasis on improvement, changing, or never being

good enough without the use of one product or another. The

message women receive about their bodies is often compli-

cated and leaves \^/omen feeling insecure and negative about

themselves.
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Lawrence (1984) believes that in our society women

require a strong sense of self and a high self-esteem to

resist the social pressure to be thin. Low self-esteem and a

less weII defined sense of selfr ilây be evident in women

succeptible to developing anorexic or bulimic symptoms. The

Iess well developed sense of sel-f may be a reflection of

confusion around changing gender roles. Lawrence (f984)

believes that in our society women require a strong sense of

self and a high self-esteem to resist the socj.al pressure to

be thin. 4,

Orbach (1985) suggests that one needs to understand the

relationship between "aspects of women's psychology, such as

unentitledness, insecurity, shaky boundaries, and outer-

directedness, that make them succeptible to seeking valida-

tion and safety by aquiring the rcorrect body"' (p. BB).

The anorexic woman and some dieters discipline their bodies

as a way to deny neeCs and emot ional l-i f e . She wi Il con-

sequently often feel strong or "in control" if she can deny

her needs and her appetites for food, water, sleep, sex and

love.

Hence, food for the anorexic \,voman becomes dangerous

and not eating is perceived as essential to her survival

(Orbach, I9B5 ) . Orbach (1986 ) believes that anorexia

functions as a way to connect women to the social world by

being a "psychological bridging mechanism" (p. I03). She is

described as feeling unent.itled and excluded from entry in
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the pubJ-ic sphere. By being anorexic she can become better,
good enough, and not feel as unentitl-ed, and inadequate.

At this time in women' s history, h¡omen are struggling

to ascertain their autonomy and identity within a changing

contradictory world. Both Orbach (1986) and Chernin (1985)

describe the current preoccupation women have with weight as

being the consequence of a "crisis of identity" from our

entry into masculinist cufture".

Chernin (1985) says:

The widespread suf f er ing of women today , f.or which
we have no good explanation, no deep and meaning-
fuI healing suggests that. we are in grave danger
of simplifying the whole quesiion of what it means
for a generation of lvomen to take upon their ovln
shoulders this difficult task of entering a world
that has refused to see us as human beings with
the same crises of development that have received
thousands of years of expression on behal-f of men

üJomen are the nev¡ imnigrants crossing the
border from an old world. And meanwhile, as we
make ourselves over into men, u/e are busily strip-
ping ourselves of everything we have been
traditionaJ-ly as women. (p. 33 )

She likens this entry to a rite of passage suggesting

that society has been unabl-e to provide women with a

meaningful avenue for the transformation of identity and

entry into the public sphere as vJomen move out of earlier

social and personal identity formations (1985).

The ambivalent social position of women has given rise

to women's fragmented Ídentity. Lacking control over so

much of their lives many v\¡omen have sought some measure of

control and social approval through achievement of the
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ideal, thin body. Weight preoccupation is expressive of

women's fragmented identity and their equivocal social

position. The contemporary epidemic of weight preoccupation

and "eating disorder" is a product of the co-incidence of

the prevailing thin body ideal and the fragmented identity

of women. Thus weight preoccupation is a powerful metaphor

for the paradoxes of women's social- position.

Thinness as Met.aphor

The thin body fashion for woman expresses her success

visibly as a woman today (Hollander, I9B0; Lurie, IgBf).

Both women's and society's concern w j-t.h thinness ref Iects

the social relatj.ons bet,ween men and \,iomen during this

period where women are attempting to blend traditional and

emancipated roles for themsel_ves. It is argued that the

thin body ideal is a physical metaphor of the contradictory

position of \domen in society. It represents women,s frag-

mentation between traditional and emancipated gender rela-

tions as it represents women as both childlike and

vulnerable, in addition to her being autonomous,

independent, active, mobile and sexual-. The body image

ideal is then a blend of the contradictory components which

form the new uncertain role for women as they try to balance

the private and public sphere. However, not aII agree with

this interpretati.on of today's body ideat.

Hollander (f980 ) suggests that thinness represents

increased equality for women through the appearance of
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mobility, freedom, activity and independence . By Lg20

feminine emancipation from many physical and moral

restraints evidenced through the popularity of sports and

new possibifities for employment and political power

eventually contributes to the deveJ-opment of the thin physi-

cal ideal. The new ideal of slenderness and the fashion of

the day \^/ere seen to ref lect a modern look which expressed

comfort, movement and activity which !./ere congruent with

woment s changing social roIe.

Wooley has yet another interpretat ion (SternhilI,

f9B5 ) . She believes social obsession with weight is a

perversion of feminism where women value a more mal_e body

for themselves through attaining thinness. She argues we

cannot trade in women' s bod i-es in order to show our in-

creased emancipation. It is important, she argues, to re-

spect and maintain female bod ies. She suggests women

aspirì-ng for success see thinness as a cultural symbol of

competency (SternheII, I9B5) .

Paradoxical-Iy, others argue the image of thinness can

be interpreted as one where women police their bodies and

deny their appetites (Chernin, l9Bf). From this perspective

thinness is an image that represents the oppressive material

conditions in women's lives seen through the stereotypical

inage of \,{omen as sma1l, weak and dependent. Chernin (198I )

suggests this is a response to women's changing social

position, status and subsequent increase in social pov/er.
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From her perspective the traditional- image of vulnerability
and childlikeness expressed through the thin body fashion

reduces the degree of social threat and deprives women by

denying them of the strong image of fertility and reproduc-

tion.

Accord ing to Cauwels (I9 B3 ) , \ÁJomen today must choose

between the stereotype of motherhood or sexiness. She

believes that the pressure for women to be thin paralteJ-s

other demands in women' s Iives such as mak ing choices

between various roles available to women. Cauwels (1983)

suggests that the maternal or fatter look is associated wit.h

being a housewife and mother. On the other hand the slim

l-ook represents career success.

Despite the differences, Cauwels (I983), Cherin (I981),

and Hollander (I980), al-I associate the increasing social

frressure for women to be thin with the changing role of

wonen. Cauwefs (f993) points to the superwoman complex of

this past decade where women are expected to be successful

in the traditional- spheres of mothers, lovers, homemakers,

in additon to conforming to the existing social standard of

beauty of the time, while also being successful outside the

home in their careers.

The perspective adopted here, however, recognizes the

image and social value of thinness as an expression of both

the emancipation and oppression of women. According to this

perspective, thinness represents increased social equality
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for $romen through the image of freedom and independence r âs

wel-l as the continued traditional- representation of women as

vulnerable and dependent. That is, the social image of

thinness and women's preoccupation with being thin in

contemporary society is an expression of the social position

and worth of women.

Fol-Iowing the logic ' of Dyrenforth et al. (1980 ) ,

\,vomen's preoccupation with weight communicates cultural

change among the relations between men and women in a

patriarchal society. They argue that increased equality for

women has resulted in a "new" role for women. This role

reflects both traditional and contemporary expectations for

women. 'Ihe visible portrayal of the new women is expressed

Lhrough the thin body. Conceding with these authors, j.t is

critical for women's self-esteem that they "measure up" to

the ner{ image of womanhood. They suggest it is sensible for

women to begin where they are most likely assured success.

Controlling one's own body provides an avenue for potential
êrr^^ôcc

In sum, t.he image of thinness represents the successful

and ha¡:py t^Joman today. Thinness itsel-f communicates

tnetaphor ically women's contradi-ctory position in society.

This posì-t.ion contains the old and new social roles for

i{omen and is replete with contradict j-ons. The thin body

image expresses these contradictions by presenting \¡/omen as

vulnerable, dependent, active, independent, productive,
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mobile, free and sexual.

It has been argued in this chapter that the contempo-

rary epidemic of weight preoccupation and "eating disorders"

is a co-incidence of the prevailing thin body ideal and the

fragmented identity of vJomen today. These two conditions

"feed into each other." The fragmented identì-ty women expe-

rience is a product of their ambival-ent social position.

Many women have sought both a sense of cont.rol in their

lives and social approval through the achievement of t-he

thin body. At a tirne when women may feel shaky about their

ability to take cont,rol of their own Iives, controJ-J-ing

their bodies, becoming thin, represents one form of success

and achievement that is widely condoned.
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CHAPTER THREE

WOMENIS EXPERIENCE OF I^]EIGHT PREOCCUPATION

Most r¡/omen have accepted the value of thinness por-

trayed by the media and fashion magazines which is reflected

in their desire to be thin and in frequent dieting.

However, as an ideology thinness would not have much signi-

f icance j-n terms of ef fect on people's behaviour if $/omen as

a group were to reject it as oppressive. The value of

thinness is reinforced through women's int.ersubjective

acceptance of it. The soci-al interaction which revolves

around weight control, group aerobics, coffee break sharing

of diets, and complimenting others on weight loss reinforces

and contr ibutes to t.he soc ia-l- pressure to be thin . By

accepting thinness as the idealr wê Iegitimate it. Chapter

two has argued , horai ever , that soc ial pressure alone cannot

explain the epidemic proportions of this problem, and that a

crisis in women's social position has resulted in women's

preoccupation with weight today.

This chapter wiII provide an explication of the

experience of weight preoccupaLion. The chapter is divided

rnto four sections. We will beg in with a character ization

of the 25 women who were interviewed for this study.

discussion is then developed from the interviews on the

import.ance of perceived weight rather Lhan actual weight in

determining eating behaviour. An exploration of weight

preoccupation as a lifestyle follows. In this section on
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weight preoccupation as a Iifestyle, we will examine the

women's dieting histories, eating behaviour and control and

self-esteem and control. The next section on predisposing

personal h j-stor ies for self-perceived over\^/eight will be

broken down into discussion on sexual abuse and family

situation--alcoholism, physical abuse and divorce.

The purpose of this chapter is to establish the con-

cept of weight preoccupation in order to understand the

theoretical argument proposed in this study. The Iifestyle

of weight preoccupation illustrates how women use the con-

trol of weight as a means to gain control over their lives

ilr general. The section on predisposing personal l-ristories

will argue that histories of sexual abuse, familial alcohol-

isin, and separation from parents, contribute to a feeJ-ing of

lack of control over one's Iife and presents women with

conflicting expectat ions r possibilities and desires.

Sample

Open ended exploratory interviews investigating sel-f-

perceived overweight were conducted with a convenience

sample of 25 women in Winnipeg, Manitoba beLween May and

December of L982. The women interviewed were asked to

recommend women they knew who perceived themselves to be

overweight who might. participate in t.his study. Five of the

25 women int.erviewed did not perceive themselves to be

overweight. The first three interviews conducted were pilot

interviews. These initial interviews allowed for the
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testing of the interview schedule and increased sensitivity

of the interviewer to the subject matter. The interview

schedule was then modified to produce a more sensitized and,

therefore, more effective research tooI.

The ages of the 22 remaining women interviewed ranged

between IB and 64 years. There lvere l0 or 462 of the \,¡omen

in the age group l-B-23. In the group 24-29 there were 7 or

322 , and in the group 30-35, there were 3 or L4Z. There was

l- woman in the age group 36-4I and I in t.he over 60 age

g roup .

i"lost of the women were sì.ngIe, L6/2'2 or 132 compared to

4/22 or IB% who were rnarried. One of the women interviewed

was divorced and I was engaged. The years the women were

marr ied ranged f rom 2-LB years. A f ew of the \^/omen had

children, 5/22 or 232. The rernaining 11 women did noL have

children. Two of the 22 women interviewed were single

parents , oL 9eo. Among the women int.erviewed , B/2I or 36e"

were eldest children, 1/2I or 32eo were middle children, and

6/2L or 27e" were the youngest. Several vvomen lived by

themselves , 1/2'2 or 33 .32. As the interv j-ew procedure

followed a semi-structured schedule, the base number of

women for whom data is available is sometimes less than 22,

depending on the topic under discussion. No interview con-

ducted was identical. The conversations reflected the

concerns of the individuals and were not rigidly directed by

the interviewer.
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Among the vromen in the study, 52? or LL/2I had mothers

who they described as having a weight problem, and 632 or

L2/22 indicated that they had siblings with weight problems.

OnIy 292 or 6/2L reported having fathers with weight

problems.

The education leveIs attained by the women varied,

although B/22 or 36e" had completed at least I-4 years of

university, and 13/22 or 59eo had university training. Four

or LB.2Z had highschool educations and another lB% or 4/22

had some college training.

Sel-f-income varied from having no earnings or earnings

under 3 r000 dol-lars a year, to over 34,999 dollars a year.

Several- women, 7/22 or 322, did not work or earned under

3,000 dollars annualJ-y. Another group,6/22 or 272, earned

between 3 ,00 0-6 ,999 annually " The largest group , B/22 or

362 , earned between 1 ,000 and L9 ,999 a year. The income of

the women's partners var ied from 7 ,00 0 to over 35 ,000

dollars annually.

The women were asked what their occupations

class i f ied accord ing to Occupat ional Groupings

Occupations Classification of Statistics Canada (

good proportion of the \¡/omen in the st.udy were

wher e 5/22 or 22.Je" were undergraduate student,s,

LB.2% were graduate students and L/22 or 4.5e" was

were and

S tandard

I9BO). A

studenLs,

4/22 or

a college

the fieldstudent. There were 2/22 or 9.LZ of the women in
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of social science research. There was L/22 or 4.58 of the

sample in the area of public relations and 2/22 or 9.19

worked as dental and optometrist assistants. Of the rest of

the women, 4/22 or LB.2Z $¡ere working in the clerical f ield

and L/22 or 4.52 were involved in salesr wâitressing and

being a homemaker. Partners' occupations also varied

The self-identified ethnic origins of the vromen

viewed included Amer ican, EngIish, Jama j-can, Native

and Japanese, and were indicative of the women's

inter-

Indian

d iver se

background character istics .

The average interview time for the three pilot inter-

views was 5.5 hours. Two required two meetings with the

interviewer to obtain sufficient information. FoIIowing the

Lhree pilot interviews, the interview schedule was revised.

Hence, the f irst three interviews çvere excluded f rotn the

f inal analys is . The analysis reported here includes

information obtained irom 90 hours of int.erview time with 22

women. The average interview was 4.9 hours fcr these 22

women. (A total of L06.25 hours \,qere spent interviewing aIl

25 wornen, with an average of 4.3 hours per interview. )

Of the 22 women, 4 were int.erviewed on more than one

occasion. One r¿vas interviewed twice for a total interview

time of 5 hours, 2.5 hours each time. As a single parent of

a small child, she did not have the free time reguired for

the interview to be completed in one meet,ing. One person

cancell-ed three t ines . On the f our th appointment , âo int.er-
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view was conducted. AII 25 interviews were taped, except

for one person who did not give her consent.

This discussion has shown that the vromen interviewed

were from varied social backgrounds.

Self-Perce ived Over\^/eight

In this section, self-perceptions of overweight wiIl be

compared to Metropolitan Life Insurance measures of over-

weight. Women were initially interviewed if they perceived

themselves to be over\^/eight. regardless of actual weight. In

totaI, 20/25 women perceived themselves as overlveight. For

the purpose of comparison, 5/25 women were interviewed who

did noL perceive themselves to be overweight. However,

three of the women who perce ived themselves as over\,Je ight

belonged to the pilot study leaving L7/22 who perceived

themselves as overweight and 5/22 who did not. Of these

remaining women, two women indicated after the j-nterview

began that they thought tireir weight was about, average

leaving L5/22 who perceived themselves as overweight and

7/22 who did not perceive themsel-ves as overweight. The

snowball sample used for this thesis does not. provide a

representative sample and therefore data are not gener aLiz-

able. Rather, t.he interviews provide support to the Lheore-

tical argument being made.

sample character ist ics . )

(See eppendix B for chart of

Most of the women , L5/22 or 6ïeo, perceived themselves
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For the purpose of comparison, a smaller

number, 7/22 or 322, $¡ere interviewed who did not perceive

themselves as overweight. One of these women, person 23,

reported a history of overv,/eight and had only recently l-ost

weight. Three women in total had only recently lost a

significant amount of weight. Some women who perceive them-

selves to be overweight were not overweì-ght, according to

actuarial tables suggesting appropriate body weights for

height and body build.

Of these women who perceived themsel-ves as overweight,

l0 said they were slightly overweight, 2 very overweight, t

quite overweight, l- average to slightly overweight, and I

satisf ied with her weight, however , indl-cating that she

wanted to lose weight, This is compared to 5/22 who

described themselves as about average and two women who

defined themselves as slim.

L6/22 or 132 reported they wanted to lose weight. This

means that I woman who does not think she is over\^/eight

still would like to lose weight. In total, 7 \,romen were

interviewed who were not preoccupied with their weight..

Five of these women were not preoccupied with weight, as

they saw themselves as slim and their weight as acceptable,

but they felt it was appropriat.e for those who were fat to

be preoccupied. This group of vromen on the whole reported

that they believed it was more socially desirable to be thin

and that they were glad they were thin and not fat..
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The women who did not perceive themselves as overweight

also unanimously agreed that in our society there was more

pressure on $¡omen to be thin than on men. VÍhen asked, they

indicated they couldn't imagine being fat and had a hard

time relating to the experience: they did not consider the

sections of the interview on losing weight and dieting

history relevant in their day-to-day reality. Hence, whife

some women have a Iifestyle of weight preoccupation, others

have no experience of this at aII. While they shared inter-

subjectively with the other women around the value of thin-

ness, they were unable to share feeling too fat and being

preoccupied with weight.

Among the 16 women who wanted to lose weight in this

study, l4 considered t.hemselves to be preoccupied with their

weight, where preoccupation with weight means women define

weight as a salient aspect of their self-esteem and

identity. This in Lurn involves constant concern about or

acting with regard to one's weight. Twelve of the 16

actualJ-y reported that they felt desperate to Iose weight.

fn terms of satisfaction wj-th weight, L2/2L reported

bei.ng satisfied or 5Jeo and 9/2I or 432 reported being dis-

satisf ied. A range of bot.h sat.isf action and dissatisf act.ion

could also be noted. Of those who reported being satisfied

with their weight, I0 felt they were only moderately satis-

fied. Among the women interviewed, 7 women were completely

dissatisfied.
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The women' s self -perceptions of overv\,e ight were com-

pared and classified according to the best weights given in

the 1959 and I9B3 Metropolitan Life Insurance actuarial

statistics on body buiId, height and corresponding weight

(see Table 1). As the 1959 and 1983 statistics differ, both

were used and compared.l Recommended weights are higher in

all categories of height and build for the l-983 statistics

compared to those of 1959 (see Table I).

TabIe l-

Weigþt Status

1959 and t9B3 Actuarial Tables and Self-Berqqp!ion

Wgfg_Þt Status

overv{e ig h t

not overweight

Totals

1959

59e" ( n=13 )

4LZ (n=9 )

t00% (n=22)

l9B3

(n=B)

(n=14)

(¡7=22 )

Selq_qq!cept ion

68e" ( n=I5 )

322 (n=7 )

t008 (n-22)

362

642

r00%

Accoroing to I9B3 statistics, L4? of the sample per-

ceive themselves as overweight but are underweight..

Comparatì-vely, using 1959 tables, there were no women in the

sample who were underweight (see Table 3). More of the

women who perceived themselves as overvieight. were overweight

according to the f959 actuarial tables than with the I9B3

tables. Using the 1983 tabl-es, only 272 of the wornen who

perceived themselves to be overweight had an over\^Jeight

status, compared to 508 of the women using the 1959 tables.

Sel-f-perceptions are cl-oser to the I959 statistics than
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the l9B3 , reflecting preference for the lower body weight as

the acceptable self-weight. Although 68A of the women in-

terviewed perceived themselves as over\,¡eight, onJ-y 598 ac-

cording to the 1959 statistics \¡rere measured as overweight.

When using the 1983 tables, only 369 of the v¡onen are over-

we ight (f able 1) . Accord ing to these l-atest actuar ial

stat.istics , 64% of the sample were not over\Á/eight. More

than twice as many women believed they were over\¡Teight,

compared to 322 suggested in the I9B3 data (table I).

TabIe 2 indicat,es the var ious groups which energed

thrs study concerning perceived and actual weight.

6BZ

ln

Tables I and 2 indicate experience and perception of

weight may have little to do with actual weight. In the

1983 figures, 322 of the women perceive themselves as over-

weight and are not, compared to IB% using I959 statistics

( see Table 3 ) .

i¡Jomen's perceptions of their weight vùere compared Lo

f959 and l-983 Metropolitan Life Insurance actuarial statis-

tics. It was found that a large percentage of the women who

perceived Lhemsel-ves to be overweight were not overweight

according to 19B3 sLatistics. This study shows that self-

perceptions of overweight is a more important determinant of

weight experience than actual body weight.
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Table 2

Weight Status Groups

Group
Perceived and Actuarial
Weiqht

l-. Perceived Overweight
and over!\,eight

2 . Perce ived Overwe ight
and not overweight

3. Perceived not Overweight
and not overweight

4. Perceived Average Weight
and underweight

5. Perceived Overweight
and underweight

TOTAIS

Actuarial Statistical Year
1959 1983

592 (n=I3) 368 (n=B)

IBZ (n=4) l-B% (n=4)

9% (n=2)

LAe" (n=3) 272 (n=6)

I4Z 1n=3 )

5e" ( n=1)

I00U (n=22) I00A (n=22)_

Note: Category L, Chart I959 , 2 women who perceive
themselves as overweight, are not preoccupied with wei-ght,
or 2/22 (92¡ . Similarly in chart 1983, 2 women felt the
same wêy, or 2/22 (9?).



Groups
Perceived and Actuarial
we ight

1. Perceived Overweight
and overweight

2. Perceived Overweight
and not over\de ight

3. Perceived Not Overweight
and not overweight

Tota I

1983

593 (n=13 ) 362 1n=B)

IBZ (n=4 322 (n=7

232 1n=5 )

t00å (n=_22)

Note: Category I, Chart 1959 and 1983, 2/22 or 9eo perceive
themselves as overweight, differ from the rest of the group
because it is not. a central concern and their self-esteem in
not effected.

A Lifestyle of Weight. Preoccupation

lulany women of average wei-ght are preoccupied with

weight in a way that men of average weight seldom are

(MilIman, l9B0). Women, when asked the one thing they would

Iike to change about themselves, often report that they

would Iike to lose weight, regardl-ess of their actual

weight. Many womerì who want to lose weight are not "fat"

and not even discernably "overweight. " What is clear j-s

that very few women feel comfortable in their own bodies.

In our society, many women report being most afraid of

getting fat (Chernin, f9BI). This part of the chapter will

elaborate on the l-ifestyle of weight preoccupied women by

examining dieting histories, dieting and eating behaviours,

Table 3

Perceived and Actuarial Weight Status II

rl4

Actuarial Statistical Year
19 59

322 (n=7 )

100% (n=22)
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eating behaviour and control, and self-esteem and control.

In this studyr w€ight r.Jas found to be a central issue

in some v¡omen's lives. The women were asked whether weight

was a central issue in their l-ives and L2 or 55? reported

that it \¡¿as. This is 752 or L2/L6 of the women who wanted

to lose weight. Similarly, women hrere asked whether they

were preoccupied with their weight. Of the 16 women who

reported that they wanted to Iose weight, L4 or 82% des-

cribed themselves as being preoccupied with weight.. The

women who described themselves as preoccupied with weight

have incorporated their weight concerns into their life-

style. Dietrng behaviour is examined here as part of that

lifestyle.

f n Lhe day-to-day l-ives and exper iences of the woinen ,

weight preoccupation existed as something that. was taken for

granted. The women who were preoccupied with weight seemed

to presume that they should be preoccupied with weight in an

effort to attain their desirable weight. Similarly, they

never questioned whether it was an appropriate and worth-

while focus for their energy and time. Only two women who

perceived themselves as overweight felt they were not

preoccupied with weight and maintained that weight was not

important. to thein. These two women appeared to be able to

establish self-esLeem in other vrays than having a thin body.

Most of the int.erview process either directly or indirectly

explored weighL preoccupat,ion, through discussion of weight



historyr w€ight 1oss, eating behaviours,

feelings about their bodies and themselves.

II6

and the v?omen' s

Dieting History

Diet histories of weight preoccupied vromen will be

reported here. Of the L6 women who wanted to lose weight'

tI were dieting at the time of the interview. That is, 692

of the \Á/omen who wanted to lose weight were activeJ-y trying

to do so. AII L2 women who reported that weight. was a

central issue in their lives also reported being preoccupied

with weight, a desire to lose weight, and a history of

dieting. A history of dieting was true for LB/22 or Bze" of

the 22 wonen interviewed. Histories were taken of the

wornen's gaining and losing weight cycles showing a l-ifestyle

of chronic on and off dieting. This cycle was taken for

granted as an appropriate and inevitabl-e way to control

weight. Although weight Ioss \,vas always followed by even-

tual weight gain, each weight loss attenipt was assumed to be

the one that would work without acknowledging their previous

history of "failure" to keep weight off. It was an accepted

belief that if one gained werght they should make an effort

to try and lose the weight. gained.

Person 23 has in her t\denty year struggle wit.h weight

just lost weight again. At 30 she had entered graduate

school and r¡¡as beg inning to think about re-enter ing the job

market after spending several years at home with her

children and therefore she felt she needed to l-ose weight.
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Her weight dropped from 242 to L32 pounds in one and a half
years. Aside from a previous stint on a liquid protein diet

supervised by a physician and a period of chewing food but

not swallowing it, she speaks about her dieting experience:

Probably every fad diet that's come around I've
tried. Grapefruit diets, cottage cheese diets,
boiled eggs, Stillman's diet. I went to Weight
Watchers. f went to this group called Overeaters
Anonymous. I went to doctors. Diet pills off and
on. I tried to make my own diets for a while.
They all worked. I'd buy every diet book I saw
if,ract ically. There' s the exchange diet where you
give up this so that you can eat that. I tried
those, they worked too. There was one book I
bought t.hat was cal-led the Reverse Cal-or ies, where
this doctor says there are certain tfring-we can
eal that actually burn up more cal-or ies in diges-
tion than the food actually contains so the more
you eat the more you lose because as you eat you
are burning up more calories than you're taking
in. These foods were things such as apples,
different vegetables, and various fruits. The
diet. mainly consisted of these foods, food such as
beef. There were days that you had to eat certain
thinEs. Itrs very regimenteci.

I've weighed everywhere from I35 to 240 pounds in
t.he past twenty years.

For the women interviewed,

of approaches from past membersh

dietrng included a variety

ip with the WeighL Watchers

organization to the use of amphetami-nes for t.he purpose of

Increased exerc iseappet i te suppress ion and we ight. l-oss

was used by LL/22 Lo lose weight. Of those interested in

los ing weight, 69eo or LL/t6 have used exercise for that

purpose. This lends some support to the assertion made

earlier that women often exercise to be thin rather than to
be healthy.
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Reflecting the Iifestyle of weight preoccupation, 17 or

942 of the women reported that they regain weight after they

lose weight. This is 1008 of the women who wanted to l-ose

weight in the study. These women report that they are

cyclically on and off diets, Iosing and gaining weight

repeatedly. For many of these women this activity has been

over several years. One woman, person 23, said:

f've been on and off diets for about 20 years.
They are all successful. Every diet that you go
on if you stick to it you lose weight. The
problem has never been f or me losì-ng weight; the
problem has always been maintaining it after.

Ten women report they began dieting and being concerned

with weight between the ages oi l-3 and 16 and have dieted

since that time. The onset of dieting and concern about

weight ranges from 7 to 44 years of age among the \^/omen

interviewed. Many of the women were frequent.ly or always

diet.ing or trying to lose weight, L4 or 64e". This is L4/L6

of the women who wanL to lose weight or BBe". The failure

tc sust,ain weight loss following diets means that many women

spend years of their lives in a lifestyle of chronic

cyclical dieting.

In this segment of the chapter, it has been shown that

these women Iive their lives chronically on and off diets,

often from the time they reach puberty throughout the rest

of their Iives. I{any women have tr ied a plethora of dif f er-

ent approaches to lose weight and while they lose weight,

they always regain it In the next part of the discussion,
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we vJill see that these women are commonly involved in cycles

of bingeing and purging behaviour in order to control their
weight.

Dieting and Eating Behaviour

Many v;omen are involved in a regular cutting back of

their food intake to control their weight (nepartment of

Hea1th, l-986 ) . This \Á/as true for L6/22 or L6/L7 who want to

lose weight. A total of 949õ of those in this study who want

to lose weight use cutting back food intake as an approach

to this end.

Person 18, a 24 year old bulimic woman who perceived

hersel-f to be overweight but is not. according to 1959 or

l9B3 actuarial charts, has made up her own diet:

WelI, it's not an official diet, it's my own, kind
of fasting. It's not official at all and there is
never an end to it. I would consider it my own
diet. It is very spontaneous, like there is one
thing I will not do and that's plan what I eat. I
can't do it.. Like I might eat one meal a day. r
might eat some chocoLate, and some milk or soda
and if I feel too heavy, then f won't eat at all.

A number of women , 7/16 or 442, who \,Jant to lose weight

were involved in mild binEe-purge behaviour as a means to

regulate their weight. This involves dieting or cutting

back food intake followed regularly and cycJ_ically by in-

creased consumption of food, and letting go of their

restrictive contror of what is being eaten. At this time

there is more likety to be what is commonly referred to as

"pigging out" or bingeing. Among the cyclicat dieters,
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L5/L6 or 942 report that they feel their eating is "out of

control" sometimes. Another L5/16 indicate they are diet

bingers where dieting is followed by bingeing. Such

behaviour vùas common in this study. This behaviour is also

ty¡:ically reflective of bulinia. This is a recent term

referring to the binge-purge phenomenon increasingly found

among \¡romen who are preoccupied with controlJ-ing weight.

Thj-s study woul-d suggest that this phenomenon is much rnore

widespread, indeed perhaps typical behaviour among women

trying to lose weight, rather than a disease which affects a

small percentage of the popuJ-ation.

Some women resort to "starving" themselves to lose or

control weight in order to avoid becoming "too fat.." For

LL/L6 or 692 of the women int.erviewed who wanted to Iose

weight, starvation is used from time to time, where one

stops eating or eats very little to lose weight. Person 23

has experienced sLarvation in her attempt to control her

weight.:

Say at 13 or L4 I probably tried to be very sensi-
ble and I'd go on a healthy diet where I was
eating a properly balanced diet, trying to stay
away from junk food. Trying to stick to iruits
and vegetables and to avoid starches. As I got a
little older I found that I couldn't Iive with
just eating those kinds of foods and to lose
weight faster so that I could get off of the damn
diet to begin with. ft was much easier if I would
go on a fad diet. So I would fad diet and I would
lose weight quickly but you would hit plateaus
faster as well. Plateaus were really hard to deal
with because you vrere dieting for 2 weeks or 3
weeks and if you lose anything you gain it back.
But those diets weren't healthyr and as soon as
you went of f it you woul-d gain it back So that
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would really make you more depressed. Then I
would find that I would really feel terrible
because I would starve for a month or I felt like
I would starve for a month and in 2 weeks I needed
to starve again. It seemed like when I went on a
fad diet thatrs what I did, I starved.

AIt of the dieters use unsupervised diets, that is they

are not supervised by nutritionists or doctors, as is often

recommended. A recent study also showed that most diets are

unsupervised (Department of Health, L9B6). Some women who

want to lose weight. have used more potentially harnful

measures such as laxatives and amphetamines, 5/L6 or 3lg,

and diuretics or vomiting by 2/L6 or 13%. These methods of

weight loss are typically associated with but not restricted

to the eat.ing disorders, anorexia nervosa and bulimia.

About laxative use, person Ll , not a bulimic but

someone who has used laxat, ives in t.he past over a 3 month

period to control her weight., says:

I thought it vJas easy. There isn't much you have
to do on your part but swaliow the pitl. And then
I didn't use them again unt.iI I pigged out again.

This examination of eating and dieting behaviour, Sup-

ports the, âs assertions in chapt.er one, that women are

often willing to adopt extreme weight l-oss measures to lose

weight and even those that may be potentially dangerous to

one's health. In the following inqui-ry on eating behaviour

and cont.rol, the "desperation" that exists around losing

we ight is rel-ated to issues of cont.rol .
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Eating Behaviour and Control

In the theoretical analysis of weight preoccupation

among women in chapter two, it v/as concluded that women seek

a measure of conLrol over their Iives through controlling

their bodies. In the discussion which follows, the presen-

tation of interviews expresses how controlling eating

behaviour is necessary to controlling one's body, and hence,

feeling more in control over one's life.

AII L4 of the women who were ¡>reoccupied with we ight.

felt a dichotomized sense of control over their lives which

\¡Jas dependent upon their relat.ionship to f ood at a g iven

time . !,lhen she is dieting and controlling her weight, the

f oll-owing per son says the rest of her I i f e seems in control .

Person L7 describes her experiences around self-cont.roÌ:

When I get into my diet routine. When she's good
she's really good, but when she's bad she's hor-
ribl-e. When I'm dieting everythi-ng goes ri.ght. I
don't get depressed as often. My house is right,
my office, I've got all my appointments straight-
ened out. School work goes good. When I diet I'm
more energetic. I don't think about food. I
think about work. If I'm pigging out, I'Il- be
counting the hours until lunch or I'I1 get this
chapter done . I'm a lot better person when
I'm dieting. So dieting is a reward for me in a
way even though it constrains my eating.

This example illustrates the thesis presented in

chapter two that women employ control over their weight as a

means to gain control over their lives in general. She

feels in control and good when dieting and bad and out of

control when she is not dieting and at such times feels the

need to binge.
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Person IB, who v/as bulimic, describes the experience of

control suggesting that one is controlling the consequences

in effect to control the course and nature of one's Iife.

Both the feelings and the weight gain are not wanted; one

attempts to prevent Lhem, control them. She says:

O.K. if you're going really fast in a car, in a
sense you feel out of control because you're going
so fast. If you know posit.ively that you're not
going to crash and not going to get a ticket, then
you're probably not going to feel out of control,
because there is no consequence to your action.

It is only the tvomen who perceive themselves as over-

weight. in this study and who binge who become concerned with

eating because they are afraid of e/eight gain. Comparative-

Iy, the viomen not af rairl about weight gain do not give much

thought to their eating and do not feel out of control with

regard to their eating. They feel they have control over

the consequence of their actions in terms of eating because

they are not afraid of gaining lveight even when they binge.

The women who perceive themselves as overweight, however,

want to eat and be sl-im. Their experience is that they

cannot eat and be slim, which leads to a sense of panic

about eating.

For person L9, a twice divorced woman who perceives

herself as overvJeight, trying to control or repress her

feelings of anger by eating results in her feeling out of

control:

You can hate yourself for eating what you just
ate. Center on being angry at yourself instead of
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angry maybe at whatever is bothering you. Just
sort of get your emotions off the direction they
v/ere in into something else.

Person 5 has a very controlled way of eating and

preparing food. This makes it easier for her to stay on her

diet:

As you savr when you came in I was weighing food,
you have to think about it alot. You have more
control that way. It saves time, later its ready.
You don't have to think about it.

Person L7, who perceives hersel-f as overweight but is

not according to the charts, feels more in control by "doing

something" about her weight. She is not bul j-mic but her

eating behaviour foll-ows a cycle of bingeing and dieting:

I don't think its bad unless you're fat then it's
hard to get back up again if you faII off your
diet. If you pig out. Like this summer f weighed
II3 pounds then some things started to go wrong
that I hadn't expected to go wrong and I pigged
out for a good 2 weeks and then f felt bad about
that and I didn't want to go out. And novJ Irm
back on the diet again I feel more confident
again. I always feel better when I'm on a diet.
I know I'm doing something I'm not just accepting
the way I am. I'm doing something about it. I
always feel- better. I feel self-conscious when
I'm out in pubtic and I'm not; well if Irve been
pigging out or whatever.

Vthen things started to go wrong for this personr or

become out of her control, she binged for two weeks. When

she starts to do something about her weight, the action of

taking control of her weight, makes her feel more in

control.

As a way in which to feel better about herself and more

in control of her life, person IB has developed various
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rituars rerated to wei.ght. These impositions upon herserf
are attempts at regurating and subsequentry controlling her

life. These are extreme expressions on a continuum of
preoccupation with weight. The women interviewed who were

not preoccupied with weight did not rel_ate to this exper i-
ence. Arthough not as extreme as this bulimic woman, some

women who are preocupied with weight al-so have "rituaristic"
behaviour.

For instance r \de ighing themsel-ves at the sailìe time

every duy, and when weighing themsel-ves taking everything
off incJ-uding jewetry, and perhaps weighrng themselves

severar times a day. sirnilarly, scheduled workouts designed

for weight loss often become quite compursive. rn addition
to keeping check on one's body through frequent weighirg,
some regularly feel how much fat they have, making sure

their \^/ristsr pelvic bones, and ribs are sufficiently boney.

often women wirl onJ-y eat certain foods and avoid other

foods because they are fattening. Person 5, as reported,
rout.inely weighs and records al-I her foods. This behaviour

is preval-ent among r¡romen who berong to weight !,Iatchers as it
is part of their weight l-oss program. while many women who

are preoccupied with weight do not purge themselves by

vomiting or by using raxatives, they exercise or abstain
from or cut back eating for a period of time as a v¿ay of
compensating for food eaten or weight gained.

Person rB, a bulimic, went through a period where she
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could onl-y eat white food, i.€., milk, potatoes, rice, and

cauliflower. She has kept long journals of her weight,

measurements, and dairy food intake. she weighs herself l0

times a day. She al-so checks to f eel her hip bones, r ibs

and wrists to make sure she j_s thin enough. She used to

have to go to t.he bathroom 40 Liines a day having taken 60

laxatives a day. She always has to have part of her body

moving and sleeps in an idiosyncratj_c fashion which is

reiated in some manner t.o her f eeJ-ing that she's "going to

d ie ear Iy r so what' s the use . " Another r i tual is eat j_ng in

3's. At the time of the interview she would eat 3 bags of M

& Mr s daily. She opened t.hem up in the car , and count.ed

them out in threes. She also liked to go to bed in the

middle of the night. Another old rituat that she had was

with her grandmother's fence:

My grandmother, her house. What she has is metal
bars that are part of the fence and they are about
this wide. And as kids we used to make a game of
saying \^¡e couldn't eat unl-ess we could pass
through the bars and sLiII everytime I go to my
grandmother's house I have to see if f can pass
through those bars.

Person 24, who also is bul-imic, has some rituals which

make her feer more in contror. - At the time of the interview

she was having periods of not sleeping and waking earì-y or

in the middle of the night and sometimes goes all night

without sreeping. Like the anorexic's ascetic denial of
hunger for a sense of control, this woman denies the need

for sleep. She smokes, drinks coffee and chews sugared gum
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constant.J-y to reduce the amount she eat.s by satisfying

"oral" cravi.ngs. She also regularly exercises to keep her

weight under control.

Many women who diet and who are not anorexic or

bulimic, "pig-out" at the end of their diets. They will

often describe their behaviour in terms reminiscent of the

anorexic woman. The control that is established through the

rituals of persons IB and 24 is not unlike t.he sense of

control women often establish from dieting . Thus, tne

separation bet.ween the average \^Joman who diets and who lives

a Iifestyle preoccupied with weight, and the anorexic or

bul-imic woman can be viewed as only one of degree.

WhiIe some women ciescr ibe their eating in terms of

feeling out of control, some women in this study fee] they

are al-ways in control of their eating and thus that control

is not something they think about with regard to food. One

woman, person 22, feels that she is lucky as she can eat and

not. gain weight. So although she is not preoccupied with

weight, she considers herself "lucky" reflecting her

internal-ization that thinness is valuable and attractive.

Further, even though this woman binge eats, she does not

feel she is out of control. She does not describe herself

as a compulsive eater rather a "constant" eater. She indi-

cated that she craves foods and eats them until satisfied;

all types of food:

I tm a cookie monster,
chocolate bars, cake

I love cookies, sweets,
and all the good things for
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you. I eat a1l the time, everybody gets
disgusted, but I'm never really out of control.

Anot.her womanr pêrSoo 25, has never perceived herself

as overweight or had a history of dieting. She allows

herself to eat what she desires without guilt or by compen-

sating through dieting. She accepts her eating behaviour

and, therefore, does not call her eating behaviour bingeing.

She does not gain weight easily:

I enjoy eating so I might think about what I'm
goì-ng to eat, l-ooking forward to if I'm going to
have something for supper. I realIy enjoy eating.
Most people do, it might just be normal. I can
eat alot but it never bothers me. f can just eat
alot, but when f get fuII I'11- just stop. Usualty
when I geL hungry I'11 just eat. If I want.ed to
stop I would just stop. It's not like I'm eating
and I can't stop. I just. want to eat. But that
might be alot of things to eat. Sonebody else
might think that's cLazy. Look at alI your
eating . It's not like it's out of control:
attach it to something emotional, out of control.
LateIy around exams wasn't going out much. Before
going home f'd go to Safeway, come home and watch
Dallas. Sit there and had popcorn and pickles,
cheese and crackers. Sat around and had a bunch
of food. Maybe that would be binge eating.

Another v/oman who perceives herself as overweight and

j-s overweight according to the I959 and l-983 charts, person

5, finds feeling fat and losing weight is also a Iimiting

exper ience :

It bugged Rer I didn't want
stiIl feel- self -conscious.
people woudln't say I've l-ost
just don't v,¡ant to talk about
forget about it. you feel I
plus you're not finished yet.

to go anywhere. I
Sometimes I wish

weÍght. Sometimes I
it anymore, and just
ike you fail

Person 24, a bulimic woman who takes I0 laxatives a day

control her weight, does not like her body. She findsto
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when she is fat people don't notice her and that there is

social- pressure to be thin. She is not fat:

I know Irm not obese. I know I'n not huge. I
don't have deformities, and I know basically my
body is O.K., but because my eating and my
obsession with diet and eating and fat is Iike a
symptom of something else, so of course I donrt
like my body. The emphasis on thinness has to do
with thatrs what we are being fed. . I'm aware
I'm fat and different from everybody else, but if
I am fat Irm not even a part of it, so it doesn't
make a difference what I look like and if I'm
thin, then I'rn just fitting in with everyone else
and I'm not different than anybody else and no one
wil-I pay attention to me.

Per son L1 talks about her booy image and sexuality

expressing her reasons for wanting to be thin. This v,/oman's

self-esteem is lowered when she is not dieting:

If I'm eating then I'm not happy with my seÌf-
image, my figure. lVhen I'm with someone I don't
want to present to them someone who is fat. I
would probably be more assertive and initiate a
lot more things maybe leave the lights on. And if
I'm fat lights off. I don't want anyone to see
me . When you' re naked you' re vulnerable . I f
you're naked and fat, God help you.

The following poem, written by person IB, buI im ic

b/oman descr ibing her body image,

toward her body:

reflects her self-contempt

I am an elephant with
trunk
Iike
leg s

intimately acquainted with my
pills and porcelain pal.
In my distorted reflection,
I see a carnival house character--
foreign . even to me.
A grotesque, fattened animal
readied for the kiII.

a
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Person's 24 , L7 , and l-B were not considered over\^/eiqht

by the 1959 or 19B3 tables. This is confirmation that women

can feel fat and self-loathing whether they are fat or not.

This supports l{ooley and Wooley's (1986 ) and Lawrence's

(1984) belief that an average weight woman can feel faL.

Indeed, these women not only felt fat., their lives are

preoccupied with weight. They all feel in control of their

Iives and happier when they feel- in control of their weight.

Person 19 perceives herself to be overweight and talks

about how being in control feels good and being out of

cont.rol f eel-s bad:

In my first marriage I
my second marr iage I
because he wouldn't le
rny own l-ife ¡ust gave
myself. It Eives
conf idence .

had to be in control. In
couldn't be in control

t me. Being in control in
ine a good feeling about

you a feeling of self-

Person 5, age 28 , notes that peopl_e of ten think they

will be happier if they are thinner and that people would

like them better. she felt that when she rost weight,
people expressed greater animosit.y toward her. The others
at work appeared to accept her more when she was fatter:

People think they will be happier, that people
will respond to them differently. I found that
when I was heavier, ones at work were friendlier
to ftê r no$r I rm thinner , and they're not trying,
they are not as friendly. People are even less
friendly because you're succeeding and they are
not. I go for lunch and how would you feel they
are sitting there having a Sal-isbury hamburger. I
don't care, but I mean. So I'm afraid that any-
thing you might say might offend them or something
cause they figure I'm criticizing what they are
eating and I donrt care.
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(1984

study of Garner, OImstead, Polivy and Garfinkle

compared the characteristics of anorexic women to

women who were weight preoccupied and found that certain

traits characteríze both groups. It b¡as found that both

groups had a simil-ar degree of weighL preoccupation and

drive for thinness. Further, dieting behaviour, dissatis-

faction with appearance, and bulimia were similar for the

anorexic and the weight preoccupied group of women. A

control group on non weight preoccupied did not share these

similarities. Similarly, in this study, the group oi women

who were not preoccupied with weiEht did not share these

concerns. They did not diet cyclically, did not deny them-

selves food, felt in control of their eat-ing even when they

ate alot, and did not associate feeling bad, feeling fat,

eating, and feeling out of control. Their lives were not

affected by weight. Weight was somet.hing they were comfort-

abl-e wi th , took f or g r anted and d id not th ink about . They

did not experience the dichotomized feelings of feeling good

when they were not eating and feeling thin and bad when they

\^Jere eating and f eeling f atter .

WooJ-ey and Wooley (f986) observe from 150 patients in

their Clinic for Eating Disorders that 90å are female,

dissatisfied with their weight and feeling upset by their

perceived lack of control over their eating behaviour.

According to these authors, food and a struggle to control

eating have become central to their lives. Their eating is,

A

)
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however, not unlÍke that of most women except for the shame

they often feel. These women often feel_ depressed, hope-

l-ess , and have d i f f icurt.y asser t ing themselves in the wor rd .

They often think when they are thj-nner everything erse in

their Ìives wiIl improve.

One part of the Iifestyle of weight cont.rol is often

emotional eating. Evj-dence exists to show that f at people

do not eat more than thin people (Olzrenforth, Wooley &

Wooley, I9B0; I,üooley, Wooley & Dyrenforth, l_979). WhiIe

standardized food intake measures were not used here, it was

found that both thin and fat women's eat.ing behaviour is

affected by stress. A1r of the women interviewed whether

weight. preoccupied or not indicate that. their pattern of
eating were affected by situations of stress, moreover, the

specific changes in eating behaviour (eating more or eating

less) were not associat.ed with whether one was preoccupied

wit.h weight on not.

Eating behaviour commonly becomes an issue when a

person feels they are either too fat or too thin. A thin
person may at such a time try to make themsel-ves eat more

although they don't feel like eating. A fat person may try

to eat less al-though an appetite for food is present. A

number of fat women here report emotional reasons for

eating. lriomen appear to become involved in a conf rict

between the desire to be thin and the "need" to eat. This
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experience becomes central in the chronic dieterrs life-

style. People report feeling guilty after they eat and feel

a great.er urge to diet following a "binge. " This cycle

repeats itself, with women gaining and losing weight

repeatedly. As stated earlier in this chapter dieting is

often related to feeling in control and bingeing is often

related to feeling out of control.

None of the vJomen i-nterv iewed f elt a lack of i.nf orma-

tion or knowledge about nutrition was responsible for their

weight. problems and eating behaviour, rather they tended to

ident.ify emotional eating as being important. TypicaI,

however, of all of the women interviewe,l who perceived

theinselves as overweight, was person 5 in her treatment of

food. Person B, a graduate student, and person L2 , a

researcher, however, do not base their self-esteem on weight

in t.he same way the other women who perceive themselves as

overh/eight do and hence are not as punitive or restricting

in terms of eating. Person 5 was questioned about how she

fel-t if she did not lose weight when dieting and she

responded:

Depends, if I deserve it I deserve it. If I donrt
then wel1, like right novr sometimes I don't fose
weight because Irm on my last 20 pounds. It's
hardr so I cut calories down to 700 calories a
day, sal-ads, etc . , don' t eat breakf ast.

This person, for instance, prided herself on her know-

ledge of nutrition and yet felt it e/as acceptable to starve

herself at 700 calories a day. This caloric intake is
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significantly below the recommendations of the Canada Food

Guide and is medically considered starvation. Further, her

behaviour ref Iects a punitive attitude tor,vard herself . She

believes if she is not losrng weight, she just better try

harder or that she does not "deserve" to Iose weight. This

person weighs and measures her food intake daily and keeps a

calor ic record.

Bingeing behaviour was associated with weight gain

among the women wLro perceived themselves as over\^reight.

WhiÌe alI of the women interviewed indicated invofvement

with bingeing behaviour, the women who did not perceive

themselves as overweight felt they did not gain weight from

eati-ng. As weight was not an issue for these women,

bingei-ng behaviour was not experienced as problematic.

Person 22 has no history of dieting and has never felt

she has had to lose weight. On the contrâry, she has on

occasion f eIt she's l-ooked too t.hin and descr ibed herself as

Iooking "sickly. " None of the \^romen in this study were

happy with their bodies even when they didn't. feel fat.

This supports the argument made in chapter one and two that

women seldom accept their bodies as they are. As women's

bodies and appearance continue to provide them with social

value and status, women police and regulate their appearance

as a commodity they must bargain with. While person 22 is

moderately satisfied with her appearance she would Iike to

be shorter. "Under 5 feet and petite." She also doesn't
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years she wouldntt wear a

"I can wear a belt around

135

bow legs and remembers that for

dress, but adds on the other hand,

my waist. "

Underlying reasons reported above for bingeing

behaviour included; depression, frustration, l-oneliness, and

boredom. Eating r47as seen by all the women who perce ive

themselves as overweight to provide a "release" from these

kinds of feetings, and was reported to act to "numb" or

"pacify" such feel-ings. AII women interviewed indicated

that their eatì.ng behaviour was affect.ed by external circum-

stances and emotional states. I,lhiIe clearly sorne people are

not interested in eating when emotionally stressed, this

study lends support to the idea that food is ofterr used by

people in our culture as a response or a way to make orreself

feel better when under stress, for instance, of anxiety or

depression (Bruch, L9l3¡ Orbach, l97B).

who

says

Another woman r,úi'--h a liistory of weight gain anci Ioss

\¡Jas bulimic at the t.ime of the interview, pêrson IB ,

about her eating:

WeII it calms me down sometimes. It can be a
pacifier, but it. can also be a catalyst., Iike if I
eat, sometimes the process of eating is very
pacifying and it. can really calm me down, but then
following that its t.he total reason for a panic.

For person L7 , an average weight women who is

preoccupied with her weight:

Once I get more into school and Irm busy then I
donr t pig out as much. I rm busy, I'm doing things
that are rewarding to me. I don't need little
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satisfactions Iike that. It is, it's a satisfac-
tion, sometimes it's a reward, sometimes it may be
a securj.ty blanket. If I've had a bad duy, Irll
curl up with my chocolate bars on the couch and
watch TV.

After I feel guilty. Itrs like an alcoholic. I do
perceive myself to be an alcoholic. Not with
alcohol. A food-a-holic . I have cravings. I
have to fight. I want it. I do perceive myself
as havi-ng an illness. I don't perceive it to be
healthy at all-. Some people will pig-out on the
weekend. It's part of my Iifestyle.

Another woman is from a physically abusive family and

two years ago had attempted suicide after which she \^/as

hospitalized for psychotic depression. Person 24 describes

her eating as being l-ike her f ather's beating, a \day to

"release and yet ignore inmediat.e tensions." During her

per iod of hospitalization, she f ound she ate less and l-ost

weight. "When Irm in the hospital, I lose weight, t.here is

no reason to eat, it's safe, things are taken care of."

She feels that part of her likes to be fatter because

rnen do not pay as much attention to her and she prefers

this. Her experience with people tells her that getting

close to people and trusting them is "setting hersel-f up to

be hurt or let down."

People I don't have much faith in. I don't have
control of myself enough. I feel very vulnerable
if I get close, have trust, it's been that way my
whole life. If I overeat I feeÌ out of it--don't
have to deal with it.

She would prefer that men see her as "a slightly overweight

f rì-endly little person, âs a f r iend not a lover . " About

eating she says "eating becomes part of the sex problem,
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becomes a problem in itself. That is being punished

accepting what is good and for behaving in way

that makes ImeJ fat."

This is how person 24 describes her binge eating:

Letrs hurt myself real bad here; then afterwards--
I just rea1ly did a shitty thing--I deserve to
feel this way. HaIf the time f have a tremendous
amount of willpower. Control in bingeing is self-
destructive, part of the conflict in eating is
that it. is both adaptive and destructive. Eating
is important to people, it is adaptive, being thin
is imposed on individuals, it is destructive.
Eating doesn't become a problem till it starts to
cause problems. I don't think this world is that
hot. This is a passive way of saying I'm not
buying into it.

then it

for not

Per son

numbs her

baking or

certain way

food dces

interesting

have a joint problem with alcohol)

within her family. "There was

9, a 28 year old single parent, feels that food

by "doing somet.hing cornpulsive." Rigid eating,

preparing happens when she doesn't want to feel a

or confront bad feelings. "I want to feel good,

bhat . Alcohol- cloes the same th ing . " (I t is

Lo note that bulimics are often considered to

She had bad experiences

no love , ãffect.ion or

hugg ing . "

that was

She believes she "substitutes food for the love

missing." Person 24 has also found that alcohol

and drugs have functioned as coping mechanisms in the same

way as food, during different periods of her life:

I can lose I0 pounds, have a gorgeous body--but
I'11 still go back to eating--if I don't go back
to eating, I'lI go to something else. I could
substiLute eatì.ng for exercisì-ng, âhything. I
picked this up to cope. Was a period I was
drinking instead of eating wasn't obsessed wi-th
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eating was obsessed with drinking. Until grade l-l
I $ras thin. I never thought about food.

I hated school, 9ot really depressed. At that
point I was smoking l-ots of drugs and food tasted
really good. I stopped smoking dope and starting
eat ing .

Vthile not aII h'omen found their binge eating problemat-

ic, women with a history of dieting, and the desire to lose

weight were upset with themselves when they ate food outside

of their self-determined constraints. These women did not

vlant to be fat, felt they were overweight, and tended to see

their eating behaviour as the action which prevented the

attainment of thinness. In fact, there seemed to be a

confl-ict between the desire to be thin and the desire to

eat. The desire to eat sometimes wins out, producing self-

dissatisfaction with what is experienced as a lack of self-

restraint. At such times women report feeling guilty, angry

and frustrated with themselves. Of course, this complicates

the process because these feelings also will encourage the

desire to eat in spite of want-ing to be thin.

Some reasons for eating outlined here included; empti-

ness , fr ustration, to calm down, pâcifier , satisfaction,

release tension, to feel emotionally safe, to hurt oneself,

adaptive, when in physical pa j.n, f eeI good and substit.ute

for love. Perhaps if food is a response to these emotions,

attaining emotional satisfaction is a greater need than the

need to be thin.

This portion of the chapter has shown several things.
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First, it has shown that these r.Jomen of ten attempt to

control their negative feelings by "numbing" themselves out

through binge eating. This process allows them to establish

a temporary "release" and feeI better about themselves.

However , for some, the consequence of this behaviour is

weight gain and this results in feeling out of controf.

Part of this dilemma arises out of a desire to eat which

momentarily transcends the desire to be sIim. Some people

could not, accept the potential weight gain from the bingeing

and would purge to both avoid the gain and out of panic and

anger at themselves.

The interviews suggest that women preoccupied with

weight, unlike those vromen not preoccupied with weight, view

their eating behaviour as a gauge of the degree of control-

they have over themsel-ves, and their lives. For many women

here, "overeating" was interpreted as being out of control,

feeling bad abouL oneself and feeling fat. Conversely,

dieting and controlJ-ing food intake is felt to be a measure

of self-control which produces positive feel-ings about one-

self. WhiIe these relationships appear to be true, it also

seems that feeling good about oneself results in a perceived

ability to control food intake, and that feeling bad often

results in binge eating.

In sum, eating behaviour is inextricably connected with

feeling in or out of control anong the \^iomen j-nterviewed who

were preoccupied with weight. In support of the theoretical
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content,ion of chapter two, women who are preoccupied with

weight often focus on this one area of their lives as some-

thing they have potential to control-.

Self-Esteem and Control

In chapter two it was argued that when women feel shaky

about who they are they often turn to conLrofling their

bodies as somet.hing they can control in their Iives. This

next section will illustrat.e the relationship of self-esteem

to feeling a sense of control over one's Iife.

Women often suffer a loss of sel-f-esteem when they feel

too fat. When one's sel-f-esteem suffers, one tends to feel

one has less possibilities of achieving their expectations

for themselves in the social world; they tend to feel less

in control over directing their own lives.

Sociai- pressure to be thin was reported as the impetus

to lose weight. as well as a motivation to maj.ntain the

weight preoccupied tifestyle of chronic dreting. When

society devalues fat people, it is difficult for people to

like themselves when they are fat. One's self-corìcept and

identity arise in our interaction with others in the social

worId. The social pressure to be thin and the internalized

value of thinness are cited by one woman, person IJ, as

reasons f or v/anting to lose weight.. Although, like most

women, she does not naturally have the socially ideal

appearance, she is eager to make herself as close to it as

possible. Person L7 stat.es her reason for wanting to be
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However, if she feels that

"pigg ing out, " she f eels tim j-ted

t.his gives her less control over

t4r

she has gained weight from

socialJ-y and personally and

her immediate situation.

Partly to feel better, not as sluggish. To
project a certain image to myself and to others.
People feel more comfortable being with people who
look nice. Because it reflects on you who you
hang around with. I want to Iook slim. I don't
fit the ideal, long, lean, lanky, blonde. I'm not
tall, I'fiì squat so it,'s more important for me to
Iose weight. because to have that slim Iook you
have to work at it more.

I don't f eel like waJ-king in f ront of people and I
have to dress differently. I wear skirts. I wear
skirts or dresses t.hat tie around the waist. I
have a small waist and what falls below the waist
people don't see. Or I I lI wear Ìoose r clothing.
I have a whole strategy of how to dress. I have
certain clothes that camouflage.

Person lB,

start dieting as

now 24 years old, was first prornpted to

she felt her Iegs vrere t.oo big at aEe f6-

L] She believes she focuses her body feelings on her legs

She j-s bow-J-egged and begins a diet if her legs touch. She

currently wants to lose weight. because:

I want to look and feel better. I want my thighs
to be smaller and my rear, and I would feel I have
nore energy. I know that I feel Iike moviirg
around more, being more active, because I'¡n not
embarrassed about the way I move. Even when
ot.hers aren't around, I still f eel that way. I
just feel too heavy.

Per son

depressed.

Iike to Iose

24 is a 23 year old student who is bulimic and

She feels she is slightly overweight and would

10-15 pounds. She is 5 feet tall and weighs

l-00 pounds. She is noL overweight by the f959 or 19B3
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l4etropolitan Lif e standards. She says she "has no idea why

she wants to lose weight"--just because she thinks she is

fat, doesn't want to be fat and feels she doesn't look good

if she is fat. She adds "it's the thing to be thin, the

weÌl--balanced, stable person has control over their weight."

Society attributes meaning and value to fatness and

thinness. Person L7 , a graduate student, finds unl-ike

person 5 that people l-ike thin people better:

Pleasing to the eye. It's a benefit to you in the
business and social world. Feel- more confident,
like a ¡ob preparation as well. I see it as that
too. I put. alot of ernphasis into my dress because
it is beneficial professionally and socially.
People are more willing to deal with beautiful-
people. Whenever I go shopping I dress up in
something nice and you just have salescferks run-
ning after you. People feel more comfortable with
people who l-ook nice, donr t have to be beautif uI;
because it reflects who you hang around with Loo
and so I think if you pay attention to body image
and clothes, etc. you get along alot easier .
Competit j-on for yourself . Actualizing certain
goals and then you can go on.

One 24 year old bulinicr pêrson IB, associates weight

with self-esteem and happiness and has the following

feelings about overweight:

I bel-ieve that if somebody is overweight they are
not going to respect themselves too much. There
is a certain amount of self-control that people
Iack if they are over\^Jeight . Yes, people who
are overweight are generally unhappy.

To be overweight is seen as symbolizrng a lack of
willpower and control. For some it may be rneta-
bolic. It may suggest family problems, problems
in self-confidence and problems in controlling
yourself.

She also expressed the view that:
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Itrs harder on tr/omen to be over\,veiqht than men in
our society; I guess in some ways. Because it is
more expected to be thin and attractive. In terms
of employment, however, both would be discrimi-
nated against.

This suggests that being fat affects one's possibifi-

ties in the social world and becomes a barrier to both

f eeling and att.aining control over one's li f e .

Person 22, age 36, a woman who has never experienced

any probrems with being Loo fat and is not overweight

according to the weight charts, recognizes the sociar pres-

sure Lo be thin. she also nakes assumptions about fat.

people's hygiene probì-ems. Overweight symbolizes Lo her:

ltihen I see somebody overwe ight, in a sense I kinci
of feel sorry for them. Most overweight people
are very prett.y and I always say to myself , I
wonder if they lost. 20 pounds what they would look
like cause they are such a pretty girl or prett.y
nice lookrng guy. Then the next question that
comes to mind is I wonder if it's a gland probiem
and I always want to think positiveJ_y that they
have a gland problem. I do anyway. I always
t.h:-nk positively for these poor ¡:eo,cle cause I
really do feel sorry for them. I actuaLly feel_
sorry for people who are overweight.

WelI , iL' s a def inite strugg Ie . They' ve got ¡>rob-lems, getting clothes and of course there is the
jokes, like; where did they get the clothes; at
tent and awning. You know. And .oeople tend to
make snide remarks about overweight people. First
of a1J-, hygiene problems because of overweight,
and it's really too bad. We1l, tl-iey pers.oire
more. They can't fit into chairs.

On the sub ject of slirnness, she says:

Th j.nness to me means, happy. Vühereas someone who
is overweight I think the reverse.

It is not difficult to see how it is hard for fat
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people to feel good about themselves when other people hold

these sorts

slimness and

fat people

of conceptions about them. Regarding her own

othersr reactions to it she expresses anger at

and assumes fat people have no willpower in

blaming attitude:

The only people that. annoy me are the peopJ-e that
are overweight and sit there and fill their faces
and talk about it and they say "you're so luckyr"
as they're putting a cream puff i-nto their mouths.
"And youtre so lucky, and you're so skinny." That
they make no attempt. People like that frustrate
me. Like you know walk a bl-ock. Irm not saying
that people who are overweight should go oul and
play a game of tennis, because they are just not
used to that kind of exercise. But if you're not
happy, íf you're not. happy with the way you look,
you're the only one who can do something about it.
Nobody else can do it for you. There is no sense
sitting there saying, "God you're lucky, " as
you're filling your face and like one can help
themselves by saying something to take the guilt
off them. I don't know. The only people that I
shake my head at that are dieting are people that
are thin and they're dieting, like why?

A number of myths and stereotypes about fatness were

expressed above by the \¡/omen interv iewed . That f at people

have no willpower, eat more than thin people, and are Lazy

as person 22

studies done

assumes has not been satisfactorily proven in

to date . Many stud ies arg ue tl-ìe oppos i te . In

addition, some argue that there is a genetic predisposition

for the body

person 22's

type that favors fatness. If this

assumption that peopì-e

may be inappropriate. FinalIy,
people donrt try to lose weight is also erroneous. This

should j ust

the assumpt

is the case,

try harder

ion that fat

study for instance shows that women live a lifestyle ln
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Iosewhich women are constantly on and off diets trying to

weight.

The relationship between self-esteem and feeling in

control of one's life among the \^¡omen in this study who were

preoccupied with weight has been discussed in this passage.

It is clear that body iinage and self-image for women cannot

be separated. These women's self-images are clearly

affected by how they and others view their bodies. The

interviews suggested that presenting an acceptable body/self

in social int.eraction is an important aspect of image

managernent . A s ign j- f icant. consequence of such management is

the attempt. to be more in control of how others treat them

and their subsequent poss j.bif iLies in the social worIo.

It is clear from these interviews that feeling good

about oneself (by being thin) allows one to feel more in

control of their lives and that feeì-ing bad about oneself

(by being or feeling fat) makes one feel panicky and bad

about one's situation. Feeling good allows one to feel more

in control and more powerful and feeling more povùerful makes

one feel good. The finding that controlling one's body is a

v j-able way to feel good about onesel-f and more in control of

one's Iife, supports the t,heoretical premises discussed in

chapter two.

Predisposing Personal Histor ies

This section will explore the personal histories of the

women interviewed who perceived themselves to be overweight.
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This discussion will be divided into t$¡o parts. Vte wil-l

f irst focus on sexual abuse. This will be foll-owed by

examination of the family situation. The high prevalence in

this study of sexual abuse, physical- abuse, nuclear family

"disintegration" and alcohol-ism within the family environ-

ment suggests that these experiences may contribute to a

feeling of lack of control over their lives. The emo-

ti.onally impoverished situation of conflict ridden families

cannot be ignored as the anger, lack of power and control

often experienced by the individual impacts on her self-

definition, and one can argue produces confl-icts in onets

expectations, possibilities, and desires.

Bemis (L978) document.s characteristics such as; well-

behaved, introverted, conscientious, high intelligence,

superior scholastic performance, shyness, anxiety, and

"obsessive-compulsive" traits in individuals who may become

anorexic (p. 596). Further, predisposì-ng factors offered by

Bemis are; dieting, instability in childhood, and entering a

new situation for which existing skills seem inadequate such

as coJ-Iege , marr iage , or puber ty.

Others suggest a combination of individual, familial,

and cultural factors predispose an individual for anorexia

including; autonomy, identity and separation concerns,

weight. gain, magnification by the culture of weight, eating,

fitness and performance expectations, and the social pres-

sure to be thin. They also suggest the possibility of a
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parental history of "affective ili-ness" and possible

alcoholism, family history of anorexia, maternal obesity and

specific parent-chitd interactions leading to difficulties
in autonomy and separation (Garfinkle & Garner, f9B2).

Table 4 provides some information on the histories some

women have experienced within this study.

Table 4

Social Histories

Person sexual/physical family anorexia/ family
abuse separation bul-imia alcohol-ism

4
5
6
7
B

9
l_0

1I
T2
I3
L4
I5
l-6
L7
]B
l9
20
2L
22
23
.A

25

TOTAI

+

*
+

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
+

*
*

l3

Note: Family separation/desert.ion refers to both the family
of procreation and orientation.
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Sexual Abuse

Women are frequent.ly subjected to sexual assault such

as rape, indecent assault and incest. One out of 17 women in

hlinnipeg have been raped at some time during their lives and

I out of 5 had experienced some form of sexual assault
(Kinnon, l9BI, p. 2). Many such assaults continue to go

unreported and unprosecuted. It is also estimat.ed that I in

I0 Canadian women are battered by their husbands (Lewis,

L982, p. f ).

Sexual abuse is increasingly associated vüith problems

of anorexia nervosa and buÌimia. woorey and l^trooley (1986)

suggest Lhese women "shut down emotionally as a result of

sexual abuse." VJooley and I,üooley report that more than haÌf

of the women t.hat they have treated have been victims of

incest,, sexual ¡nolest.ation in childhood, or rape. It is

common for womerì to brame the¡nselves for these assaults on

their bodies. They often feel t.hat if they hadn't been so

needy for af f ect.ion, the assault woul_dn't have happened, so

they try not to need anyone at aII (1986 ) . WooJ-ey and

woorey (r986 ) have found that. r¡/omen wj.th anorexia nervosa

and bulimia who have been sexuarry abused as children often
rearn to deny their emotions and rearn to be "strong" from

childhood. Person lB, whose father is an arcohoric and who

was sexuarry abused by her stepfather, responded by saying

that she 'doesn't feel' when asked to describe her feelings.

Somet imes the r/iomen are f rom f amilies where they have
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sensed others are more needy, i.e., an alcoholic mother or

i1l father. One aspect of traditional- socialization for

women is that they put ot.hersr needs before their own.

Perhaps when women come from impoverished social back-

grounds, they learn to ignore their own needs. They may be

unable to feel- any power over their lives. While anorexic

and bulimic lvomen appear on the surface to be competent and

in control, they often feel angry, hurt, needy. and LoneIy

underneath this mask (Wooley a Wooley, I9B6 ) .

SexuaI abuse and physical battery are exi)ressions of a

patriarchal social structure in which men exploit women as

sexual obJects. Ironically, while anorexia nervosa and

l¡uLimia are attempts Lo control- one's own body, such beha-

viour colludes with the social control of women's bodies, as

the emphasis on thinness cornplies with the patriarchal value

that emphasizes women's appearance.

Body image among womerì with histor ies of sexual abuse

is of ten negative (i,tooley & WooIey, I9B6 ) . Through the

shame they feeI they Iearn to hate their bodies. Bulimia or

anorexia becornes for some of t.hese women a form of "seIf-

purification" (Wool-ey & Wool_ey, I9B6).

Person I3 is a twin who has been sexualLy abused by her

step-father and has written a poem about her bulimia. This

writing conveys a sense of the self-abuse and physical pain

assoc iated with laxat ive abuse :
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HABIT FORMING
(as promised)

A nightly ritual
in a few minutes
done.
Rushes of warmth
followed by chills

shakes
sweat ing

gestation t hours.

Cramps roll over my abdomen
like a iqack truck
IBWHEELED

Hesitation between wheels
allows for gasps and screams,
frant.ic anticipation of
wheels to come.

The l-ong awaited
birth takes place.

My stillborn child
f loats
de f orined
unnamed.

Having just given up laxatives at the t.ime of the

int,erview, she exper ienced t.he f ollowing :

My weight has gone up almost 10 pounds and my
bowels are not in good shape at all. Most of the
time Irm constipated for days on end. I tend to
eat alot of milk, chocolate, soup; nothing with
fiber. I was eating a pound of chocolate a duy,
drank 2 Líters of soda (coke) a day. Lately it's
been milk. Gave up coke because of the calories,
my teeth and my stomach's been sore.

Person 10, who had been anorexic, reports sexual abuse

from her father and has now chosen a lesbian Iifestyle.

Person IB, a 24 year o1d bulimic, was sexually abused by her

step-father. Person 9 was sexually abused by her mother.

AII of these women developed eating disorders. A total of
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3/22 or I4S of the q/omen interviewed were sexually abused.

AII of the women who were sexually abused were preoccupied

with weight at the time of the interview.

Perhaps the key is the recognition Lhat common to

anorexics, bulimics, and chronic dieters is physical and

emotional self-deniaI. WhiIe most women are involved in

self-den ial around food , Ehe exper ience of bulimic and

anorexrc women appears to be more deepl-y linked to previous

psycholog ical and f ami I ial trauma and thus these worÌìen do

not adopt the more extrernc. manifestations of bulimia and

anorexia. Persons l-B and 24 who were bulimic arrd person t0

who had at one time been anorexic have possibly becolne more

capable of physical and emotional self-denial due to their

particular histor ies of physical abuse.

FamiIy Situation

Vùhil-e aII wonen face the social pressure ro be thirr

onì-y some become bul- imic or anorexic. Some reasons typical-

Iy offered for this include corning from more traditional

famiries--where mothers are homemakers and fathers emotion-

ally distant (Wooley & Wooley, I9B6 ) . Some argue the

famiIies are too enmeshed, oL so close that the women are

unable to form a sei)arate identity (Chernin, f9B6 ) . The

other family type suggested is conflict ridden with such

problems as marital tension or conflict as seen by numbers

of divorces, alcoholis¡n, physical bat.t.ery, and sexual abuse.

The emotionally impoverished social situation for [he
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individuaL cannot be ignored as the anger, Iack of povJer and

control often experienced by the individual impacts on her

self-definition, and it can be argued, inpedes the develop-

ment of a strong sense of identity.

A number of women in this study lost their parents or a

parent when they were children. Person 3 of the pilot study

reported a difficult chil-dhood whereby she had been sent

away from her family to go to school. Similarly, person 20,

a native Indian woman f rom the north in Manitoba, \^las al-so

sent away from her family to go to school. Person 9, a

single parent, was looked after by her grandmother in

Jamaica from the age of one and a half when her parents

moved to England. They sent for her when she was eight and

at that time they had had another daughter. She felt unwel-

come, like a stranger , and missed her grandmother . person B

is a graduate student from England whose fat-her died when

she \^Jas 12, and person 19's f ather died when she \¡Jas 16.

Person 12, a researcher who perceived herself as overweight,

was also raised by her grandmother . So, among this sample,

there was considerable separation from or Ioss of parents as

children. A few of the women who v/ere preoccupied with

weight came from families which were divorced suggesting

family tension such as persons 7 , 18 and 24. Two of the

\^70men were d ivorced themselves .

Alcohol- was a problem in some families of the women who

perceived themsel-ves as overweight. person 7's and person
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18's fathers were alcohol-ics and person 17's mother vJas. It

is possible that the alcoho.l-ic family member not only demon-

strated a coping mechanism that operates Iike eating by

"numbing" the person emotionally, but that they communicated

a sense of helplessness and being out of control of their

lives. Another possibility is the alcoholic parent may be

less capable of giving their child emotional support as they

need it themselves. The interaction within alcoholic fami-

lies is not Iikely to be conducive to emotionally healthy

home environments. PhysicaI, emotional, and sexual abuse

are often associated with alcoholism and, hence, there may

be a connection bet.ween violence in the home and alcohol

abuse. It is interesting to note that a number of women

commented that alcohol- \,./as interchangeable with food as a

coping mechanism that l-et them block out unpleasant emo-

t ions .

Other families had overt conflict as well. person l_3

perceives herself as overweight and has tremendous anger

against her father and had recentl-y had dreams where she was

stabbing him. Person f0, previously an anorexic and who

would still like to Iose weight, left her family when she

\¡¿as a minor. She then sued her family for child support as

they were unwilling to support her.

Person 24, a depressed bulimic, was physically abused

by her violent father who also beat her mother. person t

from the pilot study, who perceives herself as overweight,
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had been physically abused by her husband. person 7's

father beat her mother, her brother and herself. Studies on

physical and sexual- abuse of women report a much higher

frequency than society typical-Iy acknowledges. Three of the

five women here who have survived sexual- and physical abuse

had "eating disorders. "

l,lool-ey and Wooley (1986 ) and Chernin (1984 ) point out

that young \"Jomen today are the children of the "weight

waLcher" generation. Wooley and Wooley suggest that when

young women feel their mothers are judging or uncomfortable

with their developing bodies, they are more likely to become

bulimic. Sometimes young \Áiomen learn attitudes about their

bodies from mothers who are preoccupied with weight.

This section has explored the personal histories of the

\,{omen interviewed . The impover ishment of many of the

women's family situations, including sexuai abuse r physical

abuse, alcoholism, and separation from parents have Ij-keIy

contributed to a feeling of Iack of control over their

lives. The anger and lack of power experienced in any of

these f ami Iy s j. tuat ions may have contr ibuted to \,vomen' s

attempts to seek a measure of cont.rol over their lives

through control of their bodies.

S ummary

Findings from the interviews indicated shared experi-

ences of weight preoccupation and the shared value of thj-n-
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ness. Perceived weight rather than actual weight $ras found

to be more significant in weight experience. Vteight pre-

occupation v¡as discussed as it manifested itself in a life-
style of chronic and cyclical dieting.

Women often perceived themselves as overweight when

they were not fat and even when they were underweight.

Women who were considered overr,veight by the Metropolitan

Life standards placed an emphasis on their \Á¡ei.ght if they

viewed it as important to their overal_l sense of self. The

way. an ind iv iduaÌ exper ienced the i r we ight and the k i.nd of

behaviour they engaged in was dependent on their perception

of their weight rather than their actual weight.

Al-I of the women's eating behaviour was affected by

stress, whereby some ate more and some ate less. The women

who perceived themselves to be overweight, cyclical-ly díeted

and binged. The primary difference in eating behaviour

found between the women in this study was that those who

perceived themselves to be fat dieted. It is noted, how-

ever, that. the food intake of the women vras not strictry
measured. They repcrt.ed on their food intake on the day

preceding and the day of the interview in addition to

describing their eating and bingeing behaviour generalJ-y.

The work of Dyrenforth, Wooley and Wooley (1980) has ex-

prored this area and shown that fat people do not eat more

than th i n peopJ-e .

Food was a source of comfort and nurturance for many
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women . Eat ing \¡¡as of ten used to avoid direct express ion and

experience of emotions such as anger, conflict or frustra-

tion. AIso, eating behaviour only became an issue of

concern with women if the results of the eating appeared to

be weight gain, and becorning faL, although they may noL

actually be fat.

The dichotomy of experiencing onesel-f as being in and

out of controL was clear among all of the women who per-

ceived themselves as overweight but not among the women who

did not perceive themselves as overweight. The similarities

among aII the \domen preoccupied with weight lends support to

the argument made here and elsewhere that weight preoccupa-

tion exists on a continuum. The one anorexic vùoman and the

two women who were bulimic in the st.udy were sinilar to

women who perceived themselves as overweight. in every area

explored. Even t.he women who were not preoccupied with

weight shared the val-ue of thinness, and did not want to be

C^Ll-ctL.

AIthough, as stated, some of the women interviewed

perceived themselves to be overweight, they were not

according to the Metropolitan Life tables of 1983. While

actual weight in this study had Iittle to do with one's

weight experience, issues of controt and self-esteem were

pertinent for all wcmen preoccupied with weight. This sug-

gests t.hat weight itself is not the issue rather , a cr isis

of sel-f esteem is brought under control by the control of
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\^Jeight. As suggested in chapter two, when women feel shaky

about who they are, weight often becomes a focus.

For women who perceived themselves to be overvseight,

this Iifestyle or preoccupation was related to whether women

felt in control of their lives. When they fel-t in control

of their lives, they were often controlling their food

intake and their þ¿eight. At such times, women reported

feeling good about themselves and their lives. Conversely,

when vromen felt they were involved in the binge eat.ing parL

of the cycle they feÌt badly about themselves and less in

control. There tends to be a dichotomization of these

feelings whereupon when one part of the situation is going

well, the whole experience is reported positively and when

one part is going badly everything else goes badly as weÌl.

It is possible that feeling bad about oneself r-rans-

l-ates into f eeJ-ing less control over one' s 1i f e . Hence ,

while eating may be what. makes women feel- bad about them-

selves, it is the f eeling of l-ow sel-f-esteem that results in

feeling out of control. SimilarIy, it is feeling good about

oneself that. allows one to feel in control of one's life

(rather than the fact that one is able to avoid emotional

eating) . Women focus on the eating behaviour to explain

feeling in and out of control rather than on self-esLeem.

However, when \Áiomen are feeling good they rnay be less likely

to eat emotionally and when they are feeling badty they may

be more likely to eat emotionally. Eating and weight become
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significant gauges of whether one is feeling in control of

one's l-ife and on the state of the women's self-esteem.

These findings lend support to the theoretical argument made

in chapter two that $¡omen focus on controlling their vüeight,

eating and bodies as a tangible factor of control in their

Iives.

While the \,Jomen with histor ies of anorexia nervosa and

bulinia shared the va.l-ue of thinness, and being thin was

central to them, they all had backgrounds of trauma, includ-

ing desertion, sexual and physical abuse, family confl-ict

and alcoholism. Hor¡¡ever , there was a high incidence of such

personal histor ies among all the \^/omen who were preoccupied

with weight.

The findings in this study suggest a number of things.

We should not simply treat anorexia nervosa and bulimia as

separate phenomena from the overall experience of women who

are preoccupied with weight. Treatment and research ap-

proaches which ignore this connection negate women's

experience with weight as a woman's issue. It is argued

that we need to recognize a continuum of weight preoccupa-

tion in order to understand anorexia and bulimia as more

extreme manifestations of many women's experience. Anorexia

and bulimia may reflect the poor self-esteem that often

develops from impoverished social histories. Studies, for

instance, show that women are likely to have a low self-

esteem when there is abuse in their backgrounds S tud ies
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also show that bulimics and anorexics often have sexual

abuse and alcoholism in their family histories (Woo1ey &

WooJ-ey, l-986).

In this study sexual and/or physical abuse is present

in the histories of the three women who have had problems

with anorexia or bulimia. Of the women, f0 who had back-

grounds of being separated from one or both of their parents

through divorce, death or being cared for by others, B

perceived themselves to be overvreight and had issues with

eating. AII 3 of the women who have alcohol-ism in their

families vrere preoccupied with weight and one of the women

vùas bul-imic . Histor ies of sexual/physical abuse in the

family, separation from one's famiJ-y, and alcoholism appear

in this study to be characteristics common among women

preoccupied with weight. These findings suggest further

research on such areas may be valuable.

AII five of the women who experienced phystcaL/sexual

abuse were preoccupied with weight.. Physical and sexual

abuse of women by men reflects a patriarchal- strucLure of

male dominance and control over women's bodies and sexuali-

ty. In addition to the argument made in chapter two, that

this period of uncertainty for women l-eaves women feeling

out of control of their lives, it can be argued that such

instances of sexuaÌ abuse, familial alcoholism and separa-

tion from one's family may also contribute to feeling a lack

of control- over one's life and controlling one's body may be
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one area women feel they can have control.

While many professionals disregard the concept of

control associated with weight preoccupation, this study

supports the literature which stresses the importance of

sensitivity to concern with the issue of cont.rol when

working with women preoccupied with weight. This is perhaps

evident by the prognosis for anorexics following traditional

treatment. According to Bemis (19'78) , f ewer than 50? show

any significant improvement, whereby between 25-502 experi-

ence a "reoccurrence" (p. 591). Up to 3B% are readnitted to

hospital within tr,{o years of initial discharge from tradi-

tional inpat.j-ent treatment programs that disregard t.he

control issues f or the woman (Benis, I97B ) . Gar f inkl-e and

Garner (L982) have examined the prognosis for treatment. of

anorexia and found that. in studies with longitudinal follow-

up that are not restricted to women under the age of 18, 40e"

of the women are totally recovered, 30? are irnproveC and 30%

continue to have problems or die as a consequence of the

problem.

The int.erviews here provided support to Lawrence and

Lowensteinrs, (I979 ) contention that treatment of anorexia

and bulimia should stress empo\^Jerment rather than threaten a

precarj-ous sense of control through methods such as forced

bed rest, forced refeeding, and behaviour modification

approaches which use aversion techniques.

The value of thinness and social- pressure to be thin
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should not be reinforced through research analysis and

treatment approaches. Myths or taken for granted assump-

tions about weight control, such as fat people eat more than

thin people and have l-ess willpower, should also be ques-

tioned and not reinforced by research or by professionals.

Certainly one v,¡ay this Iifestyle cycle of weight

preoccupat ion could be broken is f or r¡Jomen to stop poJ- ic ing

their bodies and t.heir food intake and to begin accepting

their bodies as they are. Weight preoccupation is clearly

connected to control and self-esleem in a way that women do

not always acknowledge, for they focus on feeling fat.. It

would be a pos i t ive inove f or women to beg in to acknowledge

and look beneath the surface of weight concerns.

Fur ther ex,olorat ion is needed into v/hy some women

resort to anorexia or bulimia rather than for instance

alcoholisrn, drug abuse, depression, or suicide. Given the

social pressure to be thin and vir trral leg it imization of any

method to attain thinness and \¿omen's need to be attractive

for social valuer weight preoccupation is a tnore socially

acceptable phenomenon than for instance aLcoholism. These

different experiences are not mutually exclusive as anorexia

and bulimia are often acconpanied by depression, and some-

times with alcohol and/or drug abuse (Brisman & SiegeI,

I9B4). Moreover, bulimics are often reported to be suicidal
(Garfinkle & carner, f9B2) .

Depression is a similar women's health issue to
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anorexia and bulimia, in terms of its widespread prevalence,

its expression on a continuum, and its coexistence with

other issues such as sexual abuse, physical abuser ârìd

alcoholism. Traditionally, "eating disorders" and depres-

sion are treated as psychiatr ic disorders which often

involve medical- intervention such as the use of psychotropic

drugs. A study in Winnipeg showed that 202 of the \^romen

were using such drugs two weeks prior to the study (Nairne &

Smith, f984). Further, both depression and "eating dis-

orders" become a lifestyle or way of life that may refl-ect

longstanding and unresolved conflict. In any event, both of

these not entirely separate phenomenon j-nform us about the

existence of problems in women's collective lives.

This chapter has discussed the experience of weight

preoccupation among woment it was not intended to be a test

of the argument in chapter two. While it is argued in

chapt.er Lwo that women's preoccupation with weight is a

response to their contradictory social position within

patriarchal society, women are not necessarily overtly aware

of the undertying social structure of their lives. The data

is interpret.ed within a feminist framework in order to

understand the underlying social mechanisms of this problem.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUSION

In this thesis a sociological argument has been

advanced to explain the current epidemic of weight preoccu-

pation and "eating disorders" among women. It has been

argued that this widespread prevalence of weight preoccupa-

tion is a product of the co-incidence of the prevailing thin

body ideal and the fragmented identity of women. The social

pressure to be thin which permeates our society does not by

itself explain the problem of weight preoccupation today,

rather it. has been argued that it is the contradictory

expectations and sociar position of women which give rise to

a f ragmented j-dent i ty that. accounts f or th is problem.

In patriarchal society women's roles have been related

to their bodies, and the imagery of the body has reflected

vTomen's rol-es. The prevailing thin body idear which emerged

at the turn of this century reflected the shift in women's

social role from reproduction to sexuality. Women's emanci-

pation and partial liberation within these societies has

reinforced this idearr âs thinness al-so expresses women's

increased social freedom and movement. Thinness is then a

metaphor which expresses the equivocal social position of

women.

The ideal of thinness and the current uncertain situa-

tion for women together can provide an understanding of

weight preoccupation. The ambj-valent social position of
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women; the contradictory expectations, possibilities and

desires, give rise to a fragmented identity and shaky sense

of sel-f. womenrs attempts to control their bodies represent

one form of success and achievement that can be attained

during this uncertain period, when women feet unsure of

their abirity to control- their own rives. Lacking control
over much of their lives, they seek control and social

approval through their bodies.

The redefining of gender roles are expressed in the

image of thinness. This new image of women refrects women's

position in the rabor force and her changing role a\"Jay from

reproduction toward a focus on sexuarity. rt is an image

that is both strong and weak, independent and dependent,

sexual-Iy active and productive, all of which \"/omen are

expected to be today. The ideal body image for women

embodies the changes for women in the productive and repro-

duct.ive spheres.

The continuously changing ideal_s of women's bodies,

f ashions, the unrearisitic expectations of the current idea]-

of thinness, and the need for women to be preoccupied with

their weight in order to maintain a slim body ideal al_l_

suggest women have l-ittIe control over their own bodies.

women learn that their bodies speak of their sociar value

and they must police themselves and their bodies. The

identity pressures v/omen face today in terms of their

changing social- rores make women particularry vurnerable to
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their success being determined by appearance. Appearance is
one area women feel they can contror when other aspects of
their lives are difficult to control. A lack of strong

se.l-f-def inition makes women malleable to external demands,

and currently vulnerable to the ideologies of thinness.
Advertising seeks out the insecurity of our identities, and

reminds women of their constant obligation to be changing

and improving ourselves according to the ratest external-

d ictates .

Greenspan's (I984 ) analysis of v,'omen,s other related-

ness and rack of ego boundaries permits the understanding

that in patriarchal- society women rose a sense of self when

arways concerned with the needs of others. Difficulties in

est.abl-ishing a separate identity from the mother, and the

other orientedness of the traditional- role of women in
patr iarchal society impedes the deveJ-opment. of a strong

sense of self-identity. This is confounded by the compl-ex

changes evolving in the social reratj-ons between women and

men ' leaving women t s rol-e uncl-ear , contradictory and

ambiguous, and making the development of the hearthy and

confident self more difficult.

The reproduction of gender relations and the patriar-

char sociar structure in this period of change and frux have

exacerbated identity problems for women. The wirlingness of
\¡/omen to adopt serf-improvement regimes today is evidence of

this. weight preoccupation among women and the increasingry
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high incidence of anorexia nervosa and bulimia can be seen

as express ions of v,¡omen t s need f or greater autonomy and

sel-f-def inition based on a conf ident sense of sel-f .

The "personal is political" is a feminist slogan appro-

priate to this thesis as it has been argued that v¡omen's

experience with weight reflects women's potitical situation

in society. A feminist perspective, like most philosophies

or theoretical positions, is inherently biased and politi-

cal-. A feminist position is perhaps more overt than other

arguments as one of the obvious objectives of this perspec-

tive is to change women's l-ives by eradicating sexism and

women's oppression. ft is argued in the methodology (see

Appendix A) that a feminist theoretical and methodol-ogicaJ-

framework cannot accept a positivist view of science as it

mystifies power in patriarchal social relations. The tradj.-

tion of science has excluded women and reflected "rnaIe

stream" thought in primari.Iy reflecting a male reality

(ciffigan , L982¡ March, I9B2) .

The interviews conducted in this study helped to illus-

trate the experience of weight preoccupation, which allowed

for a better understanding of the theoretical- argument of

this thesis. It was found that perceived weight rather than

actual weight is more significant in terms of women's preoc-

cupation with weight. Women are often preoccupied with

weight whether they are actually fat or not. A number of

myths about weight exist in society. This study was able to
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provide support to the results of other people who challenge

some of these myths. Many of the women ate for emotional

reasons, not just fat vùomen. Fat women appear to be more

predisposed toward gaining weight. Fat women do try to lose

weight although many assume fat people just don't try to

Iose weight. It was found that all- of the women who were

preoccupied with weight lived a li festyle cf chronic

dieting. When people vrere dieting they reported feeling in

control of their Iives and feeling good about themselves.

The argument made in chapter two that women seek a measure

of control over their Iives through control of their bodies

seemed to be reinforced through the findings of the int.er-

v iews .

From this study it became apparent that a number of

areas need further exploration. A study to explore the

cultural meaning and significance of food would be very

valuabl-e. Where f ood is abundant, eating takes ot't great

social- meaning. eeople do not just eat when they are

physiological-ly hungry. There is a need for some sensitive

research to be done on men's experience with weight pre-

occupation, particularly anorexia and bulimia. It would be

interesting to test the theory of control postulated here.

Some documentation does show that. working class men are more

likely to have eating problems than wealthier men. It is

possible that. they experience themselves as less powerful in

the social world and take control l-ike \domen do by
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controll-ing their body.

Another area of importance would be the relationship

between incest, sexual abuse, alcoholism and eating prob-

lems. I,rIhiIe people allude to this relationship there still

is a paucity of information available and certainly nothing

def initive. It would be interesting to expj-ore the topic of

weight preoccupation from the point of view Lacht takes in

his new book The Minimal SeIf (f 984 ) and explore i-he crea-

tion of mass images, consumerism and the "fragile self" in

post modern society. How to raise chil-dren to have posi_tive

body images and "healthy" eating behaviour would be a

valuabl-e contribution to our understanding.

The theory of control advanced in this thesis suggests

that the traditional treat¡nent models for anorexia and

bulimia which involve a traditional hierarchical power rela-

tionship between the woman and doctor or therapist may only

exacerbate the women's sense of lack of control. The posi-

tion here concedes uneguivocally with La\,/rence that control-

is the central paradox, and as such the helper who is aware

of the underlying aspects of the probJ-em should be aware

that taking control away from the woman exacerbates the

problem. If a power struggle develops this will irnpede any

help the helper can give at al-l. An empowering, encour-

aging, supportive, heJ-ping reÌationship between the helpee

and the helper are de rigeur. Hospitalization and disease
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themodel approaches are quite possibly unhelpful most

time (Lawrence, 1984).

The women's health movement needs to claim women's

eating problems and weight preoccupation and offer help and

lsomen helping women support systems like women's groups have

done for other issues such as wife abuse, rape, and sexual_

abuse. We need to encourage the empowerment of women who

are preoccupied with weight instead of perpetuating their

low serf-esteem and feelings of powerlessness by treatments

and research-wr iting which often reflects a punitive

attitude and which t.hreatens to take away what becomes

lt¡omen's pr imary area of control; contror over their bodies.

The im,ol icat ions of th i s study may be that only the

achievement of actual- equality for \¡iomen through the estab-

lishment of a nonpatriarchal- society, and the breaking of

the hegemonic body ideal can resul-t in women beginning to

accept themse Ives and 'the i r bod ies .
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APPENDIX A

METHODOLOGY

This section wiII begin by outlining the rationale for

the structure of the interviews in this study. We explore

briefly the socialist feminist epistimology that determines

the theoretical argument of this thesis. A feminist

critique of positivism wilI follow this discussion.

A hermeneutic or interpretative framework is used for

understanding the interviews conducted on women's experience

with weight, and for placing these experiences within the

Iarger social world. A relativist position on social know-

ledge is presented in the feminist critique of positivism.

Knowledge is viewed as socialj-y embedded and reflective of

social reality and social structure. Indeedr science is

seen as a mechanism which has tremendous power t,o legitj-mate

and reinforce existing power rel-ations in society.

Typicatly women are invisible in social- science research.

The theoretical- argument provided for weight preoccupation

in chapter two, however, reflects a realist position on

social knowledge as it need attempts to understand the

underlying social mechanisms and structure of this problem.

Although these are competing epistemologies, they are used

in this analysis which interrelates the individual, inter-

subjectivity and social structure.

As the epistemology of feminist theory varies dependi

on the distinctive feminist perspective it is important

n9

to
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clarify at the outset the perspective employed here. Con-

temporary feminist theory has been divided into a number of
areas. whil-e all are concerned with the oppression of women

they each carry with them a different conception of human

nature, and thus these differing epistemologies are rogical-
ly incompatible with each other. The most well known

divisions are those delineated by Jaggar (1983) as IiberaI,
radical-, marxist and socialist feminism.

lrlhite radical feminism was the first theory to argue

for the need to overcome masculine bias in theory through

understanding rearity from the standpoint of women, t.his

perspective tends to refl-ect a biologically determinist

approach to gender differences. Further, it overgeneraÌizes

!,Jomen's commonalities without consideration to class and

race. Difficulties with the conceptualization of the Iiber-

ê1, radical and Marxist feminist perspectives have led to

the adopti-on of the socialist f eminist modet.

The socialist feninist theory of human nature is

struct.urally simil-ar to traditional Marxism as is its

epistemotogy. Like both traditional Marxist and radical

feminist theory, the socialist feminist perspective con-

ceives of knowledge as socially constructed. Like the

Marxist tradition, socialist feminism believes science

dialecticalJ-y reflects and creates social reality. More-

over, it is assumed that in a given historical period the

prevailing worrd view will refrect the interests and values
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class. The dominant cl-ass is not only the

the means of production but from this per-

also patriarchal control- over the material

conditions of reproduction. Jaggar (1983) also argues for

the greater theoretical adequacy of socialist feminism:

The political economy of socialist feminism estab-
Iishes that, in contemporary society, women suffer
a special form of exploitation and oppression.
Socialist feminist epistemologists argue that this
distinctive social- or class position provides
women with a distinctive epistemological stand-
point. From this standpoint, it is possible to
gain a l-ess biased and more comprehensive view of
reality than that provided either by established
bourgeois science or by the male-dominated Ieftist
alternatives to it. An adequate understanding of
reality must be undertaken from the st.andpoint of
women. As socialist feminists conceive it, how-
ever, the standpoint of lvomen is not expressed
directJ-y in women's naive and unreflective world
view. . Instead the standpoint of women is
discovered through a collective process of politi-
ca.l- and scientif ic struggle . (p. 37I )

Patriarchy is defined by socialist feminist theorist

Eisenstein (1984 ) as:

the process of politicalJ-y differentiating t.he
female frcm the maler âs woman from man. patriar-
chy in this sense is the politics of transforming
biolog ical sex into politicized gender , which
priorizes the man whil-e making the woman different
( unequal-) , less than t ot the "other " . This
process of differentiating woman from man while
establishing the privilege of men operates par-
tially on the level- of ideology that centers the
phallus in the ser ies of symbols, signs, and
Ianguage while dividing the private world from the
public worId. And it simultaneously establishes
the sexual division of labor, the distinctness of
the family and market, and so on. patriarchy in
this sense operates both as ideology and as a
series of concrete political relations that are
not separate but rather distanct real-ms that are
dialectically related. (p. 90)
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The reproduction of gender, the creation of what is
assumed to be appropriately mal-e or femal-e is criticar to

the maintenance of patriarchar society and produces women as

a sex class. The dynamic of sex cl-ass is the process of
hierarchically differentiating men and women. women as a

sex class suggests that women's activities in reproduction

are necessary to the operation of society as a whol-e. The

rerations of reproduction, are the social relations which

arise from women's sexuarity that produces a sexuar division
of rabor based on the economic, sexuaJ-, and poJ-iticar social
use of women's bodies for reproduction. These relations of

reproduction; domestic labor, mothering, repro<luction of

children, commodity consumption, and a ghettoized rabor

force, constitute basic activities of society. These rera-
tions tie reproduction to production, capì_talism to

patr iarchy.

The methodology used in this thesis adopts a feminist
perspective. Research on women from a feminist point of

view recognizes that science is often an instrument used Lo

regitimate "suj-s generis" facts, knowledge or rearities that

are oppressive, and which serve the interests of elite

sectors of society (Berger & Luckmann, 1966; Mies, I9B3;

Schroyer; L970). As Mead (L977 ) points out science is a

mechanism for mediating social reality, however, within our

society not arl- sociar groups have the same interests nor do
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define reality

This study attempts to understand and explain how the

subjective experience of weight preoccupat.ion reflects a

taken for granted reality, and how the idea that thinness is

desirable has become reified, acting back upon the v¡omen.

hle will- seek to understand the relati-onship between the

subjective experience of weight preoccupation and the larger

social world (Berger & Luckmann, 1967; Mead, L977¡ Schutz,

L967 ) .

In this thesis there is an emphasi-s on attaining sub-

jective information, through developing rapport, anC sensi-

tivity to the central issues of weight preoccupation during

the interview process. The subjective meaning aLtached to

the experience of weight preoccupation is treated as inter-

preted life experience. part of developing trust and rap-

port involved some degree of sel-f-disclosure around my own

weight experiences. It is possible the women were open and

trusting as they felt I could relate to the topic.

Finch (1984) believes that when a feminist sociologist

interviews ot.her women she should interview in a style which

is not too structured and which subsequently avoids encour-

aging a hierarchical relationship between the viomen. It has

been her experience that women are often quite enthusiastic

to talk to a woman researcher. She notes they often treat

the interviewer more like a guest than an intruder. Finch
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argues that some vüomen have a great need to discuss and sort
out issues in their lives particularly if they are socially
isolated. Therefore, they often enjoy the opportunity to

talk if the interviewer is supportive and a good listener.
In this study the women were all very interested in talking
about weight preoccupation and their experiences around

we ight .

"Reciprocity", was also an important factor of this
research. Through developing a sense of reciprocity in the

i.nterview the possibiJ-ity of obtaining "expected behaviour"

on behalf of the subject can be avoided r âs increased trust
and rapport is estabrished. This approach to the interview
permits the interviewer to attain indepth information on

women's subjective realities through active participation
rather than simpry "spectator knovrÌedge" of the researcher.

Further schwartz and Mertens (1971) perspective suggests

that the approach in this study resembles that of
participant observation, as the researcher can establ-ish

reciprocity through a sensitivity to the exper ience of

weight preoccupation through a hì-story of related
exper ience .

In this study "conscious partiality" or

identification with the research object",
l9B3 r p. I22) . This strategy permits a

sciousness and facilitates learning for both

" the conscious

prevails (iulies,

widening of con-

the researcher

iew schedul-e vJasand the subject. A semi-structured interv
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followed dur ing the interviewing process. According to

Stebbins (L972) this format permits interviews to resemble

" incipient interpersonal relationships" . Attaining these

kinds of relationships with interview subjects is important

in developing rapport, and deÌiberately threatens objectiv-

ity with the aim of attaining subjectivity. The experiences

of the \domen interviewed lends support to the theoretical

argument of this thesis.

As this study focuses on obtaining information on sub-

jective experience the interview is more valj-d when it is

able to permit the understanding of subjective experience

and meaning (Stebbins, L972). Extensive, taped interviews

were conducted with 25 i{omen , for a total of f 06 hours.

This study employs both an inductive research strategy

through the development of theory from the data of the

interviews, and a deductive strategy through employing femi-

nist and social theory.

mutually exclusive.

These tlvo methods are not viewed as

All 25 women were interviewed through the snowball

sampling technique. Each woman interviewed was asked to

recommend \¡Jomen they knew who perceived themselves as over-

weight as we1-l- as women who did not perceive themselves as

over\^reight that might consent to being interviewed for this

study. The snowball procedure was continued until there

were sufficient data to all-ow comparisons between women who

perceived themsel-ves as overweight and those who did not,
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and until there was data saturation, or no new information

was discovered. As this r^ras a smal-l sampre and not repre-

sentative, it is not generarizabl-e to the larger population.

The exploration of subjective real-ities does, however, allow

the level of meaning to be extended to the intersubjective

reality of the víomen interviewed.

It is important that individual women's experiences be

coll-ectivized or that the int.ersub jective ver if ication of

the subjective experience is attained. This arrows for the

generaLization of individuar women to luomen as a group or

class. By extending a Weberian "verstehen" , to Schutz's

conception of an intersubjective l-ever of ineaning the pheno-

menon of weight preoccupation among \,vomen can be understood

through a feminist and sociological perspective (Schutz,

1967 a; I¡Ieber , L964) . Intersub jectivity is cr itical to the

creation and maintenance of social reality and therefore

this study explores the shared experience of weight preoccu-

pation among the women interviewed as an aspect of the

creation and maintenance of their experience and reality as

women. From a feminist ontology Schutz's concept of inter-

subjectivity or shared meaning is varuable in understanding

the common experience of women as an oppressed social group.

uhderstanding the shared meanings of women al-rows a better

understanding of women's position within the 1arger social

world.

The intersubjectivity of social life is of cent.ral
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importance to the understanding of social- reality. Schutz

(1967a) considers the subjective interpretation of meaning

to be a typification of the common sense world. By typi-
fying events in society people are able to make sense of

their own and others behaviour (Schutz , L967 a) . In

exploring the shared real-ities of weight preoccupied women

verstehende Soziologie is not soley enployed. As an inter-

pretative sociology verstehen does not enable understandings

of the shared realities groups of people have in society.

Schutzrs (1967a) view of Vrleber maintains:

He does not try to identify the unique and funda-
mental relation existing between the self the
other seIf, that relation whose clarification is
essential to a precise understanding of what it is
to know another person He naively took
for granted the meaningful phenomena of the social
world as a matter of intersubjective aggreement in
precisely the same v¡ay as we al-l in daily life
assume the existence of a lawfuI external world
conforming to the concepts of our understanding.
For in the sinple process of Iiving we directly
experience our acts as meaningful, and we aII take
for granted, as part of our natural outlook on the
worId, that others, too, directly experience their
action as meaningful in quite the same sense as we
would if we vrere in their pJ-ace. (pp. B-9 )

The historical- process of change is also important, and is

attained here through a l-ife history approach to the inter-

vj.ew. The Iife history focused on the subjective experience

and perception of preoccupation with weight, and provided

extensive, detailed and historical background to the Iife

experience (Denzin, 1978). This study examines the history

of dieting and of the women's relationship to food, in an
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tion.

to understand the experience of
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weight preoccupa-

The life history is a powerful observational and

analytic tool (gecker, I97B¡ Denzin, 1978). Becker (1978)

argues the life history can provide direction to discovering

the "truth" especialty when little research has been done in

the area. The life history is effective in showing how the

subjective definition reflects particular group membership.

In understanding peoples behaviour, Becker (1978) beLieves

that the researcher has to examine how the situation tooked

to the person, and what they perc-eived their choices and

opportunities to be . Through compar ing the interviewed

women's experiences life histories are not restricted by the

presentation of only one person's point. of view (Denzin,

leTB).

This segment of the appendix has reviewed the orienta-

tion of the interviews conducted in this study. The next

part of this discussion will offer a critique of positivism

from a feminist point of view.

Feminist Theory and Positivist túIethodology

From a feminist perspective women are not defj-ners of

reality and their realities are seldom explored or

discussed. l4arch (1982) ca1Is this an androcentric view of

real-ity (L982) , and argues that most academic work consi-

dered to be objective, maintains a clear bias in reflecting

only a male reality. As sociological studies are often
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develop knowledge about rrromen

(Chappell-, 1980 ) . As weight

problem experienced by women in

f ocuses on !{omen.
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spective it is important to

f rom $romen's perspective

preoccupation is primarily a

the socia.l- world this study

A feminist sociology is interested in doing sociology

for women rather than a socioJ-ogy of women (Finch , I9B4¡

Srnith, L915). According to Goutd (1980), nonfeminist

sociologists tend to perceive feminist theory purely as a

political issue and hence, do not perceive it as an alterna-

t.ive theoretical and methodologicaì- approach.

Recognition of the androcentric bias in the social

sciences, described by March (1982), contributes to what

constitutes a feminist approach to methodology and aIl_ows

one to draw upon existing criticisms against positivism and

the principles of val-ue free research which predominate in

the social sciences. Methodologies reflect an ontologicat

position and are hence interv¿oven with a way of seeing the

worrd. Theoreticar understandings and methodologies are not

separate entities and shourd be consistent with one another.

smith (L915) employes a l"larxist feminist perspective in

examining women's exclusion in the production of thought.

Smith is aware that ideas and images are a means by which

society is organized and controlled. people who are in

positions of power in society view the worl-d a particular

\day and these people also control the means of "mental
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production". KnowJ-edge which is produced ref l-ects their
exper ience, interests, rife observations and they assume

without guestion most often the morar and political varues

of their research and study. smith (1975) is careful to

point out that there is a class and sex basis of ideorogy.

She states:

In the various social apparatuses concerned with
the product ion and distr ibution of ideas and
images, or with the training of people to
participate in and respond to these forms of
thought, it is men who occupy the posit j_ons of
authorit.y, men who predominate in the product.ion
of ideas and social knowledge, and men who control
what enters the discourse by occupying the
positions which do the work of gatekeeping and the
positions from which people and their 'mentalproducts' are evaluated. (p. 357)

rn order to ameriorate the excrusion of women's reali-
ties we need to study them. Feminist research, according to

Hochschild (r975 ) , must acknowledge v/omen's "exper iential
base." March (r982) suggests that by focusing on the feinare

experience we can expand the paramet.ers of what is believed

to be central for understanding the social wor-l-d. Aspects

of wo¡nen's reality of ten invisibre can be explored. Femi-

nist t.heorists must stress the investigation of social
strucLure which is often taken for granted such as gender,

hetrosexuarity and the d j-vision of rabor . I"Iarch (r982 )

asserts that. we can be more objective if ress is assumed and

more is exarnined.

Hochschild (L975) argues for a sociology of feelings.
rt is her opinion that socioJ-ogy tries to focus on the most
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"objective" in order to be recognized as a "real science.,'

She suggests that most social science research view people

either as conscious and cognitive or unconscious and emo-

tional. There is a tendency to exclude the "sentient"
actor, one who is both conscious and emotional. Her posi-

tion is that the cognitive conscious actor's behaviour can-

not be separated from their emotional reality. March (I982)

and Hochschild (1975) both criticize the trteberian defj-nition

of rationality as it. cannot account for the emotional com-

plexity of social Iife and assumes that emotion is
irrational. This study treats the women interviewed as sen-

tient or as feering actors and is ccncerned about the rel-a-

tionship between women's emotional rearity and their social
position.

We need to use the subjective experience of women to

inform our thecry. March (1982) argues that:

All social- theory is j_n f act socially located;
af ter all , that is the central message of Irf ar x ' ssociology of knowledge. I would arEue that the
fact that all theory is authored by particular
people who are socially located should be made
explicit, rather than obfuscated. Mate authored
and male-centered theory is not objective, but
subjective, and female-centered theory j,s sub-jective as wet1. (p. 99)

l"lathews (L982) has argued that feminist discourse rein-
forces traditionar gender relations in society and that
research shourd be objective and not encourage politicat
perspective such as feminism as ideology to obstruct the

making of science. Eisenstein (1982) responds to Mathews
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(L982) positivist critique against the need for feminist
discourse and her dichotomizaEion of science and ideology:

And to the degree sociology is rooted in a mal_e
world-view it is as much ideotogy as it is
science. The dichotomization between science and
ideology does not hold. The conception of value
free social science was called into question a
long time ago by Mannheim and Weber . . Femi-
nism, by recognizing the "sociology of knowledge,,
rejects the positivistic conception of social
science. As a result feminism is explicit about
its bias. It self-consciously directs its atten-
tion to the inequities of patriarchy reflected in
gender difference. positivist sociology, on the
other hand, presumes its objectivity while
reifying gender difference by ignor ing the
structural inequalities between men and women.

My point is this: The feminist critique of
sociology and positivist social science in
general, developed out of the fact that scciology
was (is) biased by a patriarchal view of reality.
Feminism, in this sense, is an attempt to correct
sociology's partial view of the material world
. and in the end make socioJ-ogy "scientif ic. " (p.
36)

objectivity is tal<en here to mean the abilì.ty to detach

onesel-f from the situation in which they are involved and to
examine facts without bias or preconceptions. The facts

shourd be considered on the merits of evidence and reason.

By this definition this thesis is not objective nor neutrar
AS it employs a feminist perspective which has t¡iases and

preconceptions about the sociar worrd and r have deliber-
ately not detached myself from the situation

Feminist theorists have queried the "objectivity,' of
classicar works such as lvlarx, weber , Durkheim, prato and

HegeI producing evidence on how gender, and the sexual

division of rabor are taken for granted due to the biases of
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their theor ies (nisenstein, I979; Clark c Lange , L979 ¡

Johnson, L972¡ Mil-Is, L979¡ March, l-9B2¡ Moulton, lgBI;
O'Brien, 1983 | L979).

Any view of reality is subjective and reflects one's
group membership. We are not, however, simply products of
our group membershipr âs in producing our o\¡Jn history we

actively produce ourselves. So whil-e we reflect our group

membershipr wê are not machines and can to some extent stand

back from our group membership and be critical. Epstein
(L974) argues given the inherent relativity of knowledge,

research should stiII strive for objectivity by "cutting

through one's cultural or chauvenistic blinders" (p. 645).

Epstein (l-97 4 ) believes that one common bias in

American research and study is that people do things because

they want to. What is presumed to be objective is conse-

quently apolitical and does not recognize power and

domination. However, this approach is not objective as it

is political, because it functions to uphold the politics of

the status quo. C1earì-y, adopting this perspective when

working with powerless or minority groups would be ineffec-

tual. An additional ¡:robJ-em is that the exper imental_

methods of research are often designed in such a !ùay that

they also do not recognize salient aspects of social power

and conflict.

Increasing emphasis on testing and verifying hypothesis

in the social sciences reflects the methodology of the
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natural sciencà, rather than a methodology suited to the

reality of the social worId. According to Schroyer (1970)

positivistic views of science and knowledge suggests that I)
knowledge is inherently neutral 2) there is a unitary scien-

tific methodr and 3) the standard of certainty in the

physical sciences is the only explanatory model- of scienti-
fic knowledge (p.2L0)

differences exist between the naturalAs fundamental

and soc ial sc iences , the methodolog ies of the sc iences

should also differ (Schutz, L967a, p. 5-6). As observation

of the social world is not structureress or independent fron

social interaction is must be investigated accordingly.

Schroyer (1970) argues that science functions as a

technocratic ideology which is not neutral, but rather pro-

vides a technocratic legitimat.ion of the existing social-

reaJ-ity. Thus he argues contemporary science and technology

have become a ne\,v f orm of leg itimating power and pr ivitege
(p. 2l-0 ) . According to Schroyer (1970 ) , this form of le-
gitimation of social order can be called, "scientism".
Moreover:

When ever scientism permeates a scientific
establishment it functions as a societal a priori
that uncritically permits the extension of an
exploitive i.nstrunental rational ízation. (p. 228)

He adds that in advanced society, systems maintenance

is of critical concern and "scientism" is a chief
perpetuat,or.
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Hence, both Schutz (1967a) and Schroyer (1970) contend

that the human sciences require a unique methodologyr rather

than adopting the nethodology of the natural sciences.

Schroyer asserts the human sciences are a hermeneutic

science (p. 222) . Therefore drawing upon HegeI he posits

that there are "logicaln differences between the naturar and

human sciences. In the natural sciences the focus is on

perception and explanation, compared to concern with inter-

pretation and understanding in the social sciences.

Consequently, concepts, theories, methods, and principles of

verification utilized should be related to the process of

inquiry for the validation of the science being done.

Clearly the social sciences as a hermeneutic science

are constrained by our socially established conventions that

exercise a predefinition of how we understand symbolic com-

munication (Schutz, L96l a, p. 223) . FolJ_owing Schroyer :

Thus the first systems of common symbols that are
sedimented first in ordinary language and thus in
typical action patterns and typical attitudinaL
orientations are the rules of the logic in use of
hermeneutic understanding. In formulating rules
of interpretation we are consciously trying to
recapture the process of interpretation that
enables everyday actors to understand each other.
(p. 223)

Similarly Mead (L977 ) views science as a mechanism for

mediating social reality. Androcent.rj-c social science has

tended to mediate the existing social reality of patriarchy.

Such science acts to guide and direct the existing body of

knowledge and it may encourage for instance an understanding
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v¡omen t sof weight preoccupation which is insensitive
reaÌities within patriarchy.

Women are forced to understand their experiences

through categories created by men according to March (1982).

she cites as an exampre women's femininity and the category

of penis envy. women are tord what their experiences are by

"experts" when women are potentially their own experts.

March (1982) has this to say about female invisibility in

social inquiry:
The problem of female invisibitity in sociological
theory is perpetuated by merely dismissing the
authors as Victorian sexists, for the analysis of
their work reveals many of the mechanisms that
operate among contemporary authors and teachers.
By focusing on mechanisms and processes by which
female absence from sociological theory has been
systematically achieved and perpetuated, \^/e can
begin to demystify female invisibility and tc see
commonalities past and present in the processes by
which this invisibil-ity is constructed and
perpetuated . (L982, p. l-00 )

Mead (L977 ) suggests that science can never be neutral

free as it is simply a more structured form of what is done

in everyday lj.fe. rn his work he theorizes that science

plays a role in creati_ng society and making us self-

conscious of what we are doing. "Through science, humans

have then created an order that can create them',. As new

sol-utions depend on the existing order, knowledge is

relative and based upon interpretation of the rerations of

social phenomena (eerger & Luckmann, L966; Mannheim, L936¡

McHugh, 1968; Mead , 1977 ¡ Schutz , L967 a & b) . Just as

Ianguage and thought can not be divorced from existing
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knowledge, neither can social science investigation.

The positivist philosophy of science has overlooked the

societal framework within which research practice takes

place, exercising a direct infl-uence on the processes of the

theory and the data. Typically social science has denied

the existing predefinitions of the object of knowledge by

the prior organization of our experience (Schroyer, L970, p.

2Lr) . Following Johnson (1975 ) ; "Challenges to the

objectì-vi-ty of existing social science knowtedge involve

issues of epistemology, or theories of knowledge" ( p. l_5).

Positivism holds promises of an absolute or presupposi-

tionress body of knowledge. positivist science reflects the

belief that objectivity can be obtained by presumii'rg the

social worl-d in inherently objective and not sccialJ_y con-

structed. Agaì-n it is assumed that the objects studied by

the social sciences are the same as those in the physical

sciences and that it should be scientific in the same manner

as physics t.hrough measurement and qualification.

Further the social worl-d is assumed to be ahistoricaJ_,

static and natural in and within itself. According to

Johnson (1975 ) ;

The promise of positivist objectivism, then, is to
eventually produce a body of factual knowledge
about the natural world which is not dependent on
the properties of any particular knowing mind or
the existential situation of that knowing mind in
the worId. (p.6)

Positivism not only includes an understanding of
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science which focuses on "factuar" character of the real

worrd observaLions, distinguishing positivistic science from

theologies and speculative philosophy, but employs a very

rigorous program of methodology as it were, which describes

itself as the "scientific method". This method characteris-

tically spec i f ies hypothes is pr ior to research and

predefines measurement indices rather than obtaining its

definitions frorn the actual social worrd of everyday rife
(Johnson , L975, p. 2-6) .

The true positivist tradition rnaintains that science

can only dear with observabre entities and causes. Hence,

the analyses of Marx t c:itical theory, symbotic int.er-
actionists, and feminist t.heorists are viewed as invarid as

these theories are considered to be based on unobservable

social- structures and mechanisms that can not be tested and

hence, allow faÌsification.

From t.he above it can be said that social science

requires both critical theory and methods (BIumer, I954;

Glazer & Strauss, L910i Mannheim, 1936; Schroyer, 1970). In
Schroyerrs (f970 ) words:

Scientism has created a cr isis in man's ( sic)
knowledge of himself (sic) in that it mystifies
the practice and social f unct-ions of science. f n
so concealing contemporary research guiding frame-
work scientism becomes a self-fulfilling and self-
reinforcing force of history. The faith that men
(sic) will be emancipated through the extension of
neutral techniques of science and technology
obscures the reality of research-serving and
justifying technical control systems that accept
power structure as given. (p. 2LL)
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In the study of "eating disorders" and women's preoccu-

pation with weight in our society most findings fail to

illuminate the reason for why this is a women's concern.

Anorexia nervosa and bulimia are treated and "understood" as

psychiatric pathoJ-ogies without recognition of the similar
behaviour exhibited by many "normal-" women in society. The

patrj-archa] power structure is, furthermore, not typically
examined when trying to explain these phenomenon.

Both Schroyer (1970) and Mannheim (I936) are relati-
vists who argue the need for social science to be self-

critical and refl-exive. Refrecting the rerativist position

on sociar knowledge they berieve that the observer is bound

to the accepted knowledge that preceded them and the inves-

tigat.ion. The perspective of this thesis is that as social-

knowledge is relative, and thus never neutral, objectivity

will always be restrj-cted, regardless of the methodotogy

used. However, it is critical that the bias be recognized

and that social phenomenon be examined from arternative

worrd views. The writings of this study refrect a feminist

bias and alternative worl-d view.

While the epistemology herein accepts the relativist

and hermeneutic perspective on social knowledge it is

somewhere between a relativist and a realist epistemology.

The realist position of this Lhesis defends the use of a

feminist analysis as it rejects the positivist conception of

science and seeks to uncover underlying mechanisms and
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soc iaIstructure

phenomena.

According to Berger and Luckmann (L967 ) most often

sorutions to sociarry defined probrems reflect the social

structure from which the knowledge and problem are embedded.

They hold that social reality is continuously being legiti-

mated and rationalized-

Berger and Luckmann argue that science, l_anguage and

philosophy are built int.o the social structure r âs systems

of Iegitimation or "machineries of universe maintenance".

As ideas cannot be manufactured t,hemsel-ves t.hey are pre-

carious in nature and can thus be sustained through these

systems of legitimation.

Marx (1978) wrote, "Life is not determined by con-

sciousness, but consciousness by I j-f e" (p. f 55 ) . Hence,

humans and the s<¡cial worid interact with each other in such

a way that. the product is able Lo act back on the producer.

This is witnessed in social science methodologies, and epis-

temologies, reflect and reify the existing social order and

sLructure. The interviews in this study attempt to develop

an understandinE of the experience of weight preoccupation.

The feelings and th:.nking that women have toward their

bodies and themselves are viewed as arising from within

t.heir position as women in society.

In sum, the theoretical argument given in chapter two

to explain the relationship bet.ween womenr s experience of
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weight preoccupation and v/omenrs contradictory social posi-
tion, and the analysis of this experience in chapter three
relied on epistemologies which allowed for both the under-

standing of subjective and intersubjective experience--the
hermeneutic, and the relationship of this experience to
social- structure and the materiar conditions of \./omen's

lives--the realist. A rearist epistemology is empJ_oyed to
uncover the underlying causal nrechanisms and a hermeneutic

approach is used to interpret the interviews and provides an

unerstanding of human action in terms of the larger sociar
worl-d that gives it neaning.

The rnethodological discussion of this thesi.s has

provlded information on the nature of the study itserf and

the philosophical basj-s for the study. The rel_ativist
position that sociar worrd facts and varues are inseparabre,

as knowredge is sociaJ-J-y produced by people, and that peopre

cannot separate themserves from their own interests, pre-
judices and word view, was adopted. This position is taken

due to the feminist critique of "mascu_l_inist,, sociar
science. whi-re traditional social science craims to be

ob-¡ective, it usually fairs to discuss women's social reari-
ties, and to analyze the gender rerations or capitarist
patriarchar division of rabor which shapes women's rives,
and thus it tends to reinforce and sustain the status quo of
this structure.
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APPENDIX B

Sample Character ist j-cs

Occupat ion

management
cler ical-
homemaker
waitress
grad student
student nurse
sale s
cler ical
research
legaJ- secretary
undergraduate
graduate student
rtI

rtil

undergraduate
cler ical
unde rg r aduate
dental assistant
ass. optomotr ist
graduate student
undergraduate
ll tt

a chart of some
iewed.

of the characteris-

/l

5
6
7
B

9
IO
I1
L2
l3
L4
l5
r6
L1
torU
I9
20
2L
22
23
24
25

Age

B

2
2
l-
2
2
I
Ì
2
I
T

3
2
I
2

3
I
I
+

3
I
I

weight

2LL
L47
L26
IIO
IB5
160
L32
r_45
L52
L31
L52
r09
L23
lr9
L22
r40
l3B
r_r_ 0
lr4
L32
110
97

Wei-ght St.atus

Age

S- s ing Ie
Il-marr ied
D-d ivor ced
E-engaged

OW -overweight
NOI¡i -not overwe ight
UW -underweight

I_ IB-23
)= 24-29
3- 30-35
Q= 36-41

E_
J_

6-
1-

B_

42- 47
4B-53
54-59
60+

Height Weight Charts
l"Ietro 59 = 1959 chart
Metro 83 = l9B3 chart.

luletropol i- t.an
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66
63
62
6t
70
66
65
62
6B
6B
67
64
66
62
64
61
64
66
6B
65
60
63

perce ived
we ight

OW

ovt
ow
OW

OW

OW

ow
oI,{
ow
OW

ovt
NOW
NOW

OW

OV,l

OW

OW

NOW
NOW
OW
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we ight
Metro I959

ow
ow
OW

ow
ow
ow
OW

ow
NOW

NOW

ohI
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¡4. A THESIS INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

The Genesis aqd Experience of perceived Weiqht

Problems and Related Eating Behavior Among Women

Hi, my name is Catrina Brown. I'rn doing my Masters in
Sociology at the University of tulanitoba.

I am interested in self perceived weight problems,
weight contror and the related eating behaviour amoñg \¡¡omen.

This interview wirr attempt to elicit the issues which
surround becoming and being overweight for women in our
society. An important aspect of this study is to examine
the role that eating has in your life.

The inf ormat ion that I coll-ect wi ll be used in the
compretion of my M.A. Thesis and provide a better under-
standing of the actuar experience women have in dearing with
their perceived weight problems. r feer that understanding
the experience and deveropment of a perceived or real weight
probrem, wil-l al-l-ow for the deveropment. of new strategies to
deal with the problem.

You do not have to ansr/ver questions that you do not
want to answer. AII information wilI be kept strictly
confidential, as your name will not be used at any time.

Thank you f or be ing a par t of th is st.udy.
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Date:

Identif ication Number :

Case Number:

Pilot: Yes

Time Start: Time Finish:

Place of fnLerview:

SECTION 1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

r'd rike to begin by asking you some generar questions aboutyourself.

1. What is your present marital status?

I. single (never married) q " divorced j . engaged

2. marr ied 5 . commonlaw

3. separated 6. widowed

2. If married, how long have you been married?

3. fn which age group do you belong?

Ì. rB - 23 3. 30 35 5. 42 41 1. 54 - 59

2. 24 29 4. 36 4L 6. 48 - 53 B. 60 or over

4. What is your present occupation?

5. What is your partnet's/ spouse's occupat.ion?

6. The fol-lowj-ng are ranges for your total annual income.
(after deductions) please tell me the number closest
to your own income.

I. Not work tng/ Iess than $3 ,000 . 5. 15,000 . L9 ,999 .

2. 3,000. 6,ggg. 6.20,000. 24,ggg.

No

3. 7,000. t0,ggg.

4. 11 ,000 . L4 ,9gg .

7 . 25 ,000 . 34 ,ggg .

B. over 35 ,000 .
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7. rf you are currentry riving with a partner/spouse what
is their totar earned income per year after deductions?

l. Not working,/less than $3,000. 5. 15r000. L9,999.

2. 3 ,000. 6 ,9gg . 6 . 20 ,000 . 24 ,ggg .

3. 7,000. 10,ggg. 7.25,000. 34,ggg.

4. Il- ,000 . L4 ,999 . B. over 35 r 000 .

B. What is the last year of school_ that you attended?

I. grades I B 4. unj_versity L 2 3 4

2. highschooll 9 5.mastersI234

3. college L 2 3 4 6. Ph.D. I 2 3 4 5

7 . other, please specify

9. Do you have any children?

If so, how old are they?

I0. Do you have any brothers or sisters?

I f ye s, what is your ,olacement j_n the f amily?

SECTION II WEIGHT AND DIETING HISTORY

A. Weight and Dieting History

I'd like to know the periods in your life when you have
f el-t overvreight. Prease indicate any attempts you made to
lose weight. at those ti¡nes. Mention any signif icant events
that may relate to your weight loss attemptsl and to feeling
overweight. Any particular eating behaviours that you have
that shoul-d also be discussed.
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2. Have you used any of the following methods to lose
weight, other than those you have mentioned?

1. Tops

2. Weight Watchers

3. Overeaters Anonymous

4. SIim Clinic

5. Heal-th Spas

6. Weight loss Resorts

1 . Supervised Diet ( i.e. doctor , psychologì.st)

B. Unsupervised Diet

9. Starvation Diet

I0. Non prescription diet products

1I. Diet pilts

12. ECG shots

13. Behaviour modif icat ion therapy

L4. Hypnosis

l-5. Psychotherapy or CounciLling

Ì6. Other, please specify:

3. Have you ever considered radical_ measures to lose
weight such as; jaw wiring, by-pass surgery, tape\,Jorm,
surgical fat removal-t àttificial stomach fillers, use
of diuretics or l-axatives?

If so, please explain:
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B) Vüeight History

1. How would you describe your present weight?

1. slightly overweight

2. very overweight

3. about average

4. other

Interviewer comment.:

2. At what weight have you felt your best or do you think
you would feel your best.?

3. f) Would you like to lose weight?

2) If yês, how much weight would you l-ike to lose?

4 . Why do you want to l-ose we ight?

5. Have you tried to lose weight before?

6. Are you now dieting?
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7. What was your weight l-ast time you weighed yourself?

B. How often do you weight yourself?

1) Daily

2) VJeekIy

3 ) Bi-weekly

4) Bi-monthly

5 ) tvlonthly

6) Seldom

7 ) Never

9. What is your present. height without shoes?

What do you consider your bone structure to be?

l) smalL 2) average 3) l-arge 4) other:

Intervrewer cornments :
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C) Dieting

I I d like to go over your dieting experience from the
earl-iest point you can remember.

l-. What first prompted you to begin dieting?

2. How old were you?

3. How did you feel about your body at that time?

4. Would you say that a lot of your time is spent thinking
about dieting, food and weight control?

5. Do you feel that weight and weight control is a central
issue in your life?

6. Do you go through a psychological preparation period
before undertaking a diet?

If so, how would you describe this psychological
pr epar at ion?

1. What usually encourages, inspires or motivates you
to diet?
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B. When are you most like1y to lose weight?

9. Do you have a hard time losing weight?

If so, why?

10. How do you feel when you lose weight?

11. Does your eating behaviour change at this time?

L2. Does your activity level change at this time?

13. What is the most frequent method you use to lose
weight?

L4. How often are your diets successful?

15. what is the longest you have maintained your weight
Ioss?

16. Irihat. is the most weight you have ever rost. on a diet?

r7. t{hat wourd discourage you or turn you off your diet?

lB. Do you regain weight after losing it?
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19. Do you attribute your weight gain periods to anything
in particular?

20. Do you remember any weight gain which r¡¡as particularily
traumat ic?

If yês, why was it so traumatic?

2L. Do you f ind that dieting is usual j-y fo.l-l-owed by
binge ing?

If so, please describe what you usually do and how you
f eel pr ior to, dur ing and af ter the binge sess j_on?

22. Do you ever find yourself eating "out of control"?

If y€S, when is this likely to happen?

23. When do you usually binge eat?

24. Why do you feel that you binge eat?

25. Do you have any particular time of the day when your
food intake is more difficult to control?

26. Describe how you feel when you are on a diet?
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27. How do you feel when you are not on a diet?

28. I,tou1d you say that you always seem to be on a diet?
About what percentage of the time are you conscious of
your weight? About what percentage of the time are you
attempting to diet?

29. Can you count the number of diets that you have been
on?

30. Do you have any special dÍet tricks of your own or ones
that you have discovered in the course of your <iieting
h i s tory?

31. Do you try the diets in magazines?

32. Do you have any specific habits or foods which make it
difficult for you to lose weight?

33. Do you feel you are at/are of the foods that are good
and bad for you?

34. Do you generally know the caloric contenL of most
foods, and the nutritional breakdown into
carbohydrates, proteins, fats, etc.?

If so, how do you know this?

Additional comments:
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SECTION III MEDICAL HISTORY

1. Do you ever experience any of the following:

I)

2)

Swelling

Different or
unusual sleeping
patterns

IJeadaches

Stomach problems

Excessive
sweating

Dizziness

Fatigue

Constipation

Frequent
urination

Eating in the
niddle of the
night

Other, please
specify:

3)

4)

s)

6)

7)

B)

e)

r0)

rr)

Never Seldom Sometimes

) Does your f amily have a hist.ory of :

1) Heart conditions

2) Kidney disease

3 ) Ul-cers

4) Alcoholism
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5) Mental illness

6 ) Diabetes

7 ) Hypoglycemia

B) Other, please specify:

3. Does your family have a history of overweight?

4. Do you see a physician regularly?_

5. Do you have or have you had high blood pressure?

6. Do you have:

1) Diabetes

2) Hypogrycemia

3 ) Gl-andular problems

7. Do you have or have you had heart problems?

B. Do you have or have you had ki-dney disease?

9. Do you have or liave you had ul cers?

10. Do you have or have you had high chol_esterol?

II. Do you have any allergies?

12. Do you have any chronic or persistant medical problems?

13 . Do you have any med ical probl_eins wh ich are related to
being overweight?

14. Do you have any medical probrems which are compticated
by your overv\¡eight?
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15. Have you ever had any serious illnesses?
f6. Have you ever been hospitalized, other than for

example, childbirth?

L7. Have you previously taken medication for any extended
period of time?

18. Are you currently taking any medication? (i.e. vaJ-ium,
l-axatives, diuretics, amphetamines)

19. Do you smoke?

20. How much coffee, tea or other caffeinated beverages to
you dr ink da i Iy?

2I" Do you eat or drink diet products?

22. How much alcohol do you usually ccnsume in:

f ) a day____

2) a week

3) a month

23. How often do you consume highly refined foods?

24. What have you eaten in the past two days?

25. How physically active are you?

1) very act.ive
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2) active

3 ) average

4) very inactive

Please describe your physical- activities:

26 How often are you

Activity

involved in

Da ì. Iy

doing physical exercise?

WeekJ-y i"lonthly Never

1)

/t

3)

4)

s)

6)
!L--

Additional informati-on :
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SECTION IV ATTITUDES

A. Stigma and Attitudes

1. How satisfied are you with the way you look at your
present weight?

1) Completely satisfied
2) Moderately satisfied
3 ) Neutral-

4) Moderately dissatisfied
5) Very dissatisfied
6) Other, please specify:

2. Do you have difficul-ty maintaining your current weight?

If yês, please explain:

If ûo, do you watch your weight carefully?

Please explain:

3. Pl-ease describe the way you feel about your present
weight:

4. Imagine yourself the way you would like to look. Can
you describe her to me?

How are you different from this image?
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5. Have you ever found yourself comparing yourself to
other people who you feel are thinner than yourself?

6. How do you feel when you are with a group of thin
people?

7. How do you feel about people who you consider to be
overweight?

B. How do you feel when people tell you that you have
gained weight?

9. How do you feer when peopre t.etr you that you have lost
weight?

10. How do you feel when people you know or people you are
close to gain weight?

1I. How do you feel when people tal_k about diets, sây that
they are fat or that. they should go on a diet?

L2. How do you feel when someone else weighs you?

13. Do people you know bother you to go on a diet?
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L4 - How do you feer if other peopre terr you how to eat?

15. can you remember any particular incidents in the past
or recently in which others have indicated specific
attitudes or reactions toward your weight?

Please specify:

l-6. when you gain weight what are the attitudes of peopre
to you?

r1. Have you ever fert that others have attempted to ruin
your dieting efforts?

PIease explain:

rB. what are the attitudes of the following peopre aboutyour weight problems?

Negative Indifferent positive

I ) Partner,/spouse :

2) Children:

3 ) Parents:

4) Inl-aws:

5 ) Fr iends :
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6) People at work:

7) Others, pJ-ease specify:

19. What are the attitudes of the following peopte about
your attempts to lose weight?

Negative fndifferent Bositive
I) Partner/spouse:

2) Chil-dren:

3 ) Parents :

4) Inlaws:

5 ) Fr iends :

6) People aL work:

7) Others, please specify:

20. Do your rerat.ionships with peopre pray any role in your
werght problems?

Pl-ease explairr:

2L. Does your relationshì.ps with others play any role inyour periods of weight gain?
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Please explain:

22. Do any of these people play a role in your life before,
dur ing or af ter you' ve l-ost weight?

Please explain:

Additional comments:
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I.

2.
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Social Situations

Are there any situations in your Iife which are related
to losing weight?

Are any of the following situations or emotions related
to losing weight for you?

l. Yes

t.

I!o 3. Not applicable
ll-) Stress,/specify 2.

2)
3

New lob
New manf r iend/
par tner
Change in
SCASONS
Vacat ions
Spec iaI
occas ions
Very busy
Inactive
P r egnancy
I¡i hen ch i l-d
is born
Illness
Death
Tens ions
Boredom
Depress ion
Anx iety
Wor ry
Happy
Arg uments/
conflicts
Dissatisfied
When feel good
about yourself
When feel bad
about yourself
other, please

)2.

4

5
6

1
B

9
l0

l_r
T2
13
I4
I5
l6
I7
IB
I9

20
2T

22

¿J

l.

t.
I.

I.
1.
1.
1.

I.
1.
l.
I.
1.
I.
I.
1.
l.

t.
I.

1.

l_.

2.

)
2.

2.
2.
2.
2.
.>

)
2.
2.
)
2.
2.
2.
2.

2.
2.

2.

2.

-)

?
f

?

')

1

?

?

?

1

')

?

ì
2

f

?

2

?

spec i fy :

Add i t ional- comments :



3. Are there any situations
to gaining weight?

2L7

in your life which are retated

Please specify:

4. Are any of the following situations or emotions reratedto when you gain weight?

f) Stress
2) New job
3) New manfriend/

par tner
4) Change in

SCASONS
5 ) Vacations
6 ) spec iaI

occas ions
1 ) Very busy
B ) Inact ive
9 ) Pregnancy

I0 ) VJhen ch i ld
is born

lI ) I llness
L2) Death
13 ) Tensions
14 ) Boredom
15 ) Depress ion
I6 ) Anxiety

]7 ) worry
I B ) Ilappy
f9) Arguments/

conflicts
20) Dissati-sfied
2L) When feel good

about yourself
22) When feel bad

about yourself
23) other, please

spec i fy:

l. Yes

1.
I.

l.

l.
Ì.

1.
1.
I.
I.

l-.
l_.
I.
1.
l_.
l.
t.

I.
l-.

l.
I.

I.

I.

2. No

2.
.)

2.
.)

¿.

2.
2.
¿.
2.

2.
2.
2.
2.
2.
I¿.
2.

)
)

2.
a

2.

2.

3. Not applicable
?

3.

')

2

?

')

2

2

)
?

?

3.
3.
-)

?

?

?

f

2

?

Additional comments:
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5. Do you feel your weight effects your daily activities?

l) No effect

2) Some effect

3) Often interferes
4) Extreme effect
Please explain:

6. Do you ever feel that your
limited by being overweight?

soc iaI act iv i t ies are

1- Do you ever
other people

avoid doing
because of

soineth ing by yourself or
your we ight?

with

B. Have you ever avoided
because you felt. self

social int.eraction or
conscious or too fat?

activity

o Are there any specific things that you do because of
your weight? (i.e. always wear a sweater even when
your warm, sit rather than stand, avoid drawing atten-
tion to yourself in a social gathering, vùear higher
heaIs, wear dark colors, wear a girdle, always wear
your shirt hanging out).

or concentrate a lot on
look s ?

10. Are you very conscious of
way that you feel your body

the
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ll. How do you usually feel when shopping for cl_othes?

L2. Have you ever avoided looking at yoursel-f in themirror?

13. Have you ever felt the need to lie about your weight?

L4. Have you ever avoided weighing yourself?
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C. Re.l-ationship with Food

l-. How would you describe your relationship with food and
eat ing ?

2. How do you feel- about this relationship?

3. When would you say this relationship deveJ_oped?

4. Why would you say this rel-ationship developed?

5. Do you ever feel total_ly out of control_ around food or
have incredible eating binges?

Tf so, coul-d you explain this further:

6. Do you feel in control of your food intake and your
eating?

7. Do you ever feel that food controls you?

B. Do you ever feel desperate about eating?

9. If you do not want to eat but f ind yourself eating, tdhy
is it that you are eating?

10. Would you describe yourself as a compulsive eater?
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Please explain:

l-1. What role does food and eating play in your lif e?

L2. Why does food play
else?

this role, rather than something

13. Do you ever feel desperate about losing weight?

14. HaVe
s ign ì.

you ever had a major
ficant weight loss?

mood change after

15. Have you ever
significant we

not iced
ight loss

any
,do

changes in yourself
oLhers?

af ter

I6.

MOOD

Have you ever
loss?

NOT
AT ALL

felt any of

A LITTLE
BIT

the foJ-lowing af Ler we iqht

MODERATELY QUITE EXTREMELY
OFTEN

I)

2)

JI

Depressed

Sad

Feelì-ng
down

Anxious4)
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BIT
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EXTREMELY
OFIIEN

MODERATELY QUITE

5) Nervous

6) Irritated

7) Annoyed

B) Angry

9) Restless

ro) Hyperactive

II) Fatigued
Of r,{Ofn
out

L2) Difficulty
sleeping

13) Afraid of
gaining
back
weight

L4) Very
conscious
of what
eating

f5) Preoccupied
with eating
anci food

f6) lack of
self con-
fidence

L7) lulore self-
confident

lB) very
satisfied

L1. Do you experience any of these feelings while dieting?
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lB. Do you find that some of these feelings precipitate
eating?

19. Have you had these feelings after a weight gain?

20. When are you most likely to gain weight?

2I. How do you feel when you gain weight?

22. Do your activity leveIs change at this time?

PIease explain:

23 " Do your sleeping patterns change at this time?

Please explain:

24. Do your eating behaviours change at this time?

PIease expiain:

25. Could you expand on difficulties that you've had in
dieting?

26. CouId you expand on the extremely significant events
that have effected your weight and associated body
imag e ?

21 . \,ühat does being overweight symbolize to you?
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Additional comments:

28. What does being thin symbolize to you?

29. If you were thin, what woul-d this mean to you?

To others?

Additional comments:
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D. True or False

1. The following are a series of true/ false questions.
You may feel that both Lrue and false responses are
appropriate. PIease indicate if so.

1) I sometimes think that I want to be fat.

2) Being fat sometimes has its advantages.

3) Being thin sometimes has its disadvantages.

4) r don't like my body.

5) others don't li-ke my body.

6) I diet to be thin so that others will accept me.

7) I feel self-conscious of my body.

B ) Ot.her s nake conclus j-ons about me because f am
overwe ight .

9 ) People will like me better if I 'm th j-nner .

10) I wil-l Iike nyself better if I'm thinner.

fI) I care too much about what others think of me.

L2) Sometimes being overweight allows me to make excuses tc
myself.

13) Sometimes beinE overweight allows me to make excuses to
other s .

14 ) As a result of be ing overwe ight I so¡net ime have an
excuse for failure.

I5) Being overweight makes me feel- a little bit different
f rom others.

f 6 ) PeopIe Iike thin people bett.er than f at ones.

L1 ) People would generally rather get to knoi¿ someone who
is thin than someone that is overweight.

1B) Sometimes I have been attracted to someone, but they
paid no attention to me because I was overweight.
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f 9 ) PeopJ-e who are overweight are sometimes discr iminated
against.

20) PeopJ-e believe that if one is over\"¿eight they have no
wiII por/rer or self -respect.

2L) I bel-ieve that if one is over\deight they have no wi.II
po\der or self -respect.

22) Somet imes I feel ashamed of nyseJ-f because I am
overwe igh t .

23) Sometimes I feel worthless because I am overweight.

24) Sometimes f avoid doing something or procrastinate
feeLing that I can do it when I lose weight.

25) I sometimes get anx j-ous when a camera is arourrd, âs I
don't wa¡rt my picture taken.

26) Being overweight means that you sometimes worry whetÌrer
you will fit into a snall space.

27) If a person is overvieight they are often just .oJ-aingreedy.

28) A person who is overweight is sometimes excluded from
popular social activities.

29) It isn' t as bad when a tnan is overweight as when a
wornan i s .

30 ) Being overweight is more frustrating for women than
men.

3f) In our society it is more important for women to be
thin than men.

32) Inlomen worry more abouL overweight than men do.

33 ) It is harder on a \,Joman to be over\,.i eight than men, in
our soc iety.

34) People who are overweight are generally unhappy.

35) I am unha.r:py

36) I am unhappy because I am overweight.

31) I am overweight because I am unhappy or dissatisfied
with certain things.
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38) People often think that someone who is overhreight must
be jovial and easy going.

39) I feel that I must be jovial and easy going when lrm
with other people.

40) I do not tell people f am unhappy or angry with things
they say or do.

41 ) People who are overwe ight do not usually overeat
because they are hungry.

42) People who are overweight eat for reasons other than
being hungry.

43) When people overeat tl-rey don't always f ee1 in control
of what they are doing.

44) The person who is overweighL has onJ-y themselves to
blame.

45) Sometimes things drive me to eat.

46) Peopl-e who are overweight. are of i:en stared at.

4l) People who are overweight are often Iooked down upon.

4B) A person who is overweight is sometimes an embarrass-
ment to their friends or family.

49) A person who is overweight is soinetimes an embarrass-
ment to themselves.

50) If someone who is overweight compares themself to r/vomen
in the media, such as magazines, T.V., or f ilms, t.hey
are IikeJ-y to feel badly.

5I) Sometimes I feel guilty when I'rn eating something that
I know f shouldn't be eating. I know I'lI feeÌ guilty
but I can't stop myself from eating.

52) Sometimes I feel guilty after I eat something.

53 ) So¡netimes I can't stop myself f rom eating.

54 ) I sornet. imes eat compuls iveIy.

55) Food is sometimes a type of reward for me.

56) I feel good when I'm eating.

51) I feel bad when I'm eating.
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58) I feel- good and bad when I'm eating.

59) I feel that I can't control my weight.

60) I feel that I can't control myself.

6I) Feeling in controÌ of myself is important to me.

62) When I overeat I do not feel in control of myself.

63) I do not feef in control of myseJ-f before I over ate.

64) When I can control what I I m eating and my \¿^i eight I f eel
in control of myself.

6 5 ) When I can' t control what I 'm eat ing and my rve ight I do
not f ee I in cont.rol of myself .

66) I feel bad when I do not feel in control of myself.

61) In order to feel in control of myself I sometimes do
not express my real feelings or emotions to others.

68) Sometimes when I'm not feeling in control of myself, I
eat, and even feel less in control of myself.

69) Deepdo!,in I don't t.hink that I like myself very much.

70) Somel-imes eating is one of the ¡nost pleasureable things
tl-lat might happen in a day or even longer.

lI) Sometimes I wake up in the night and feel I must eat
somethirrg.

72) Sometimes I come home from work or beir-rg out somewhere
and begin eating as though I can hardly sLop myself.

13) I have eaten until I've been sick on occassion.

14) My weight seems to go up and down Ìike a yo yo.

75) My moods seem to be related to the way I eat on a
certain day or during a certain period of my life.

16) When I am feeling in control of what I am eating I feel
good about rnyself .

77) When I am feeling in control of my life I feel good
about myself.

lB) When I feel in control I feel good about myself.
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79) When I am feeling good about myself I have no difficul-
ty controlling my eating and my weight.

B0) when r am feeling bad about myseJ-f I have difficulty
controlling my eating and my weight.

BI) The \"ray that I feel- about myself has a l-ot to do with
the way I feel about my body.

82) The way that Irm feeling about myseÌf has a lot to do
with whether I'm in control around food.

83) My life seems to depend a lot on the way that I feel
about my body.

84) I feel depressed when I realty think about my eating
and my body.

85) I would say that I want to lose weight more for rnyself
than for other people.

86 ) I would say that I want to lose weight to like ìny body
more.

87) I would say that I want to lose weight because I wiII
iook better.

BB) I would say that I want to lose weight because others
wil-I l.ike my body better.

E9) I would say that I want to Iose weÍght because of
health reasons.

90 ) I would say that f want to lose weight f or t.he vùay my
body will look more than for health reasons.

9f ) I woul-d say that I want to lose weight for the way my
body will- Iook more than for health reasons.

92) I want to lose weight because I think I wiII look and
f eel bett.er.

93) I want to lose weight because I will Iook better and be
healthier.

94) I can lose weight, it.'s keeping it off that is tough.

95 ) Solnet.hing always get.s in the way of my dieting ef f orts.

96) I have actually cried because of my body.
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97) All there is to losing weight is just to eat less.

98) f usual-Iy eat very Iittle when I'm around other people.

99) f sometimes pigout or gorge myself.

I00) I often pigout or gorge myself.

10f) I usually am alone when I gorge myself.

I02) I have an eating buddy.

f03) I am a compulsive eaLer/overeater.

f04) Sometimes I am out of control around food.

105) I am sometimes submerged by gorging and dieting.

106) I talk about the way I feel about food and eating with
someone.

f07) I worry al-ot about food, eating and being overweight.

fOB) I feel awful about my body.

I09) I sometimes feel awful about myself, as someone who is
out of control.

If0) Other people are indirectly involved with my reasons
for eating.

fIf ) Being overwe ight plays soine funct. ional rol-es in my
lif e.

fl-2) Eating plays some funcLional roles in my life.

If3) I am not hungry yet I continue eating.

1I4 ) Somet.irnes I corne home and eat until t am extremely
uncomfor tabl-e , Lo the po int where I f eel I can hard ly
move.

II5) Sometimes I wake up in the morning and start eating
something , without hardly be irrg aware that I 'rn going to
do this.

f16) Soinetimes when I am gorging myself I can't. even taste
the food.
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1I7) Vùhen I start to binge I don't stop, if I do I'11 start
to realize what I'm doing and have to stop myself.
Then I might feel guilty for letting myself get so out
of control.

lIB) I donrt always deal wj-th things that are bothering me.

119) Sometimes I get depressed an I can't figure out why
until quite some time l-ater.

f20) I think that I'm anxious too often.

Ì21) I can do things as weII as men can.

I22) If I could eat as much as I wanted as often as I wanted
without worrying about putting on weight I would be
happy.

I23) If we lived in a society where being overweight was
considered good and beautiful, I would be happy.

L24) I am not assertive enough about the way I feel, when I
am hurt or angry.

I25) I try to please oLhers too often, by satisfying Eheir
wants and needs.

126) I would Ij-ke to receive rnore approval for the things
that. I do.

L21) I sel-dom say no to ot.her people.

L2B) In some ways being overweight prot.ect.s oneself .

L29) Being overweight allows a person to avoid competition.

130) Rather than cause a fuss, I would rather not bring up
an issue that bothers me with friends or family.

I3I) Rather t.han upset someone, I would rather not teII them
what I really think.

Additional comments:
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Self Characteristic ScaIe

Vtould you describe yourself as high, average or low for
the following characteristics?

HIGH AVERAGE LOW

l_

2
3

4

5
6
7

B

Anx ious
Happy
LoneIy
Attract ive
Aggressive
I ndependent
Cons ide r ate
Hones t
Open
Easy going
Femin ine
Fash ionab le
Bor ed
Tense
Fr i end Iy
Ner vous
Sel-f-esteem
ReIiabIe
Respons ible
Amb i t ious
SeIf ish
Guilty
Wi l- l- power
Ath le t ic
S k i Il-ed
Demand i ng
Despe r ate
Hostile
Car ing
Affect ionate
Intelligent
Creat ive
PoI i t ical
Opinionated
Self-r ighteous
S exy
Des irable
Satisfied
Powerless
Frus tr ated
shy
Outgo i ng
Outspoken

e)
IO
l_1
L2
t3
l4
I5
I6
T7
IB
I9
20
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27
.)0

29
30
fl
JI

J¿
33
)AJT

35
36
37
3B )

39)
40)
4L
42
43
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HIGH AVERAGE

44
45
46
41

Meek/pass ive
Asser t ive
Traditi-onal
Rad ical
Sexual
Feminist/women's
movement supporter

4B)
49)

Additional comments:
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SECTION V SOCIAL NETWORKS

A. I,üe ight H istory

l-. What is your partner/spouse's height?

2. What is your partner/spouse's present weight?

3. Has your partner,/spouse ever been overr,^Jeight?

4. How would you descr ibe your partner/spouse's present
weight?

1) very overweight I ) lean

2) quite overweight and 2) muscular

3 ) slightly overr/ùeight 3 ) overweight/f at

4) above average 4) average combi_ned type

5 ) slightly underweight

6) very underweight

5. Please describe your children's â9e, sex, height,
weight and whether they are:

f) overr¡/eight f) lean

2) average and 2) muscular

3 ) underweight 3 ) overwe ighL/ fal-

4) average combined type

6. Who lives in your current residence with you?

7 . Describe your f at.her's weight while you were growing
up?
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Descr ibe your
up?

mother's weight while you were growing

9. Please describe your siblings weight now and when you
were growing up?

Additional comments:
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B. Family

I. Who raised you as a child?

2. How would you describe your father?

Describe your relationship with your father?

3. How would you describe your mother?

Describe your relationship wrth your mother?

4. How would you say your mother would describe your
father ?

5. How would you say your father would describe your
mother?

6. Brief Iy describe the relationshi¡: you hacl with your
sj-blings when you were growing up?

7 . How have all of the above re lat ionsh i,os cl-ianged f rom
when you were growing up?

B. Did you feel that your parents really know you as a
person?
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Pl-ease explain:

9. Who did you get al-ong with the best in your family?

l0

I1

Did you family spend alot.

Did your family spend alot
Inore socially orientated?

of time together?

of time at home or were they

L2. Would you describe your family life as happy when you
Iived with your parents?

13. Did you enjoy being with your family at home?

14. Were your f amily members af f ectionate to one anotl-:er?

I5. Did family members openly discuss their feelings?

16. Were your parents proud, supportive, and cc.mplimentary
to you?

I1 . Were family mernbers sensitive to each ot.hers feelings?

lB. Do you feel
otìre r r espect
another ?

that members of your
, r,vere considerate

farnily showed each
and polite to one

19. Did you usually do what your parents wanted you to do?

Who would you descr ibe as havì-ng the most
fam i Iy?

20. power rn your
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2L. What kinds of activities did your family do together?

22. Did you enjoy going on vacations with your parents?

23 . How did your f aniJ-y f eel about your f r iends and social_
activities?

24. Did your relationship with your family change when you
reached adolescence?

25. Did you feel that. your friends and family understood
you when you were au adolescent?

26. Did you Iike your adolescence?

21 . Did you like your chil-dhood?

28. How did your parents react when you started ¡:hyslcallydeveloping?

Your fr iends:

29. How did you react to yourself?

30. How did you feel about yourself when you were with your
family?



3r. Did people
them or keep

in your family confront what was
it to themselves?
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bother ing

32. Did members
thenise I f ?

of your f ani Iy ye 1I alot to express

33.

34.

Would you say

How did your

that your fam

famiIy contend

ily fought alot?

with its disagreements?

35 Do
in

you remember
your family in

any really big
which you were

fights that took
i nvo Ived ?

place

36. Is there any part
hav i-ng par t icular
fam i ly?

icular period in which you remember
difficulty getting along with your

11 Did you
out in

have any
particular

confl-icts with
)

your parents that stand

to
JO. Do you think

improve yourse
that you

If in your
could have done anything
parents' eyes?

to

39. were tour fãmîIy members cTfEîcai of one anõEhãat

Do you feel
cont inuously
another ?

that members of
provoked one

your family
another for

del-iberately or
one reason or

40.
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4I. Was there a lot of teasing and bickering in your
fam i ly?

When did this usually occur?

42. Did members of your family ever insult one another?

If so, how often did this occur?

If so, when did this usually occur?

43. Did your parents believe in hitting their chil-dren for
punishments?

44. Have your parents ever separated or divorced?

45. What would be your main criticism of your family life?

46. Would you describe family meals as a time for your
faniily to get together and talk?

47. were family meals a happy or good time?

48. Did aII members of your f amiJ-y sit down together to eat
meals?

49 . Who was pr imar iIy respons j-bIe f or prepar ing meals in
your family?

50. Did you enjoy the food that was generally served at
meal t ime ?

51. Did your family ever fight about food?
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teas ing52. Was meal time
and bickering?

in your family ever spoiJ-ed by

53.

54.

Did you

I f YêS,

What was

diet when you lived with

was it difficult to diet?

your family?

your family's reaction if you went on a diet?

55.

56.

If you were ever dieting whil-e living
feel that your family understood?

at home do you

Do you feel that your family sometimes tr ied to
sabbotage your dieting efforts while you tived at home?

51. Do you
efforts

feel they sometimes try
now?

to ruin your d iet ing

tro onDid
diet?

your family ever pressurize you into going

Addit ional comments :
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C.

1.

Marr ied , Common-Law, and Sexual-

How J-ong have you been married

Relat ionsh ips

or lived common-law?

How long
mar r ied or

did
Iived

you know each other
common- l-aw?

before you were

Have
once ?

you been marr ied or lived common-l-aw more than

11 Are you no\¡J
par tne r/ spouse ?

d i vor ced or separ ated from your

If so, what were the main reasons for
or divorce?

tlris separat ion

tr D id you go
you met your

out with other
partner?

people romant i.cally before

6. \,üou Id you
with men?

describe yourself as popular or unpopula r

7. How do you feel about this?

B. Would you say that
things have worked

you are fair
out in your

ly pl-eased
relationshi

with the ways
lls with men?

9. How many serious relationships have you had with a man?

r0. Do you have
from your par

you own interest.s and activities separate
tnerts,/spousets?

Do you have your
partner/spouse?

l-r. own fr iends separate from your
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L2. How does your parl.ner/ spouse feel about your separate
activities and interests?

13. How would you describe your parLner/spouse?

How would you describe your relationship with your
par tner/ spouse ?

14 . I f your relati-onshi¡: could be improved in any wây, how
could it be changed?

15. would you describe your sexual rerationship(s) as
sat.isfying?

16. Is your sexlife adequate?

If not, how could it be improved?

L7. How important is your sexuality in your Iife?

tB. How important is sex to you?

19 . Ho!ù do you f eel about your bod¡z when mak ing love?

20. How did you feel about your body when you were
deve lop i ng ?

2L. How did you feel about your sexuality when you were
deve lop i ng ?
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par tner /

have
spouse ?

any maJor conflicts with
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your

23 fee I about your

24. What does your partner,/spouse think about the way that
you look?

Hov/ does
r e Ia t ionsh ip

your parLner/ spouse
to food?

25 What do
l-ook ?

his rel-atives think about the way that you

26. What do
Iook?

your relatives think about the way that you

Please describe any other information you fee
to your weight problem. This would include in
your fami ly, and fr iends , effor ts by people
your weight control, additional weight loss
have endeavored or any part of your family
history that is related to your weight problem

I is relel'ant
teraction wit.h
t-o sabbot.age
programs you
or personal
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D. Friends

I would Iike to now ask you some questions related to
f r iends and other peopÌe that you interact with.

I. Do you feel- that you have lots of friends?

2. Where did you meet most of your friends?

3. How often do you generally see your friends?

4. What do you usually do when you are with your friends?

5. Do you have rnore women friends or more nale friends?

6. Do you generally get along bett.er with men or women?

1 . How many of your f r iends are really close f r j-ends ?

B. Do you have one special friend which you can confide in
and discuss for example things that might. bother you
with?

9. Do you feel that most people understand you?_
i

, I0. Do you tend to talk things out with your friends?

lI. Do you find that you listen to your friends' probJ_ems
more often than they l_isten to yours?

L2. I^Ihat do you en joy doing in your f ree time?
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13. what would you really like to do if you had the time
and/or money?

l-4. Do you prefer being alone than being with other people?

I f so, why?

l-5. Do you consider yourself to be a fairly socially
orientated person? ( i.e. like being around other
people, going to parties etc.)

16. Do you ever find that you don't get to see your friends
as often as you like?

L7. What kinds of people do you like to have as friends?

lB. What kinds of people like to have you as friends?

19. what things do people general-ly rike the most about
you ?

20. Do you have rnany disagreements with your friends?

If so, why?

2L. what kinds of things upset or bother you most about the
people that you know?

22. What. kinds of people do you tend not to like?
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23 What kinds of people tend not to like you?

24. What
you?

th ing s do people generaJ-J-y like the least about

25. Do you ever
hostile or j

feel that your friends are being
udging you inaccurately?

critical,

26. Do you feel that when things
friends are happy for you or tha

go well for you your
t they are envious?

21 Do you often
order to avoid

avoid doing or
creatinq conf

saying things to people in
I icts?

Add i t ional comments :

Are there any additional things that you would like to
discuss concerning your weight problem. please describe any
additional information that you feel is rerevant to your
weight problem. For exampler lou may Iike to further dis-
cuss; interaction with you family, friends who may attempt
to sabbotage your weight loss programs, oL any part of your
family or personal l-ife that is relevant to your weight.
problem. There may be a specific period in your life which
hasn't been discussed to your satisfaction, which you might
want. to tal-k about.

Thank you for participating in t.his
you know wiII remain confidential.
the final report upon conclusion.
tion you can cont.act me at 714- 9500.

study. The results as
You will be able to read
For any further informa-
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FOOTNOTES

Chapter One

lFor this thesis the important comparison wourd actual-
ly be degrees of women's emancipation, to compare po]-itical
rights and participation, workforce partì-cipation, childcare
support systems, access to professions, access to contracep-
tion, materiar wearth, and the size and depth of the women's
movement.

2like Lawrence (1984), this study wilI employ Fisher
and clevel-and's def inition of body image--"pictureê of our
body which we form in our mind and the attitudes and
feelings we have about our body" (p. 42). According to
Garfinkre and Garner (r982), anorexj-c women surveyed show
that great.er serf-esteem is associated with greater satis-
f act.r-on with one's body and a pref erence for a larger body
size. rn such inst.ances the anorexic will estimate the size
of her body Lo be smal-ler than it is. simirar f indings have
beerr reproduced among average women whereby there is a
¡:osiLive rel-ationship between sel-f-esteem and body satisfac-
tion . Gar f inkre and Garner (L982 ) suggest that seLf-worth
is often focused on the body. rf one has a negat.ive "non-physical" self and if row self-worth is associated w:-th
fatness, one wili often see themself as larger than they
are.

3Alonzo (Lglg) argues t.hat individuals can "contain"
signs of illness j-n their everyday lives, whereby they do
not seek medical- int.ervent ion. He suggest.s Lhat, ,'the pro-
cess of irlness definition emerges within socialty defined
situations against the t.otal backdrop of daily life and
relations with others" (p. f37). The defining situation
wirr affect whether an individual will define one's self as
ill- if the illness can be contained.

conLainmenL or the "int.eraction between body state devia-
tion and social situation, " requires distancing the signs of
ilrness. women's preoccupat j-on with weight can be consi-
dered "everyday irrness behaviour" as it is normative and
conta ined . The r,^/oman rema ins involved in da i ly soc iaI
situations. The social situation in which weight preoccupa-
tion arises condones dieting behaviour and values thinness.
Hence, more ext.reme weight preoccupations such as anorexia
nervosa and burimia can often be contained, whereby the
individuar does not define themserves as irr and they remain
involved in the i r da i Iy soc ial_ s i tuat ion .

4gulimarexia is a recent. term coined by Boskind (I9Bl) ,which describes botn the binge and purge part of a cycle
women engage in with food. rt is a more accurate term than
burirnia, however, it is awkward, and so the term bulimia is
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used throughout. The crassical definition of bulimia as oxhunger appropr iately refers to binge ing or compuls ive
eating. Bulimarexia, on the other hand, means binge eating
and cyclicaÌ denial of food as the two parts of Ér,e word
suggest.

5the American psychiatric Association's Diagnostic sta-
tisticar tulanuar (DSM rrr), which is commonly used to diag-
nose bulimia and anorexia as psychiatric disorders, is under
review to revise their definition of burimia. The current
definition of bulimia courd concel-vabry incrude most vromen
as it is so broad. However, untit the redefinition of
bulimia becomes effective, women who are afraid of becoming
fat, cyclically diet, and/or starve themselves to l-ose
weight and engage in purging behaviours have a disorder.
Arbit.rarily with a new definition of bulimia, they wirl not
have a disorder, yet the behaviour wilr not have changed.
whire the perspective here is that it. is ludicrous to define
cornmon almost "normar" behaviour as psychiatric disorders,
there is concern that preoccupation with rosing weight and
being thin among the "normalry obsessed" wirl- then become
recognized as a common and norrnar way of being not to be
questioned, or changed, but that is legitimate and condoned.
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chapter Two

lwhile some researchers and writers acknowtedge thej-ssue, of control it is not typically centrar to their
argument¡ ês it is for Lawrence (1984) . Garfinkle and
Garner (L982) believe, for instance, that the pursuit of
thinness for anorexic women is de. rigeur in order to ,'feer a
sense of mastery or control over her body" (p. I) .
PalazzoLí (r978) challenges the notion that añorexics are
attempting to revert to childhood and instead suggests that
anorexics, want to become autonomous adults and that. they
reject aspects of the feminine body which may produce poten-
tial probl-ems. SimiIarIy, Bruch (I973 ) Iinks the behaviour
of anorexics to an "overwhelming sense of ineffectiveness."

2Davis (1985) suggests that unrike other goals womenhave the rneans to attain the desire or goar ór thinness
today. Davis observes that medieval- holy anorexics usedtheir bodies as a \day to rel¡el and to try to estabrishgreater contror over their rives. i.^lhile modern dayanorexics conform to the thin ideal of beaut.y, medievalanorexic saints conformed to the ideal of Àaintliness.saintliness \¡ras expressed through the thin body suggestingasceticism. Further, while medieval_ anorexic wõmen rebetledagainst the patr iarchal church and the famiry by beinE
anorexic , they al-so colruded with the pat.r iarchãl iãears ofbeing a saint.

"!" 
reproduction of gender throuEh mot.her ing invorvesreported diirerential feeáing and nurÉurance behaviours tobabies on the basis of their sex (Orbach, L9B5). Orbach(1985) uelieves that their is a ',mismatch" between thedaughterrs desires and needs and the mothers response tothern f roin th i s ear ly phase of the i r re lat ionsh iþ . Food

þecomes an aspect of creating social rel-ations (Orbach,
r9B5). From the time of birth it is the most "basic medium
of communication" (I9B5 r p . 52). One form of expression in
our curture is the primary involvement of women in food
preparation and derivery. The mother and food are closery
associated to the child and, as food is a medium of communil
cation, the mother can reject or accept a chitd through food
or vice versa. orbach (1985) comments that in times of food
shortage, men and children are fed the better foods and more
of them. orbach theor i zes that f or the com¡ruls ive eaters,
earry feeding was likely a positive experiãnce. rt waspreasurabl-e, comforting and produced reórings of safety.she berieves that among anorexics, the earty feeding relã-tionship musL have been tense and problematic as foodarouses such fear in her (I985).

clearly, women's rerationship to food is not simpre.Leisure and social events in oui curture often focus onfood. Advertising of food is often direct.ed toward women.
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The preparation of food continues to be seen as women's
responsibirit.y, especiaJ-1y the f eeding of her chirdren, and
it is a way in which one can express love for others(Lawrence, 1984). There also appears to be a social senti-
ment that eating is unfeminine and hence unattractive
behaviour for women (Lawrence, I9B4). Sociat values appear
to restrict vJomen from having vociferous appetites be -tney
for sex or food.

Food and the use of food cannot be separated from the
culture in which vve ri.ve. The absence or abundance of food
impacts largeJ-y on social relations and imagery of social
relations. The increased abundance of food through indus-
tr iarization is implicated Ín this thesis in the chang ing
body idear toward thinness and the choice to both starve
oneserf and to binge. Food itself is a meclium of communica-
tion through sociar interacti-on and our treatment of it
ref lects our social conditi_ons.

4Recent. finciings l-end support to the argument that
wer-ght preoccupation is related to the changing social roles
of wolnen (Srikameswaran, Leichner, & Harper, 1984).
Boskind-tlhite (1983 ) asserts that burimic women embrace the
tradit ional female roIe . Cr is¡r (I9B0 ) , on the other hand ,bel-ieves that anorexics are reject.ing the traditionar female
rore. A recent study was conducted on the sex role ideorogy
among women with anorexia nervosa and bul-imia. The findings
suggested that both bulimic and anorexic wornen reflect a
f eminist ideology. Bulimics r^/ere, however, found to be more
feminist in Lheir vievis. Both the women who were anorexic
and burimic were found to be involved in goars for the
benefit of others as opposed to themsel-ves. The changing
roie of women is refl-ected r-n these findings as while
anorexics and bulr-mics are feminists they continue to uphotd
the traditional femare behaviour which ãepends on external
approvaJ-. This refiects women's traditionar orientation
toward being affiliative within the privaLe sphere.
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Chapter Three

Ithu 1959 and r9B3 ¡,Ietropolitan Lif e actuar iar charts
are empJ-oyed in this study as indicators of what society
defines as appropriate body weight and because they can
provj-de a sociar measure of weight status. These charts are
not being condoned nor are they assumed to be good measures
of idear or desirabl-e weights. women's self-perceived
weights are compared to the external social- measure of these
charts. This study finds perceived weight to be more signi-
ficant than "actuar" weight. weight or degree of body fat
does not appear to be the determining factor in determining
women's eat j-ng behaviours or f eel-ings about their bodies,
rather it is the perception of being too fat which seems
most important and the degree to which this affects a
person's self-esteem and sense of self-control_.
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